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ABSTRACT 
PANSAT is a small, spread-spectrum, communications satellite under design at the 
Naval Postgraduate School. It will support a storc and forward bulletin board system for 
use by the amateur radio community. The flight software is responsible for the 
autonomous telemetry collection and hardware control operations of the satellite, 
communications and file transfer protocols allowing access to the bulletin board system, 
and command interpretation and response to ground control commands. 
In this thesis, the complete night software architecture and module interfaces are 
specified using the Estelle Formal Dt:~cription Technique. The module bodies dealing 
with communications and file transfer protocols are ~pecified in detail in Estelle. The 
current de~ign goals for the remainder of the flight software modules are discussed. 
Appendices ineludc the preliminary night software specification itself, a data flow 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. PANSAT 
The Petite Amateur Navy Satellite (pANSAD is a small, experimental, 
communications satellite currently being designed and constructed at the Naval 
Postgraduate School (NPS) and scheduled to be launched from the space shuttle in 1996. 
The satellite will use half-duplex, spread-spectrum communications and will support a 
store and forward bulletin board system for use by the amateur "HAM" radio 
community. PANSAT will operate autonomously in the performance of many of its 
functions, while also carrying out commands issued by the ground control station located 
in Monterey, CA at NPS. 
B. GOAl.S OF THE FLIGHT SOfTWARE 
The flight software will control the autonomous operation of the satellite, allow 
amateur radio operators access to the onboard bulletin board or "mailbox" system, and 
provide the means for the satellite to respond to commands from the ground control 
station. The major functional areas of the flight software are listed in Table 1.1. There 
are other software functions which are equally important to the PANSAT project, but 
outside the scope of the flight software. These include the ~bootstrap" software which 
will control initial configuration of the satellite systems upon launch or reboot, "client" 
ground station software for use by the amateur radio community, and "commanding" 
software for the ground control station. 
TABLE 1.1 FUNCTIONAL AREAS OF mE FLIGHT SOFfWARE 
1. Communications Protocols for Amateur Radio User Access and File Transfer 
2. Telemetry Gathering and Storage 
3. Control of Satellite Hardware Systems 
4. Command Interpretation and Response to NPS Ground Station Control 
c. SCOPE OF mIS TIIESIS 
This thesis is the result of the initial attempt at specification of the flight software 
for PANSAT. The hardware systems are still evolving, which means that hardware 
control, command interpretation, and telemetry gathering requirements are still being 
defined. The only requirements which can be completely defined this early and remain 
essentially unchanged, regardless of the final hardware configuration of the satellite, are 
the communications protocol and mail handling functions. For this reason, the actual 
preliminary software specification, which can be found in Appendix A, concentrates on 
the mailbox system and the transfer protocols for uploading and downloading files. The 
preliminary architecture for the remaining software modules is sketched out, and 
interfaces have been defined between all modules. 
Some existing third party software, designed specifically for communications 
satellites, will be used aboard PANSAT to support the applications software being 
developed at NP$, The commercial software used will be introduced in Chapter II. A 
PANSAT file header has been developed to assist in proper maintenance of the mail 
storage system. The clements of this file header will be explained in Chapter III. 
Chapter IV will discuss the specification language, Estelle, in which Appendix A is 
written. Chapters V through VIII will explain the functionality of the software modules 
which have received the most attention in Appendix A, those dealing with file transfer 
and mailbox control. Chapter IX will introduce the preliminary goals for the remainder 
of the flight software, which has yet to be specified in detail. Chapter X will contain 
conclusions and recommendations for further work. Appendix B contains a graphical 
interpretation of the specification in Appendix A. This interpretation uses data flow 
diagrams which provide a visual means of identifying the software architecture and 
module interfaces. Appendix C will provide some details of the syntax of Estelle. 
II. THIRD P,\RTY SOl-TWARE 
A. SPACE CRAFT OPERATING SYSTEM 
The role of DOS (Disc. Operating System) on a personal c.omputer i~ filled b) 
SCOS (Space Craft Operating System) on the computer aboard PANSAT. SCOS is a 
real time, multi-tasking, operational environment designed specifically for the neeDs 0f 
a small satellite.[Ref. 11 It supports applications writtcn in the "C" programming 
language, and m,my of the primitive functions familiar to "COO programmlCr" arc 
available through the Space Craft Operating System. These include file management 
capabilities, dynamic memory allocation, bit and byte manipUlations, and logica' and 
mathematical operations. Within the SCOS operating environment, the vanous modules 
which make up the flight software are running a~ concurrent proccsscs. able to pass dati.! 
among themselves. They arc put to "~lccp" when they are not needed. saving CPU time, 
and arc "woken up" again whcnc\'cr their ~crviccs arlC requircJ. 
B. BAX 
1. AX.25 
AX.25 is a variant of the CClrr X.25 link-layer protocol. and is destgned 
to providlC reliable data transport between two signaling tcrmmah.rReh. 2, 3] This 
asynchronous dala transfer protocol is currently in wide usc by the amateur radio 
community for packet communication~, and ha~ thus been ~clccled for use in 
communications with PANSAT. To incorporate AX.25 functlOnali!) into the 
communications software aboard PANSAT, a program called RAX is employctl. 
BAX is the BekTek corporation'~ implementation of (he AX.25 protocol. It 
is designed to work with the Space Craft Operating System. Because of the availablhty 
of the BAX software, the acwal functionality of the AX.2S protocol is tramparcnt to the 
applications programs developed for the satellite. The software designa and progrannner 
nee.d only consult the BAX manual fRcf. 4] to discover how to acce~s the capahilities 
required. For the amateur radio operator, the AX.25 protocol IS normally lmplemenlt:d 
by a pIece of dedica!lOd hardware known a~ a TNC (tcrmin::.! node controller), or by 
software contained in a PC (per.,onal comput..:r) hased systcm. 
2. BAX Application Programs 
In order to utilile the capabilities of BAX. a "BAX application" program 
must be wrillen. Tn the PANS AT flight software <;pecification, the primary BAX 
application is known a~ the DAT A _TRANSFER module (see Chapter \'). Other 
modules, such as GROUND_CONTROL, may aho accc~s the services of BAX. 
BAX ha, the capabilil) of receiving frdme<; addressed to \"arioll~ applications 
which are Jislingllj~hed from e.1ch othl:f by having difierent ssid's (subsystem 
identification numbers). PANSAT will be addrc~sed by a multi-character Amateur RadlO 
Call<;lgn, "PANSAT", for example. Thi~ calhign may be modified by u~e of ssid'~ to 
access different functions aboard the satellite. For instance. the data lran~fer module will 
have ssid '1', and the HAM,> will scnd thcir mail to "PANSAT-J" The command 
interpreter, GROUND_ CONTROL, may have ssid '2 , so that comma[](j<, from the NPS 
ground station could be sent there directly by BAX without having to be in the ~me 
format as that rewgnizcd by the bulletin board system. 
BAX communicates directly with the hardware drivers which operate the 
radio equipment on the satellite. As incoming frames are received, BAX handles all of 
the AX.25 protocol requiremenb, and notifies the appropriate application module of the 
receipt and the source of each transmi~sion. In the case of the data transfer module, the 
frames pas<;cd to it by BAX mu~t be assembled into the packe" required at the next 
higher protocol level. This is the level of the PACKET_TRANSFER moduks described 
in Chapters VI and VII. \Vhen the data transfer module receives a packet from a packet 
transfer module for transmission to a ground user, the data transfer module breaks the 
data into frames which it pa~ses "down" to BAX for transmission in accordance with the 
AX.25 protocol. 
3. flAX Functions 
The accessing of most BAX functions by PANS AT application module, is 
represented in the software specification as messages being passed through an 
Abstract_ Bax_Channel. In fact, in the specification modd, all communication between 
modules is accomplish.;d ,ia "channels", each channel having certain types of mcs~ages 
dcfined which can be pa~scd through it. The~e channel and me~>.age dl:finitions form the 
interface specification between software modules (see Chapter III and Appendix A) The 
BAX functions accessed arc listed and briefly explained in Table 2.1 
Function 
TABLE 2.1 BAX FUNCTIONS 
BAX informs PANSAT application of user connection request, 
user disconnect, or incoming data frame. 
PANSAT application tells BAX what callsign and ssid it will be 
using. 
qax data PANSAT application passes data to BAX for transmission. 
qax_busy PANSAT application informs BAX that it is ftbusy" and will not 
be accepting incoming frames. 
qax_unbusy PANSAT application infonns BAX that it is no longer "busy" 
and will once again accept incoming frames. 
qax con acpt PANSAT application accepts a user connection request 
qax con rej PANSAT application rejects a user connection request 
qax_connect PANSAT application sends a connection request to ground station 
qax_ui PANSAT application sends an unnumbered information frame to 
a ground station. 
qax_ PANSAT application disconnects from a ground station. 
disconnect 
C. FILE TRANSFER LEVEL 0 
File Transfer Level 0 (FTLO) is an asynchronous connected mode file transfer 
protocol developed by Jeff Ward and Harold E. Price for use with the PACSATs (packet 
satellites). In a connected mode protocol, there is a virtual link between each user and 
the satellite, with each transmission having a specific destination. This is in contrast to 
a broadcast, or unconnected mode protocol, in which communications are intended to be 
picked up by anyone listening. 
An implementation of FrLO is currently available to amateur radio operators in the 
form of the program "PG- along with several utility programs that work along with it, 
such as "PHS" and "PFHADD". Although the specification for FTLO contains 
provisions for both uploading and downloading flles from a satellite, only the uploading 
capabilities are implemented by the current version of "PG". For downloading from the 
satellites which currently employ FrLO, the non-connected mode, "PACSAT Broadcast 
Protocol" [Ref. 5], is used. This is implemented by the program "PB" and it's utilities. 
The specification for FrLO [Ref. 6] is used as the motivation for the specification 
of the PACKET_TRANSFER module aboard PaANSAT (Chapters VI and VII). The 
specification of the packet transfer module in Appendix A is much more detailed than 
[Ref. 6], in an attempt to show how the protocol will actually be implemented by the 
software aboard the satellite at the lowest possible level. The PANSAT implementation 
will employ an FTLO-Iike connected-mode protocol for both upload and download. 
An effort has been made to remain as compatible as possible with any other FILO 
implementation. Some of the specific requirements of PANSAT and certain design 
decisions have led to some variation from [Ref. 6). As source code for HPG" was not 
available, it is unknown at this point whether that software will actually be able to 
communicate with PANSAT. PANSAT-specific ground station software, capable of 
communicating with the packet transfer module specified here, will be developed by NPS 
and made available to the amateur radio community. 
lll. THE P,\NSAT FILE HEADER 
A. FU"'ICTlON 
Each file maintained in the mail box memory of the ~tellite must begin with a 
PAN'ilAT file header The header include, mformatlOn ~uch as the file number, file 
name. file length. source callsign. destmatlOn ealhlgns, upload tIme, and expiratIOn tIme. 
Th.; information In the he-ader is nece<;-mTY for the proper mail1len,mce and admimstration 
of the mail box It can aha be u~.;d by a clien1 10 determllle which file, onboard the 
~1elhte may be of intr.::rc;\. The sell'cfJmd makes use of the variou; ficld~ of thc 
PANSAT file hC<lder in its <;electi(">n criteria (oree Chapter VI) 
B. STRUCTLRE 
The PANS A r file header IS !1lsplrcd by, but I, not the same as. the PACSt\T rue 
Header developed by Jeff Ward and Harold Pnce [Ref. 7]. It is arranged a, a ,anahle 
length array of umlgncd character; (b)'tc~l. The field; neaTe51 to the beginning of the 
header have fix.;d positions and fixed length,. The length, of other fields are sptX'lficd 
\\lllull the header lbelL cau~ing the poSitlOns of the later fields to be variable. and 
dependant on the field., ahead of them. 
The byte poSlttom, field names and formats are listed In Table 3.1 Note that 
positions and field lengths through byte 41 are fixed . .each of the field~ "DestInation I" 
through "Destination 7" is either present, v.-ith a fixed length of 6 bytes, or absent 
completely, ba~d upon the contents of the "Number of Destination~" field. The field~ 
"Title" and "Keywords" have variable length, based upon the eontent~ of the fields "Title 
Length" and "Keyword Length", respectively. The column Const refers to the constant 
name given to the associated field in the specification of Appendix A. 
TABLE 3.1 P.\'\SAT m.E HEADER f<JELDS 
R}te(s) Const fliame Fonnat 
[0 .. 1] fixed fl Flag <O-:BB> <010.55> 
[2 .. 5] fixed Mail ;-';umber ulang 
[6 .. 91 fixed m1 File Lenglh ulong 
[10] fixed /1 File Type uchar 
lll] ftxed Compression Type Udldf 
[12 .. 13J fL>..ed bo Body Offset 
[14] ftxed dl Download Count uchar 
[15 .. 20] fixed Source array[61 of uchar 
[21] fixed Priority uchar 
[22 .. 25] fixed Upload Time ulong 
[26 .. 29] fixed Expire Time \lIang 
[30 .. 371 fixed PANSAT Flk Name array[8J of uehar 
[38 . .401 fixed PANSAT File Fxtension array[3] of uchar 
[41] fixed Number of De,tinatlOm \l("har 
[42 . .47] approx Destinallon 1 array[6] of lIchar 
[48 .. 53J appro" Destination 2 array!6] of uchar 
[54 .. 59] approx. De<;tmation 3 arra)[6] of \lchar 
[60 .. 65] approx. De~tmall01l 4 array[6] of uchar 
[66 .. 71] approx. De~tination 5 array[6] of lIchar 
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TABLE 3.1 PAl\SAT FlLE HEADER FIELDS 
B~te(s) Con>! Name Format 
[72 .. 77] appro.>.. De~tmation 6 arrd)"[6] of uchar 
[78 .. 83J approx Destination 7 arra)"[6] of uehar 
[841 approx. Title Length uchar 
[85 .. 114] approx. rille arra)[30] of uehar 
[115] approx Keyword Length uehaT 
r116 .195] approx. 'w Keywords arra)[80] or uchar 
[196 .197] appro>; Header Checksum 
[198 199J approx. Body Check<ium lIint 
C. FIELDS TO BE FILLED 11'10" BY SOURCE 
A PANSAT file header must be prependeJ to any file before I! is uploaded to the 
satellite. CertaJ.n fields wIthin the header mu,! be complcluJ b) the user station where 
the file originates, whlle other fields are filled It1 by the ~tellile once the file has heen 
completely uploaded The user must place all teros In those fic1d~ which the ~tellitc 
will complete. These satellite respon~lble fields w1l1 all be of fix.:J length The field, 
for which the u~er IS responsible are as follov.s· 
1. flag 
The nag indlcdtes that thl'> I, the bcgmmng of a file with a Pt\NSAT file 
header rhe tlag mu,;! alway<; eOIl~I<;t of the 'lame t .... o b) te,. 'OxBn· lollowed by '0,-55· 
Example of the flag field: 1011 101101010101 
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2. Mail Number 
A mailnumher, or file number, is assigned by PANSAT to each file. This 
number IS not known to the user untIl I! is provided by the satellite in an uploud..J!,oJ(,5P 
following an uploadJmd from the ground station. (See Chapter VI, section E.). The 
uscr software has two options here. The simplest is to leave 4 bytes of O's in thiS field, 
and let the satellite update it after the upload. If the upload is interrupted. howe\cr, it 
WIll be the resjXlnsibility of the user software to "remember" the number as~ocidted with 
the partially uploadtxl file. and to proVide it to the satellite 111 the next upload and "hich 
will contlllue the proces'i. The obVIOUS place to store the number is in the file header 
For this reason, it may make more scnse to ehoo~e the second option. which IS to place 
the proper number in the header before transmission of the file begins. Of course, thls 
"ill also nece<,sitate adjusting the header checksum before transmitting. (See'iub<;ection 
12). 
3. File Length 
The file length is a four byte umigned integer (ulong). I he source sottware 
must place in this field the number of bytes contained in the file, including the PANSAT 
file header 
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4. File Type 
The file type is a one byte field which indicates the format of the file hody. 
The satellite does not care about the file format, as it treats all files simply as arrays of 
bytes. The infonnation in this field is for the usc of anyone who downloads the fi le, so 
that they will know how it must be read. The contents of this field will be interpreted as 
in Table 3.2. The first eleven of these types are the same as those defined by Price and 
Ward in LRef. 7], and <;orne of them might never be used aboard PANSAT. They are 
included for completeness, and to provide as much parallelism as possiblt-: between Ihis 
specifil:ation and FTLO. 
TABLE 3.2t'U.E TYPF.s 
Field Contents File Type 
oooooooo ASCII file 
00000001 RLI/MBL message body. Single message. 
()()()()()(]]() RLI/MHL importie)(port file. Multiple message. 
()()()()()(]ll UoSAT Whole Orbit Data 
00000100 Microsat Whole Orbit Data 
()()()(x)lOl {JoSAT ePE Data 
()()()(X) 1 10 MS/PC-DOS .e)(e file 
()()()(X) I 11 .\is/PC-DOS .com file 
{XXX) 1000 Keplerian elements NASA 2-li ne format 
OOOJ 100 1 Kep1erian elements" AMSA T" format 
00001010 Simple ASCII text file. but compressed 
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TABLE 3.2 FILE TYPES 
Field Contents File Type 
10100000 PANSAT short fonnat telemetry file 
10100001 PANSAT long format telemetry file 
10100010 PANSAT bax telemetry file 
11111110 Uscr defined type. 
5. Compression Type 
If the body of the file IS compres'ied. the source must IndlCale Ihe Iype of 
compression used In thl' one byte field. Again, the <>ateiille does nO! care whether or not 
a file IS compressed, or if so, how. ThIS informatIOn I; for the u~e of the downioadmg 
user only. Note that no matter what file format or compression type tS used in the file 
body, the PANS AT file header wlll always be uncompresscd ASCII text. CompressIOn 
lypeS are indicated hy Table 3.3. "User defined type" in Tabk 3.2 and "(1),,('r" In 
Table 3.3 indicate that a file formal ur compressIOn tYt>t not lisled is being used TIle 
user must know the lype. perhaps based on the source or title. 
TABLE 3.3 COMPRE.';;iSIO.r-< TYPES 
Field COlllcllt<; II Compression Type 
()(){)(){)()()O No compression 
00000001 PKARt' 
00000010 PKZIP II 
00000011 Other II 
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6. Bod~ Offset 
The body offset is a two byte unsigned integer (UITIt) The ~ource mu~t enter 
in thlS field the byte number at which the file body begins, that is, the number of the 
byte following the last byte in the PANSAT file header. Thl~ l~ where the flle format 
and compression type will take effect, a~ far as the ground u~r is concernoo. Note that 
the first byte ITI the file header is number O. If there are 200 byte~ ITI the file header. 
then the body offset \\111 be ':200' (OxOOC8) 
7. Source 
The source field idcntifie'i the origin of the file, or the ground statl0n from 
which it was uploadcd. The uploading user's HAM cal1sign, con~l~ting of SIX ASCII 
characters, must bc entered in this field by the client software. 
8. Priority 
No particular use for the one byte priority iield i~ currently speCified for the 
satclllte software. The user 1S free to use this field fur hi., own pLirpme~, such a~ to 
mdlCate the relative urgency of messages to addressees \\ho share the :.ame Interpretation 
for thi~ field. An) one byte bit pat!ern may be enter<,d in tlK jjdd. a,long as the h.:.ader 
checksum take, the contents into aCCOlint. 
9, l\"umher of Destinations and Destination 1 through Destination 7 
Tf the me~<,agc to be uploadcd is Intended for r.:-,eipt by hetween 1 and 7 
individual de,tination ~tatlOns. then thi, IS the number which is placed in the one byte 
unsigned integer of the "Number of Deslinations" field. Thc applOpriate number of 
IS 
"Destination" fields are then used to indicate the HAM callsigns of the addressees. Any 
unused destination fields are left out of the header. If the source wishes to indicate that 
a message is intended for all users, then the number '0)(00' is placed in the "Number of 
Destinations" field, and no destination fields are used. 
To modify the "all users" destination, the uploading station may choose to 
include a "source path" or a "destination path" to further define the inltmdcrl audience 
for the file. If a source path is tu be included, then the number '0)(08' is placed in the 
"Number of Destinations " field , and all 7 of the destination fields are included as a single 
42-byte patb field. Any ASCII Siring may be placed in this field to indicate a source 
path or other source identification. Similarly, if a destination path is to be indudcil, the 
number 'Ox09' is placed in the "Number of Destinations" field, and the 42-byte path field 
is used to indicate a destination path or to identify the intended audience. 
The satellite will not attempt to interpret destination paths or identifications. 
It is up to the potential downloadcrs to usc this information, either by reading it after 
downloading file directories, or by providing strings to compare with the path field in 
seleclJnuls (see Chapler VI). 
10. Title Lcngth and Title 
The "Title" field is a variable length array of from () to 30 bytes. Thc "Title 
Length" field must be entered by the source to indicate the actual length of the title. The 
title should be an ASCII string which will indicate to potential down loaders the contcnts 
of lhe m e body. If there is an original file namc, which it is importallt to keep wilh Ihe 
file, it may be entered herc. PANSAT docs not othcrv,rise retain original file names, 
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assigning Its own after upload The title information is for tile u~e of potentIal 
downloadcn only, and the satellite does not attempt to interpret this field 
11. Keyword Length and Keywords 
Like the "Title" ficld. the "Keywords" field i~ a variable length array of 
ASCII characters. The "Keyword Length" field mu~t be uscJ to specify the actual 
length, of between 0 and 80 bytes. Keywords should be separated from each olher by 
one or more spaces. The satellite does interpret keyv.ord informallOn. but will altempt 
to find key ..... ord~ of Interest ",ilhm tim field If~) dIrected by a .Ieleu_cmd 
12. Header Chel"k..~um and Body Ch{'cksunJ 
The header and bod} .:hcchums arc u~cd to verify the integrity ot a file after 
uploadmg or downloading is complete. The body ch<x:ksum must be calculated first, 
~lIlce it IS included in the he.1der and is thus a factor in the header checksum. All b}te\ 
in the body of the flle arc added together a~ unsIgned 8·bit integen. The least signific:ant 
[,,0 byle~ of the resulting ~um arc placed in the bod} cheehum field. The header 
checksum is the result of adding all hyll'\ 1Il thc header together, except for the header 
checksum it~lf, am] l<wng the least sIgnificant t"o by te~ of lhe ~um. The soun:e mu\t 
take care to update the checksum.;; 11' any part of the file or header i~ changed hefore the 
actual upload begin~ When the file numher to be u<;ed has been identl1icd by the 
satellite, for lIlstancc, If the source then replaces the zeroe, in the 'Tile ~lImber" field 
WIth the proper number, tho~e four bytes mu~t also be added to the header chccbulll. 
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If Lhe !>ource is not able or does not deSlre to calculate these checksums, 
either or both of them may be left out. In thl!> ca.;,c, the fields must be filled 'WIth all 
zeroes. The satellite will not fill in or update "all Lero" checksum fields. When the 
satellite performs file integrity checks, any all zero checksum will be ignored and that 
check will be skipped. Because of this, corrupted files may remain aboard the '>3.telhte 
undetected. It is up to the file's source to determine whether checbum!> arc reqUIred 
Currently, there is no way to distmquish between "no checksum" and a checksum which 
is actually '0' Consc-Cjuently, any checksum which i!> calculated to be exactl) zero Will 
be ignored. Thl, can be remedicd by addmg a character to thc Keyword!> or Title field, 
adjusting the appropriate length field and recalculating the checksum. 
D, F1ELDS TO BE TILLED l~ BY SATELLITE 
As preVIOusly stated, the uploading source of a tile ma) choose to leave the "File 
Number" field of the PANSAT file header filled with zeroes. Ii the >,aldlite finds that 
this has bccn done, it will fill in thi!> field and uj)(Jate the header checksum appropnately. 
When the satdlite "updates" a checksum. it does so simply by addmg to It any byte!> wlth 
which it has replaced zeroes. 'When nonzero field conh:nts mm! be changed. the eXlstmg 
bytc!> arc sublract(;(] from the checksum. and the ncw byt.::!> added to It. This happen<;, 
for instance. when the "Download Count" is updated (see below). The least slgmficant 
two bytes of the sum are placed into the check<;um field. The checksum i!> not 
completely recalculated, as this would mvahdate the pUTpO<>e of checking the mtcgrity of 
the hyte~ uploaded. 
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There are several additional fields within the PANSAT file header which must be 
filled in by the satellite. The satellite software updates the header checksum whenever 
it places information in any of these fields. The satellite will never change a body 
checksum. The satellite responsible fields are described in the following subsections. 
1. Download Count 
In this one byte field, the satellite software keeps track of how many times 
a particular file has been successfully downloaded. For a file addressed to "all". the 
download count is incremented each time a download is completed. For a file addressed 
to between one and seven individual cai!signs, the count is incremented only when a 
download is completed to one of the intende<.! addressees. The information in this field 
is used to determine whether a file has been previously downloade<.! when the default 
selection list is being formed (see Chapter VI, section K). The satellite software looks 
at the header of each file to see if the current client is one of the addressees. If there are 
five addressees listed, for instance, and the client is one of them, but the download count 
is already at '5', it is assume<.! that the client has already downloaded this file. 
2. Upload Time and Expire Time 
The "Upload Time" field is filled in after a complete file has been 
successfully uploaded. When the final bytes of a file have been receive<.!, and the file 
has passed the integrity checks (such as checksums), the satellite "stamps" it with its 
current onboard time. This time is in the form of a four byte unsigned integer which is 
a count of the number of seconds since January 1, 1970 (the UTC, or Universal Time 
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Constant). Then the current amount of time allotted to each file to stay aboard the 
!>3.tellite is added to the upload time to form the expiration time. This number is placed 
in the Expire Time field. The amount of time allowoo for each file may change based 
uJXln satellite loading. When the expiration time for a file is exceeded by the clock 
onboard the satellite, that file is discarded. 
3. PA..'JSAT File Same and PANSAT File EA1ension 
As each flit! is upiQaJoo to the satellite, the satellite software assigns a DOS 
file name and extension to it. This is the file name which will be u~ by the onboard 
fi le management system to access the flIe. It is also used to easily associate each file 
with it's source without having to read any header fields. The 8-byte file name assigned 
consists of the 6 character source callsign preceded by two ASCII spaces. The file 
extension consists of 3 ASCII numerals (0 through 9), which indicate the sequence of 
files uploaded from this particular source. For instance, the first file uploadCtl by 
callsign ABCDEF would be named " ABCDEF.OOl", the second would be 
ABCDEF.OO2", etc. Extensions are repeated after number "999". It is unl ikely that 
any file would remain with an extension that is up for re-use. But if that happens, the 
next unused extension wi ll be assigned instead. 
Certain file names are used by the satellite to indicate particular kinds of ti les 
generated aboard the satellite, rather than uploaded by users. These include 
"BULLETIN.xxx" and "USRTELEM.xxx". Files with the name "BULLETIN" contain 
information of general intcrest poste<i by the satellite or ground control oper<l/ors and 
addressed to all users. Files with the name "USRTELEM" contain satellite telemetry 
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which may be of interest to u"t.:r~" USRTELEM files will be m the formal "PANSA"J 
short telemetry file"" Thi~ format has not been completely specifioo a~ yet, and will be 
published at a later ddtt.:" 
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IV. THE SPECIFICATION LA~GUAGE - ESTELLE 
A. FORMAL DESCRIPTION TECIINIQGE 
A formal description technique (PDT) is a method of precisely defining the 
behavior of a system. It is generally advantageous to employ an FDT in the cle~ign and 
specification of software because descriptions produced in this way tend to be more 
complete, consistent, precise. concise. and unambiguous than descriptions produced in 
a natural language, such as English. For the specification of the PANSAT flight 
software, the language Estelle has been chosen. Estelle is a formal description technique 
which is based on an extended state transition model and uses much of the familiar 
syntax of the programming language Pascal. [Ref. 8] 
As staled in Chapter n, the operating system cho~en for the computer aboard 
PANSAT support~ software written in the "C" programming language. For this as well 
as other reasons, such as development and debugging tooh currently m .. ailable to the 
Space S)stems Academic Group at NPS, the implementation languages for the flight 
software will be "C", "C++", and assembly code as reqUlred. In spite of thl', there 
are many reasons for developing the software specification in a description language like 
Estelle, prior to implementing it in a compilahle language such as "C". Some of the~e 
reason, are addressed in the following sections. 
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B. CLARITY 
One of the most lmporw.nt aspects of a software specIfication l~ cianly. The 
purpose of the specification i~ to clearly communicate the intended beha,ioT of the 
program to th06e \\oho must actually write the ~oftware (both the original .... enion and 
later rcvi,ions) as \\oell d'i to those \\oho mu~t usc it. The behavior dc~cribcd b) th" 
specIfication must be verifiable to be the correct behavlOr by the sy,tem~ de~igncrs \\oho 
define the requirements of the system. A programmmg language like "C' i, certainly 
very precise, but i~ often lackmg m the required clanty, at least as far as humans other 
thJ.n the anginal programmcr arc con~emcd 
A panicular "C" statement i, wntLen in a partIcular way and ...... ill cau\e a panlcuiar 
eyent to occur What IS not ohvlOus l'i ""hcther the particular event that occurs 1, exactly 
the event mtended \\'hen some software requirement i'i tran,latcd dircctly from an 
I:ngh'ih descnption mtll a programming langudge lTnpi<::mcntation, there are several 
danger>. fir~l of ali. it is difficult to guarantee that the English de,cription i~ sufficiemly 
unambiguous that It \Vlll be undcrstood and translated in exactl) the ~ame way by 
eyeryone. Second, if the translatIOn is off some"" hal and the ~oft""arc ""nttell implemenl~ 
a ~ltghtly different requirement than thai lOlended. it can be dllficult to calch the I:HOr 
b) examining the C[)(k. Thud. ~ince the code 1.\ more precl~e than the origindl EngliSh 
descriptlOll, It may be tempting to me ir a'l the desenptl0n of required behJ.vlor a, the 
program i~ debugged and modified . .\ome programnllTig laT1g\l~gc,. In particular 
arc ~ufficiently tcne that It can hI: difficult to extract a complete underslandmg of the 
mtended hchayior directly from the code without mtense examination. Cummenb are 
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used to alleviate this problem - and we are back 10 the ambiguities of the English 
language. Of course, even if a precise description of behavior is extracted from the code 
and comments, it may no longer be the intended one. 
The Pascal syntax used in Estelle, though more precise and unambiguous than 
English, is more obvious and easily readable than "C". Simple, well-understood, and 
extremely precise programming language constructs are used. These include while 
statements, if-tben-else constructs, and for loops, as well as function and procedure calls 
{Ref. 8). The specific Pascal syntax used in Appendix A is summarized in Appendix C, 
Table C.I. Pascal was developed as an educational language and is designed specifically 
to be clear and easily understood; the syntax is very straight forward. The intricate and 
often inscrutable statement construction of a high-powered language such as "C" is 
avoided. 
Using Estelle, an English description of required behavior can be translated into 
a precise series of program-like statements. These statements are sufficiently readable 
that the resulting behavior can be easily analyled and compared with the intended 
requirements. An ambiguous requirement statement is made crystal clear, once it has 
been set down in the proper series of precise Estelle statements. Once the formal 
specification is in place, there should be only one way to translate it, the correct way 
Any software implementation must then be checked against the requircd behavior 
imparted by the Estelle description. When the program does not act in a useful way, it 
can be easily determined whether the original requirements statement was at fault. or 
whether the program code is flawed. When the software must be modified throughout 
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the lire cycle of the hm! system, the origmally intended behavIOr of the existing cock will 
be more easily understood from the specification than from the code itself. 
Of C{)UT'>e, the spec1fication must be maintained up-Io-date along with the code 
If the sy~tem requirements change, thi~ must be reflected In the specificatlOn, The 
~pecification should always he the most accurate de~criptlon of the currently Intended 
hehavior of the sofll ... an: ,y~tem 
C. STATE ~lACH1"JE :\fODEL 
Many software ~ystcms, including communication, protocoh, can be modeled a,> 
state machinc" A major function of the PANSA r flight software is to implement 
communication, and file transfer protocols betv.~n the ground users and till': satelhte. 
State machmcs provide a comenicnt ""ay of modelmg the software and descnbing ib 
rcquired behavlOL Estelle ext.:nds the .,yntax of Pascal to mclude con,tructs specifically 
deSigned to clearly convey a ,tatc machine an:hltccture, Thc behavior of each module 
lS ddined by its reaction .. to each legal stimulus it rna) receivc while 111 each specific 
state, Even whcre several difkrent state, are not re,quircU for the proper functlOning of 
a module. the state machme archllcclUre ~tlll pnwid<,-.,> a COIl\enlent way to sho"" the 
module's reaCllllns to different mput'>. and prOVides a mcam of ldcntlfyll1g what mpub 
are antiCipated and legal and what inpub arc illegal or unexpected 
\\"hlle mdi\ldual st.1.temcnt, pnmaril) u,>c common Pascal s~ntax, the hierarchy at 
the program modules and the m(l{iu1c mterface'> are ddilled b) the Estelle state lIldchine 
modd. There are ~s(elle-~pecific re<.erved ""ords v. hlch are u~ed to establi.,h thc state 
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machtlle architecture and 10 define other aspects of the specIfication which are beyond 
the seope of the Pascal syntax. The~e reserved word~, the specificatlon segments WIth 
which they are associated, and their functions are listed in Appendix C, Tahk C.2. 
D. MODULE CO-r.f\JL"lIo"'ICATIOSS 
Communications between various program modules arc vcry clearly defined in 
Estelle. What types of Information are passed between precisely which program module, 
is thoroughly spelled out. TIle set of channel defil1ltions, which controls the flow of 
informatIon between modules, is aho the module lllterfacc definitIOn 
In the software specification, several channeb arc defined. Each channel definition 
mcludes a lIst of the message types whIch can be "passed" through that channel. Eaeh 
end of the channc11s named and the message types arc dm:..::tlun-specific. for instance, 
module 'A', attac:hed to the 'User' end of a partlcular c:hannel. rna) request infonnallOn 
from module '13', at the 'Provider' end, using one of ~everal different 'request' 
messages. Module 'R' will reply using one of a completely dIfferent set of 'response' 
mcssage~. 
The name of a message type and the channel it I~ Pd.S,ed through l113y In itsl!lf 
provide all the mtormatlon that IS needed. In other situatIOns, specific parameten must 
be passe.:!. The parameters to be passed with each message dft: li~ted in parentheSIS next 
to the message name in the ehannd dcfillltion. E,tellc b a strongly typed language, and 
thb requirement extends [0 the parameters passed between modules. The type of each 
parameter is indicated in the mes..age defimllOn. 
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Each program mooulc ha~ a module header del1nition and a module body 
definition. The module header definition includes a list of all the "interaction points" 
available to the module. Theore inleraction points are channels, and the end of the 
channel to which the module is attached is indicated for each. The interaction points are 
the only meam by which information can be passed from one module to another. The 
nature of each information exchange is thus precIsely dcfined. In the lllod\'ar section 
at the cnd of the ~oftware specification, channels are attached cxplicitly betwe-en the 
\'ariolls modules. The channel definitions, module header definitions, and the mod"'ar 
section, taken together, completely del1ne the architecture of the software system 
E. nET AIL A:\D ABSTRACTlO~ 
One final advantagc of using a formal description technique such a~ E.,tc1le, is that 
various levels of abstraction can bc used to c1anfy the specification. Abstraction can be 
used to ignore details irrelevant 10 the context at any point. so that the local complexity 
of the description can be decrea~ed and the overall undef'tanding iTlc.:rca~ed. Abstraction 
can also be used to continllc with a dc'>..:ription cvcn though some essential detail, arc not 
y(;l kno\.\Jl. Commonly used functions, such as those a~sumed to be readily available 
from the operating system. can be defined as "primitives", the aclllal details of their 
internal implemcntations unimportant. Hardware specific dctaih which are not known 
whcn the specification is being developed can be defined abstractly, with the specifics 
to be filled in later. 
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In contnl<,t, any level of detail desired can be included. Thu<" if minute details of 
the specific hardware implementation to be userl are known, they can be indicated in the 
specification to avoid mistakes. Detailed algorithms which demonstrate a method for 
obtaining the specific results desired can be drawn out. In the specification of Appendix 
A, the communications protocols and mailbox control are described in somewhat minute 
detail, at a level where specific hardware requirements are unimportant. The portions 
of the specification dependant upon hardware configurations arc merely indicated in a 
high-level architecture, with all details to be worked out as more information becomes 
available 
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V. DATA TRANSFER .\lODl LE 
,\. FlI~CTION 
The DATA_TRA"'SFER module provide~ the interface bet"ccn the high level file 
transfer protocol used by PANSAT and the BAX lInk-level AX.25 protocol software. 
11 is the primary "BAX application program" The PACKET_TRANSfER module, 
described In Chapt<.'rs VI and VII. rclic~ on the data transfer module to reassembk the 
AX.2S lc~d frame~ pas~ctl from I3AX into the complete packets uj)linked from the 
ground station. The data tram fer module aho reccI~c~ p<Kkd~ from the packet transfer 
module. breaks them down mlo frames, and passc~ t!lt:m on to RAX 10 be transmitted 
to the mtenden user. 
B, TIlE BAX CO:\""TROL BLOCK 
rommUlllcatlOn "ilh the SAX program IS acwmpll~he(] \la the BAX functions 
listed in Chapter 11. These are repre~entctl in thc Estellc specificatIOn of AppendiX A by 
the message types ""Ithin thc Ab~tra(;(_Ba.x_Channcl. Many of thcse me~;.a§'es ha\"<.' a 
parameter of the type Control_BlLX:k. The control blLx."J... is a data structure defintXlm 
[Ref. 4] which carries much ot the actual information pa~sed hetween BAX and the 
appilcation program. QAX_CLEAN_CB IS a SAX function which pro\·ides a control 
block structure wtth all fields l11itialiled to zero This is the only BAX tunctlon 
referenced In thc specificatIOn by a prol"t'durc call rather than by a meS'Xlge typ<' 
The defmition of the Control_Block type appear~ somewhat differently in 
Appendix A than in [Ref. 4J. It has been altered to match the syntax and a\oid the 
reserved words of the remainder of the s~ifjcation and indude~ only those field~ \', hieh 
are actually u!i.Crl by the data transfer module. The control block fields used are listed 
in Table 5.1 along With the informatIOn each conveys. 
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uehar The number o f seconds to use 
for the link-level frame 
timeout-timer. If a frame 
acknowledgement is not 
received within 11 !>eConds of 
transmission, the frame must 
be retransmitted. 
maxframe maxframe uehar The maximum number of 
frames "in flight" alone time-
the link-level sliding window 





The maximum number of 
limes to rdrya frame 
transmission before terminating 
the link. 
The maximum size of the data 
field on an outgoing frame. 
Must be < == 256 bytes. 
C. STATF.s OF TIlE DATA TRANSFER MODULE 
The data transfer module has only two states, NORMAL and BUSY. The module 
is initialized in the NORMAL state, and is expected to remain in that state for the 
majority of the time. A transition to the BUSY stale oceurs only as the result of a 
messag~ from lh~ Wher the GROUND_CONTROL module or the AUTO_CONTROL 
modul~. 
If the performdIlce of the satellite. as Judged by the onboard declSlon-making 
software or by the ground oomrol statiun, deteriorates to the pumt where It seems 
b",neficial to allow fewer u~ers tu acce~~ the satdlite for a period of time, a lockout 
message can be sent to the data transfer module. The type of lockout, Cl_kmd') may be 
nel{-user or all-user. \Vhen a ne\\'-u~er loch.out me~s.age I~ received. the data transfer 
module remains III the NORMAL ~tate. but rejects all nc\\ mcr connectIOn request,. The 
satellite \1,1:1 conlmue commUlllcat!011S WIth all usen alrCddy logged on "When the message 
is received. Whcn the data tran'ifer module receives an all-user lockout message, the 
,tate WIll change to BUSY and lIleoming commllnicatian~ from everyone except the NPS 
ground control station will be rejected. The data transfer module wllJ send a 'bu~y' 
mes~age to evcry B,\X Imk, and BAX will respond to any frame [except tho~c from 
NPS) w1\h a "receivc-noHC<H'!)'· fram\; 
The control software may aha tind It ncce~'ial)· to turn the tran~mltter off for an 
extended period of time. ,uch a'> dunng a bdttery nx:ha.rge. Whcn tillS occur" and the 
tran,mlttel WIll not be read) at a momcllt'~ notice, a ·tranSI11!tH::r.off' me'isago;: "WIll be 
sent to the data tram fer module. Thl~ mes'>agc Will not change the state of tho,; module. 
""h\ch Will ~till be able to rCCClve an) incoml1lg frames, but It will change the state 
variable 'tr,msmil_ok· to fa[~e. When thlS occur>. the data tramfer module WIll not 
attempt to tran,mit an} frames, and any jogg.od-in lisen ""ill most hkcl) di'>connect due 
to tramc tlmc-ollt~ 
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VI. PACKET TRA:'\SFER MODULE - PACKET TYPE...'"i 
A. FII.E TRA~SFER LEVEL 0 
The packet transfer module specified in Appendix A has its origin<; in the File 
Trdllsfcr Level 0 (FTLO) Pacsat Protocol developed by Jeff Ward and Harold E. Price 
[Ref. 7]. The basic data structures and state tran~ition~ arc functIOnally cqui\alent 10 
fTLO, with some modification'>. In order to make use of the satellite software <'peclficd 
in AppendIX A. the corre,pondmg ground station s.oftware must be developed ""hich y.,lll 
produce packeb In the proper format to be mterpreted by PANSAT. Therefore, the bJt-
levd structure of the ground station paeket~ IS descnbed beloy.,. a~ well a~ the proper 
ground interpretatIOn of the packets origmating on the satelll1e. 
B. PACKET FORMA T 
Each packet to be transmitted con~l~ts of an information field of 0 to 2047 byles. 
precedctl by a two byte header. The header identifies the type of packet and indicates 
the number of byte~ in the information field. The packet structure is defined a~ follow~ 
m the software specification: 






Thl, structure indicates that the header portion of the packet consists of the two unsigned 
characters (octet,) 'lengthJsb' and 'h], The information field is given the type 'Pilata', 
which i, defined in the specification as an array of 0 to 2047 unsigned character" Slllce 
this is a vanable length array, its length must be indicated in the header, 
The octct ']ength_Isb' con tams the least sigmficant 8 bit, of thc data length rhe 
octet 'hi' contains the 3 most significant blt~ of the data length, as well as an indication 
of the type of packet. The bits of 'hI' are labeled '76543210'. Bits 7-') are the 3 rno,t 
slgmficant bit'> of the data length, and must be prepended to the 'lengthJ~b' to give the 
full length of the information field, Btl'i 4-0 of 'hI' pro\ide a number from 0 to 
ThiS number IS decoded into packet I)'IX' a, indicated in Tabk 6.1 
TARLE 6.1 PACKET TYPES 










u1 XI! rnjl 
u/errorre5jl 
ul ad resp 
u/ nat.. res!, 
download _ cmd 
dl error rnp 
d/ uhm1ed rn[i 





Upluad Gu Re'TX,mc 
Upload Error Re~pon,c 
Upload Ack.nowledg<,d Rc'>ponsc 
Upload N01 Acknowledged Rc'>ponse 
Download Command 
Download l,rror Response 
Download Aborted Respon<;e 
Download Completed Response 
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TABLE 6.1 PACKET TYPES II 
Packet Number Specification Constant Packet Name 
12 dl ack cmd Download Acknowledged Command 
13 dl_nak_cmd Download Not Acknowledged 
Command 
14 dir soon and Directory Short Command 
15 dir long cmd Directory Long Command 
16 select cmd Select Command 
17 select resp Select Response 
18 - 29 reserved 
30 del cmd Delete Command 
31 del resp Delete Response 
The ground software and satellite software are peer enti ties at this level. rather than 
master and slave. However, since the ground must initiate al l data exchanges, with the 
satellite acting as a server responding to rC{juests made from the ground, the identifier 
'cmd' is used to indicate packets originating from the ground, while 'resp' indicates 
packets sent from the satellite. The dutu and data_end packets can originate from either 
the ground station or the satellite. Explanations of each of the packet types and the 
contents of their information fields are given in the following sections. 
C. THE DATA A..'lD DATA END PACKETS 
Any file to be transmitted, either from the ground or from the satellite, will be 
broken up into an appropriate numher of data packets, depending on its length. The 
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information field of each data packet will be the bytes from the file to be transmitted. 
Bits 4-0 of the 'hI' field of the packet header will be '00000', identifying the packet as 
containing file data in its information field. Bits 7·5 of 'hI' and the octet 'lengthJsb' 
will together indicate the number of bytes of file data being transmitted in this packet. 
The transmission of the end of the file will be indicated by sending a data_end packet 
immediately after the transmission of the last data packet. The data_end packet has no 
'info' field. 
BiHevel examples of the various packet types will be given in Tables 6.2A through 
6.2S. In these examples, O's and l's will be shown where particular bit patterns must 
be used. Where arbitrary bit patterns may be present, other symbols will be used. The 
intended meanings of these symbols will be made clear in the ftinterpretation N section of 
each table. 
TABLE 1S.2A EXAMPLE OF A data PACKET 
--". II hi II mto LLLLLLLL I HHH 00000 I dddddddd 
dddddddd. 
Interpretation 
low order bits of I HHH = high order bits of the data length. I file data in 
the data length '00000' = data packet. bytes 
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TABLE 6.28 EXAMPLE OF A dala end PACKET 
length Isb 
oooooooo I ()()() 00001 
Interpretat ion 
no info field I 'CXKlOl' = dala t!nil packet. 
D. TH E LOGIN RESPONSE PACKET 
Neither the FTLO protocol of Ward and Price, nor the packet transfer protocol 
specified here , has an explicit Login Command packet. A login request from the user 
is made implicitly whenever a data link is established between the ground station and the 
satellite on the lower, AX.25, data transfer level. When the AX.25 protocol software, 
BAX, recognizes a "connection request" frame from a new user, it informs the satellite 
data transfer module. The data transfer module tells BAX whether to accept the 
connection or not. If the connection is accepted, BAX sends the -accept connection" 
frame to the ground user, and the data transfer module informs the packet transfer 
module that a data link has been established. At this point, the satellite packet transfer 
protocol calls for the transmission of a Login Response packet. 
The purpose of the loginJesp packet is 10 inform the user of the time onboard the 
satellite when the data link is established. The loginJt!sp packet also has a one byte 
login flag. This flag indicates whether the user currently has an active selection Jist 
(exp\alned below) and whether the satellite requi res Pacsat file headers. The Pacsat file 
header was developed by l eff Ward and Harold Price for use with their Pacsat Protocol 
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Suite, which includt':s FTLO [Ref. 8]. A PANS AT file header has been developed ..... hlch 
docs not match the Pacsat file header of Ward and Price, and so the login flag in the 
{oglnJesp packet will always indicate that Pacsat file headers are not required. 
PANSAT file headers ..... ill always be required for fib uploaded to PANSAT. The 
information field of the logmJesp packet include~ a 4-hytc unsigned integer indlcallng 
the login orne (the number of '\econd, since January 1, 1970), followed by a I-byte login 
flag. Thm, the information length indicated by the header must be 5. Bits 7-4 at the 
login flag ..... ill be '0000'. Bit 3, the's' bit, \-\ ill he ' l' if the client already has an active 
~clcction list. and Will be '0' if not. Bll 2 will be '0', mdicating that I'ac.<.at file hear.krs 
are not u<>ed. Bit~ 1 and 0 lIldieate the protocol ver~ion number The) will be 'cxr in 
the case of the protocol specified In Appendix A 
TABLE 6.2C EX <\MI'LE Of" A login resp PACKET 
length L~b II hi :1 inro 
00000101 1000 OOCJlO Ittttltlt ttttltlt tttttltl tltttttt 
OO()(hOOO 
Interpretation 
5 bytes in l,og/llJesp 14 byte login lime 
i Info field I padet login nag: 's' = "I' mdicate, ac:tivc ~elcction ll~t 
E. TIlE UPLOAD CO,fl\fA"IID, UPLOAD GO Rr:SPO~SE, AND lPLOAD 
ERROR RESI>()!"\SE PACKLTS 
Before UplOddlflf! a file to the satelhte, the client ,ortware mu~t first determine 
whether there i~ room In the mail box and If the satelille \\ill accept the upload. To 
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make this determination, the ground station transmits the upload _ cnul. The satellite will 
respond with the ul....B0JcsP if the upload will be allowed and with the ul_crmrJc.lp if 
The information field of the upload _ cnuJ mntalns a 4-byte file number followed by 
a 4-byte file length. If this is the first request to upload a particular file, the file numher 
must be 'OxOOOOOOOO'. The file length must be the actual length of the file which is 
intended for upload, including the PANSAT file header, which must be prepended to 
ea(;h file. When the satellite receives the uploaJ Jmd, it will determine if there is room 
for a file of the indicated length. If there is, the u[....B0Jesp will include a file number 
to he assigned to the file in the mail box aboard the satellitc. Whcn the client receives 
this file number, it may be placed in the PANSAT file header before upload. If the 
client does not place the proper file number in the PANSAT file header before upload. 
then that field must contain all O's and the satellite will make the corre(;tion once the file 
has been successfully uploaded. 
If the upload request is for the continuation of a previously interrupted upload, the 
uploadJnul must contaln the actual file number previously assigned by the satellite. The 
fik length must still indicate the full length of the file, regardless of how much of the 
file was previously uploaded. If the satellite can accept this continued upload, the 
ul...JJo_resp will include the offset at which the client should begin the transmission of 
the file. To determine this off5et, the satellite simply inspects its partial copy of the file 
to see how many bytes it has previously received. The complete informatioll fieJd of the 
ul.soJf:Sp includes the 4-byte file numher either newly or previously a,~signed to the 
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file, followed by the 4·byle file offset. If no part of the file ha~ been previously 
uploadeil. then the mdlcated offset will be '0'. 
If there is no room for the file, if the up!om}_cnui includes a non-zero file number 
which does not correspond to any file onboan.l the ;,atclhte, or if the satelhte determines 
that upload of the indicated file ha<, already been completed. then an ulJrrorJ("p is 
transmitted rather than an ul.Jj0Jesp. The u'_errorJ('5p has a I-byte informatIOn field 
which sImply mdlcat.::s one of several possible error conditions. The po~slble errors 
associated wilh an upload command and their cOITe~pondlng hit patterns are indICated in 
rable 6.3A 
TABLE 6.3A ERROR CODES 
Bit Pattern Error Code 
00000001 er ill formed emd 
00000010 er bod continue 
00000100 er !/o_.lUch.fi!1' numher 
00001100 er.file comp!c/c il 
00001101 II 
The meaning, of most of these error codes arc ob\ 10';, from their names. The 
code ('{_bod_conrillul' I, l"u.::d ""hen the file number ll1tht: upload. lImll~ non-lero bUi 
the file length 1Il the up[o(ldJmd doe~ not agree wilh the file length stored In the 
PANSAT header 01 the partial!} upload<:J file, 
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TABLE 6.2D EXAMPLES OF upload cmd PACKETS 
length Ish hI I info 
00001000 000 00011 OOOOOOOO OOOOOOOO OOOOOOOO ()()()()()()()( 
LLLLLLLL LLLLLLLL LLLLLLLL LLLLLLLL 
00001000 000 00011 nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn 
LLLLLLLL LLLLLLLL LLLLLLLL LLLLLLLL 
Interpretations 
8 bytes in uploatf_ New upload - unknown file number 
info field cmd packet 4 byte file length 
8 bytes in up/oad_ 4 byte file number 
info field cmd packet 4 byte file length 
TABLE 6.2E EXAMPLE OF AK u/-.-Eo resp PACKET 
length Isb II hi II info 
00001000 1000 00100 Innnnnnnn nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn 
oooooooo oooooooo OOOOOOOO 0000000Cl 
Interpretation 
8 bytes in J ul.J:o Je.lp 14 byte file number 
info field packet 4 byte file offset at which to begin upload 
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TABLE 6.2F EXA'IPLE OF 4l\" ul elTOr resp PACKET 
length Ish II info 
0000000] I ()()() ()()]O] Itteetttt 
interpretation 
I bytem info field lUI error resp II byte error code 
I. THE UPLOAD ACK~O\'t'LEDGED RE..'iJ>()!',-SE A~D Cl'l..OAJ) NOT 
ACKKOWLEDGED RESPO;\'SE PACKETS 
\Vhen the client software Oil the ground recel\,es an iAI---.fj0Jesp from the satellne, 
It will commence to upload the file 111 a ~enes of data packet<" start111g ""jtll the byt.:: of 
the file indicated by thc ofb~1 in the ulJ!.o_resp_ Once the dma packet containmg the 
last byte of the file has been transmitted, the dataJlld packet must be >en!. After 
recelvmg the dutuJml pdckct, the salt'llite \\111 check the integnty of the file, as Will be 
ex:plamed 111 Chapter VIII. If the file pa,>~e~ illl checks and i, ,ucces'ifully ~tored aboard 
the satellite, an ul_ad._,esp ""111 be tran,mlttcd to the u~er. If the file is found to be 
dcfe<:ti>c, an utllakJcsp IS transmitted III stead and the file 1, di,>cardcd. The satelhle 
\\111 remember the file number. huwc\(;f, so that the user can later atlempt ,mother 
upload of the same file 
informatIOn field v.hich cun~iSls of one of the error cud<os of T~bk o.3n. 
TABLE 6.3B ERROR CODES 
Bit Pattern Error Code 
00001101 
00001110 er bad header 
00001111 er header check 
00010000 er body' check 
The er_bad_header code i~ sent ""hen the PANSAT ftle header IS mis~ing. incomplete, 
or incorrect. The code for er_headerJheck is sent when the checksum on the headcr 
fails and er_bodLcheck is sent when the checksum on the file body falls, 
An ul_naJ..Je5p may also be sent by the ~telhte before a dara_end packet 1, 
received the satellite needs to termmate the upload for any reason If the ground 
~tation receIves an ul_,wkJesp, 11 should immediately stop sendmg dara packet" and 
transmit a daro_end packet if il 11a, not already done ,0, 




II no mfo field I u{ ad re~p 
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TABLE 6.2H EXA:\IPLE OF Al\ III nakJesp PACKET 
length Isb II hI II inro 
00000001 100000111 1 __ 
Interpretation 
G. TIlE DOWI\'LOAD CO~1l\lA~l) PACKET 
Pnor to using download_cmd packets to request file~ to be downloaded from 
PANSAT, the chent mmt e~tab1i,h an active ,eilXtlOn list onboanJ the !.ate:Jlte. This 1, 
achieved by uSing the sefl'u_wuf which is explained below. On..:e the client ha~ u~ed 
the selectIOn hst to begin downloading a file or to obtam fiie dlreclone, (s..:c Directory 
Commands helow). the selection list need not remain active to continue downloadmg, a, 
long as the client knew., the file number for each file requested 
J-.::ach down!oul'-cmd packet I, used to r~ue,t a single flle. The informatIOn field 
of Ihi, packet contaim the 4-b yte fil<: number for the file reque,tc.:l followed by the 4-
byte file offset from which transllllssion of the file should begin. In I'TI_O. a file number 
of 'Ox()(X)()(X)()()' is used to mdicate the next file in the a..::tive selectlon II,!, proceedmg 
from nC"ef file, toward older fi]c" "hilc 'OxFFFFrrfF' requests the ne'(t file in the 
h\t pmeccdmg from older files toward newer file, In the current packet transfer 
specification for PANSAT, bOt!l 'OxOOOOOOOO' and 'Oxr:FITfFFF' WIll result in 
requestmg the next file m the active !>election list proceedmg from aida file., toward 
newer files. If the actual file number of the file requested IS known, then thiS number 
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is placed in the download3md packet. The file offset should be '0' if this is a new 
download request, and should indicate the byte number from which to proceed if thIS is 
a download continuation. 
TABLE 6.21 EXAMPLES OF downlnad cmd PACKETS 
length Isb hI info 
00001000 (0) 01(0) OOOOOOOO OOOOOOOO OOOOOOOO CMXM)()(XH) 
OOOOOOOO OOOOOOOO OOOOOOOO OOOOOOOO 
00001000 (0) 01(0) 11l1111I1l1l1l1l1l11l1111l111111 
OOOOOOOO OOOOOOOO OOOOOOOO OOOOOOOO 
00001000 (0) 01(0) nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn 
oooooooo oooooooo oooooooo oooooooo 
Interpretations 
8 bytes in download requesting next file in select list 
info field cmd - begin download at beginning of file 
8 bytes in download_ requesting next file in select list 
info field cmd begin download at beginning of file 
8 bytes in downlood file number of requested file 
info field cmd - file offset at which to begin download 
When requesting the "next" file m the selection list, the offset should always be 
'0', since this should only be u~ to request a new file. Once a download has been 
interrupted and subsequently continued, the me number should already be known, and 
this information as well as the offset should be used in the download_cmd. If the file 
offset indicated by the ground station is equal to or greater than the length of the file 
stored on the satellite, no error is generated. Instead, the satellite transmits a dara3nd 
packet immediately, with no preceding data packets. 
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II. THE DOW~LOAD ERROR RESPOT'OSE PACKET 
When the satellite receives a properly formatted downloadJlnd which it is able to 
respond to, 11 immediately begin~ downloading the file in a series of daw packet~. Once 
the last byte of the file has l>een transmJtted, the satelhte sends a data_nul packe!. If, 
however, the satellite cannot service the downlocu(cmd for any rea~an, lt ...... ill tran~mit 
The dl_urorJe.lp information field consists of a I-byte error code The po~~lble 
errors are shuv.n in Table 6.3C 
TABLE 6.3C ERROR CODE..'i 
Bit Paltern II Errur Codt' 
OOOC/OlOO In no suchJilt number 
()()(x)()101 I er .l<'iecriun emp!J 
rhe code U_'to_suchJile_numher is used If a specific file ha'i been requested. the file 
number of ...... hlCh IS not found in the mJJI box. The code eI_.le!Ntion_emp0 is used 
when the "next" file IS requested. but the user currenlly has no dctive selection list. The 
spcc::il'icalion for FTLO aha includcs error code:, dea.ling WIth file fOl"\\ardlllg capabilitic:, 
whic::h are not tmplemented on PANS AT. These codes are l11cluded 111 the specifiCation 
of Appendix A for the sake of completion, to ensure they \\111 not be used for an) 
PANSAT specific ddiniuons. They wlll not he included in any d/_crror 1<'.lp pad.el:' 
from PANSAT, however. These F!'LO error codes, unllsed by PANSAT. IIlclude 
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TABLE 6.2J EXAMPLE OF A dl error resp PACKET 
length Isb I hI II info 
00000001 1 ()()(} 01001 1-
Interpretation 
1 byte info field I dl error resp 11 byte error CO<!C 
l. l1IE DO\V!Ir.LOAD ACKNOWLEDGED CO~'IMAND, DOWNLOAD 
COMPLETED RESPONSE, DOWNWAD ]';OT ACKNUWLEDGED 
COl\-IMAND, AND OOWNLOAD ABORTED RESPONSE PACKETS 
When the client software receives a datGJnd packet from the satellite, it knows 
the downloaded file is complete. It performs any desired integrity checks on the file 
(such as checking header and body check sums) to determine whether the download was 
completed successfully. If the file has been received satisfactorily, the ground station 
must transmit a dl_ackJmd. The satellite responds to a dl_ackJmd with a 
dlJompletedJelp to end the download process. If the ground software does not find 
the downloaded file to be satisfactory, it transmits a dl_nakJtnd, to which the satellite 
responds with a dl_abortedJesp. 
In the FfLO specification, the information fIeld of the dl_ackJmd consists of a one 
byte 'register_destination'. This information is used by a Pacsat to complete soml'ofthe 
file forwarding operations which are not implemented by the current PANSAT software 
specification. Therefore, the information field is not necessary in a dl_uck_Clnd senllO 
PANSAT, and it will be ignored if it is included. This single byte of information may 
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be adapted for u~e by PANSAT at a later date. The dl_comp{eret(resp tran~mllted by 
the :.atellite has no information field. The dl_nakJnul and the dl_a!Jorw'-resp likewise 
have no information fields. 
TABLE 6.2K EXAMPLE OF A dl aek emd I'ACKET 
length Isb I'hl II info 
OOOOJOOI I 000 01100 I xxxxxxxx 
Interpretation 
1-byte Info flcld I dl ad cmd I regl,ter destinatIOn 
TABLE 6.2L EXA,\lPLE OF A til completed resp PACKET 
length l~b 
[)(]{)(JOI][)(] I ()()() 01011 
Interpretation 
11 no info field I dl cmnp/e{ed resp 
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TABLE 6.2N EXA.I\1PLE OF A dl aborted resp PACKET 
length lsb 
oooooooo I 000 01010 
Interpretation 
no info Held I dl aborted resp 
J. TIlE DIRECTORY COMMM1> PACKETS 
FTLO specifies two directory commands, the dir Jhort Jnul and the dir _long_and. 
For PANSAT, there is only one directory command, and either of these two packet types 
will invoke it. The results of each command will be exactly the same. "The infonnatioo 
field of a dir_emil is a 4-byte file number. This numher indicates the file for which a 
directory entry is requested. A directory entry consists of the PANS AT file header from 
the file of interest. From this file header, the ground station software can determine any 
necessary information ahout the file. The user can decide from this information whether 
to request the file for download. 
In FfLO, a file number of 'OxOCXXXXlOO' is used to rC{jllcsl the directory entries for 
the next 10 files in the active selcction list, procee<ling from newer files toward older 
fi les, while 'OxFFfFFFFF' requests the next 10 fi le directories proceeding from older 
files toward newer files. In the current packet transfer specification for PANSAT, both 
'OxOOOOOOOO' and 'OxFFFFFFFF' will result in requesting entries for the next 10 files 
in thc active selection list proceeding from older files toward newer files. If the cliellt 
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has no currently active selection list, then a directory entry can only be requested for a 
file for which the file number is already known, 
When the satellite receives a correctly formatted dir_cmd which it can respond to, 
it sends the requested information down in a dora packet, Since PANSAT file headers 
are at most 200 bytes long, 10 of them will fit in a single packet. Thus, after one data 
packet is transmitted, a dauJ_end packet will immediately be sent. If the satellite is 
unable to respond to the dir_cmd, it will send a dterrorJesp indicating the reason. The 
error character contained in this packet will be either er_selection_empty or 
TABLE 6.20 EXAMPLES OF dir emd PACKETS 
length_bb hl inro 
00000100 000 01110 OOOOOOOO OOOOOOOO OOOOOOOO OOOOOOOO 
00000100 000 01111 11111111111111111111111111111111 
00000100 000 01111 nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn 
Interpretations 
4 bytes in dir shon requesting directory entries for next 10 files in 
info field cniiJ - select list 
4 bytes in diOong_ requesting directory entries for next 10 files in 
info field cmd select list 
4 bytes in dir_Iong_ file number of file for which directory entry is 
info field cmd requested 
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K. THE SELECT COl\.IMAl\'D Al\'D SELECT RESPONSE PAC KETS 
The select J nuJ is the means by which the user designates files to be placed in an 
active selection list onboard the satell ite. Once this list has been established, it can be 
used to request file directories or files for download. The seJecf_cnuJ specific:<! by FfLO 
assumes use of Pacsat file headers in its structure. A different selectJ'ruJ structure is 
specified here, which is based upon the PANSAT file header. This structure is related 
to, but not exactl y the same as, the seleclJmd specified by Price and Ward [Ref 1. ]. 
Once a seleCl_cnuJ is recognized, if it is not in the PANS AT structure specified 
here, then a default selcction list will be compiled . This list will be comprised of al l 
mail addressed to the requesting user which has not been previously downloaded, all 
bulletins and user-accessible telemetry and messages addressed to "alI H • The satellite will 
send a selecf JCsP packet to the user. The information field of this packet consists of a 
two byte integer which indicates the number of fi les in the selection list. 
If the PANS AT select structure is used, the selection list will be assemb led 
according to the selection criteria contained in the selecf_cnul. If the satellite can 
interpret the seleCl_cmd and compile the corresponding selection list it will transmit the 
selecfJejp packet. In this case, the two byte integer in the information field indicates 
the number of files matching the selection criteria. An active list consisting of those file 
numbers wil l be maintained aboard the satellite. If the selecf_cnuJ appears to be in the 
PANSAT format but cannot be successfully parsed by the satellite software, then a 
dl_crror JCsP is transmitted with the error code: ()()(X)1QCX) cr yoorlyJomled_seJ. 
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The seleCfJmd has a variable length informatlOn field. The mformation containeel 
In the fidd consi~ts ofa PANSAT specific flag, the number of selection cntcria present, 
and the criteria thcmselve~. The ~elcction criteria are combmed with each other usmg 
the operators and and or, forming a restncted type of postfix logical equ.ation. In this 
postfix equatlOll. each logical operator IS preceded by its two operand~. The first two 
selection critena are combined logically, according to the first operator, to form the 
smgle operand truE' or false. This operand is then followed by another sd.:ction and 
another operator. The '>Ccond operator combmes the two operands preceding it to form 
a single operand The proces, is conti:lUed until the laM logical operator pre~e[]t, "hlCh 
wlil bc the la~t component of the e<:jllation, ha~ been used to cnmbme m two operand~. 
The re,ult will be a single \'alue of true or false. Eaeh file for "hleh the -relection 
equation YlCkl, a value of true "Ill ha\e its file numher added to the actl\e selectiun Ii,t 
aboard the s.atdllle. 
The first byte of the .1e/eLf_wld mformatiun field should be 'OxFF', a flag 
Indicating that theselecr_(md i, In the PANSAT format. Upon ra;ognlZIng thiS flag, the 
satellite Will attempt to translate (he sclecf_cmJ into the appropriate logICal UjuatlOn. If 
Ihis Oag is not pre<;ent, the ddault ~clcctlOn ll~t dcscnbed abo\c ""ill he complied dnu thc 
remainder of the select ~tructurc \\111 be dlscardctl. 
The ~ccond byte in the information field is an unsigned mlCger indH.:atl11g the 
nunlbcr of selectIOn cnlena contamctl in tile remainder of the structuTe Thl.: ~elcction 
criteria can be dcfined a~ follo"s 
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compare_Item: array[itemJen] of uehar; 
end; 
Bit '1' of the one b)te 'relop' (relational operator) must always = '0' Bib '654' 
have the interpretations shown in Table 6.4, and bits '3210' are translated as indlcatcd 
in Table 6.5. The 'header_item' identifies which Item in the PANS AT file head~r to 
compare the 'compan::_item' with The one byte 'header_item' IS decoded as Table 6.6 
indicates. 
TABLE 6.4 BITS '654' OF THE RELATIO:'olAL OPERATOR 
Bits 654 Relation 
()(){) equal to 
001 greater than 
010 les~ than 
Oil not equal to 
IllO grealer than or equal to 
101 less than or equal to 
TABI"E 6.5 BITS '3210' 01; THE RELATlO:'olAL OPERATOR 
Bits 3210 Interpretation of 'compare item' ~otes 
I 0011 Array of characten: convert to lower 
ease 'before companson 
Valid only 'With Bits 
'654' = '000' or '011' 
TABLE 6.6 HEADER ITEMS 
I 'header_item' Bit Pattern Const Name or Header Field 
oooooooo jl Flag 
()()()()()()10 Mail Number (File Number) 
00000llO ml Mail Length 
oooolOlO 
.fr File Type 
00001011 CompressIOn Type 
00001100 ho Body Offset 
00001110 Download Count 
~.'-llccl,-l ______ t-'-__ --t-,-s'''''--'''-'-'-,-Ca,--l1_S~,g"-O ____ -I1 
OCKllOlOl pr Priont} 
00010110 Upload Tllne 
00011010 Expire Time 
00011110 PANSAT File Name 
00100110 PANSAT flie' ExtensIOn 
00101001 Number of Destinati()n~ 




TIll.: ShUTt mteger, formed hy the 'hcader~item' bit pattern, corre'ipond to the 
normal byte offsets v.'lthm the PANS AT tile header of the begll1l1l11g of each of the listed 
header flClds Thi~ i, useful ll\ other area'i of the 'ioftware specificatIOn 
The one byte integer 'ilemJen' gives the hyte length of thl.: la,t Item in the 
'-.electIOn', the 'compaTe~ilem.' The compare Item IS interpreted, as indicated by the 
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'relop', as either an unsigned one, two or four byte integer, or an array of characters 
The rclational operation specified by the 'rclop' is performed bet ..... een the designated 
header item and the compare item. If the relatlOfl 'header_item' 'rclop' 'compare_item' 
is satisfied, then this selection equation is evaluated as tme. 
If the user has only one criteria for selection, the Sclcct_Stmclure can end after Just 
'selection'. The user may, however, specify mUltiple selection criteria. for this 
purpose. the bit patterns for logical operators are defined a~ in Table 6.7 
TABLE 6.7 WGICAL OPERATORS 
'logop' Bit Pattern II Logical OjWration 
10000000 I and 
11100000 I or 
A completed Select_Structure may appear as fo!1ows: 
iliFF nUn! se/eclions JeleCllon seiecllon IORon seieullln /(!!'(!n selectIOn logoD,etc 
When 'equal to' string compariwns are made between 'compare_ Item,· and certain 
header fields, the comparison IS defined as ~ucct:~,[ul if the 'compare_item' string i, 
found anywhere wi!lnn the header itcm string. In these '>arne field" a 'not equal 10' 
comparison IS succes<;ful if the 'compare,)tem' stnng I, not found anywhere within the 
header Item string. Header fields for .",hich thi, app1ic~ are the "Title" and "Keyword," 
fields. This can aho apply to the destmation fields under ccrtam ClrCtllnstance~, which 
will be elaborated on below. 
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To indicate that a file is addressed to "all", the source places the number 'OxOO' 
in the -Number of Destinations" field, and the following 7 "Destination" fields are left 
out of the header completely. A one-byte integer comparison between the "Number of 
Destinations· field and the number 'OXOO' can determine that a file is addresscrl to all 
users. When there are between 1 and 7 individual destination call signs, this number is 
placed in the "Number of Destinations" field, and the appropriate number of 
"Destination" fields are included. To find files which are addressed 10 a specific user, 
a string comparison can he made between a 6-bytc call sign as the 'cornparejtem' and 
the headcr itcm "Destination Call Signs or Path". This header item refers to all 
"Destination" fields present. The satellite will compare the designated call sign to each 
destination listed, and thc comparison will be successful if a match is found with any of 
them. 
It may be that the user wishes to designate an audience for the file which is broader 
than 7 individual cal l signs but narrower than "all" users in the world. In order to 
achieve this , the user places the number 'Ox08' or the number 'Ox09' in the "Number of 
Destinations" field, and all 7 "Dcstination" fields arc then included as a single 42-bylc 
array. In this comhined field can be placed information to further define the audience 
for which the file is intended, If the "Number of Destinations" is 'Ox08', then the file 
is addressed to "all ", and the source has included path, location or other information 
ahout himself in the following "Path" field. If the "Number of Destinations" is '0,,09'. 
then the source has included further information about the intended audience in the 
follow ing "Path" flcld. Users may usc this information in selecl_cmds, in which case 
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any 'oomparc_itcm' will be searched for anywhere within the "Path" field, The header 
Item 10 use within the 'selection' will again be "Destination Call Signs or Path", butlhi~ 
time the satellite will look for any matching string, not simply matching 6-b)tt: call signs 
Source or destination path information can probably better be used by ground software 
as the result of dirJmds, m which case the software can pre.'>ent the user with any 
mformation which may help the user in choosing indiVidual file.'> to download 
TABLE 6.2P EXA~JPLK5 OF select cmd PACKETS 
length L.,b hi info 
OOOO!OO! 000 10000 Illll!!! ()(X)(X)()()! 
0001 0000 
(x)()]OllO 
00000 1 00 tttttttt tuttttt tttttttt ttUttt! 





U 000 0011 
01110100 
{)()(){)() 100 








TABLE 6,2P EXAMPLES OF select cmd PACKETS 
9 bytes in select emd PANSAT .re/eet cnuJ flag, 1 'selection' 
info field packet 'relop' - greater-than a multibyte unsigned integer 
'headerjtem' ~ Upload Time 
4 byte 'compare_item' -last login time 
( This command requcsts all files which were 
uploaded after the user's last login time.) 
25 bytes III seleel emd PANSAT select cmd flag, 3 'selections' 
info field packet 'relop' - equal to an array of characters 
'header_item' - Keyword 
4 characters in the 'compare_item' 
'compare_item' - "ARMY" 
'relop' - equal to an array of characters 
'header_item' - Keyword 
4 characters in the 'compare_item' 
'comparejtem' - MNAVY" 
'logop' - or 
'relop' - greater than a multlbyte unsIgned integer 
'header_item' - Upload Time 
4 byte 'compare_item' - last login time 
'!ogop' - and 
(This command requests all files which were 
uploaded after the user's last login time and 
which aho have either "ARMY" or "NAVY" as 
a keyword.) 
TABLE 6,2Q EXA!\1PLE OF A select resp PACKET 
length Isb II info 
00000010 I 000 10001 I nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn 
Interpretation 
2 byte info field I select resp I Number of files placed in select li~t 
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II 
L. THE DELETE COMMAND AND DELETE RESPONSE PACKETS 
The specification for FIlO does not allow for a uscr-requested file deletion. It 
assumes that files will simply remain aboard the satellite until their expiration dates are 
exceeded, or until the satellite itself or the ground controllers cause the files to be 
deleted. This detcmd, therefore, has no equivalent in FTLO. 
The information field of the deIJmd contains only the 4-byte file number of the 
file to be deleted. The satellite responds to a del_Cfnd with a defJesp packet. The 
information field of this packet merely contains one of the one-byte error codes afTable 
6.3D. 
TABLE 6.3D ERROR CODES 
Bit Pattern Error Code 
oooooooo 
00000100 er no suchJile number 
10010000 er yennission denied 
If the satellite indicates no_error in the delJesp, then the file has been successfully 
deleted. A user may only delete flies uploaded by him or addressed to him as the sole 
destination. The satellite ensures these criteria are met by lflspecting the appropriate 
fields in the file's header before any deletion is carried out. An attempt to delete any 
other file will result in eryennission_denied. 
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TABLE 6.2R EXAMPLE OF A del crnd PACKET 
length Isb II info 
00000100 I 000 11110 I nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn 
Interpretation 
4-byte info field I del cmd I file number of file \0 be deleted 
TABLE 6.2S EXA."\IPLE OF A del resp PACKET 
length Isb IIhl II info 
00000001 100011111 1=, 
Interpretation 
I-byte info field I del resp I I-byte error code 
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VII. PACKET TRANSFER !\lODULE - STATE TRANSITIOKS 
A. TRIGGERS 
The ojX:ration of the packet transfer module is based upon state transitions triggered 
by the receipt of packets from the user and messages from other fhght software modules 
When the user on the ground send~ a cnui packet to the satelhte. the response will 
depend, in part. on what state the packet transfer module IS in 
The architecture of the packet tran~fer state machine can easily be seen In the 
Estelle specification of Appendix A. The trans SectlOll of the module ddimtion clearly 
~hows all po~~lblc transition~ from one state to another, along With what packet or 
message trigger~' each traJlsltion, and what action I~ taken as a re~u!t. Thi~ textual 
descriptIOn can be translated into a more visual format by mean~ of state tranSitIOn 
graph~, such as tho~e Included With the data now diagrams of AppendiX B. 
B. ISSTA~TIATIOt\·S 
It is intended that multiple users should have access to the mail box onboard the 
satellite "simultancollsly". This IS achievable bccause all user transml~Slons to the 
satellite are packetizcd. BAX, the AX.25 data transfer level soflv.-are. can admmister up 
to 30 u~cr links at once. As each AX.25 frame is received, BAX determllle, which user 
it i~ from, and deals "ilh it according to the AX.25 protocol and the state of the link 
with that partlcu\ar user. 
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In order for the pa..:kct tramfcr level to aho be admllll~tered for many 
"simultaneous" mers, there must be a copy of the packer transfer module as~oclated wllh 
each virtual link. The fact that multIple copies of the packet transfer moouic are 
mitialized can be seen in the modvar section at the end of the Estelle :;oftware 
specification. This &a)'s that one packet transfer module i~ crcat..:d for each llllk. The 
definition of "Link_Type", near the heginlllng of the spedflcation, indicates that there 
are between 0 and 30 links. Wh"n a packet lmnsfer modul..: reccives me~s.ages from, or 
send, message, ttl, another soft\\.are module. the specific instantiation lllvoheJ IS 
indicated hy the initlailutlOll paramet.::r 'link' The pack.:t tran~fer modules. as v.cll a~ 
the chanm:ls as~ociated wlth them. arc referenced as array elements. 'link' each is 
a~sociatcd with acts a<; the array lllde\ I-or lll,tance. in the module header ddlmtHlJl of 
the MAILBOX_CONTROL_TYPF, II is staled Ihat tlllS mochl1e Ila, all array of 30 
(maxlmks) Mallhox_Access_Channels. In the modl-ar section, eacll of these channel, 
is connected to a different COP) of the:; packet tran~kr module. 
C. TRA:"ISITIOI\,S 
The state tri1n~itior.s for a panie:;ular mstanlldtion of tht" packet transfer module are 
affected onl) b) packets from Ihe user associated with the link bemg admini,tcred hy 11M! 
moouie. The data transfer module, as explained m Chapter V. must assemble complele 
packe:;t~ from the frame data sent to it b) BA.X. Each pacl..et is ,enl to tIle appropriate 
packet transfer module. der<:ndlng upon whh:11 BAX Imk it was nxeived on. Likewi~e, 
as the packet tran~fer module'i ~nd rnp packet'; to the data transfer module for 
trammi~~ion vIa BAX. the data transfer module must break each packet up into frames 
and send them via the appropnate BAX link to reach the intended recipIent. 
\¥hile a packet transfer module i~ In any partICular state. only certain packets from 
the user will have meaning. An unexpected packet will cause any actlon~ in progres~ 
(such as uploading or downloadmg a file) to be aboned. FTLO defines unexpected or 
incorrect packets as sufficient cause to terminatc thc lmk wllh a user. The spenfication 
in Appendix A, however, only calls for the packet tran~fcr module to return to a v..aiting 
state after abandoning any action 1t1 progres~. At thi~ point, the module is ready to 
aecept any valid command from the user. The u~er will be mformed of the problem \ia 
an appropriate errorJt5p packet. After receipt of any error me~,-.age, the user ~hould 
assume that the satelhte is v..altmg for the ground station to initiak a new action 
D. STATES 
FILO was designed primarily for use 'Wllh satellites with rull duplex carahllltie~. 
For this reason, It maintain~ two separate state machinc~, one for the uplink proce~s and 
the second for the downlmk process. PANSAT is a half-duplex communications satellite. 
The two state machinlOs of FTLO have been combined Into a 'ilngle macilllle in the 
specification of the PANSAT packet tran,fer module. The ~tates are listed III "lable 7.1 
Explanations arc included in the follO\\lng ~ub~ectiom. 
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TABLE 7.1 PACKET TRANSFER STATES 
State Identifier Explanation of State 
UUDL_UNINIT Upload/Download Uninitiated 
UUDL CMD_WAIT Waiting for an Upload or Download Command 
WAIT MAILBOX Waiting for a Message from the Mailbox Control Module 
UL_DATA_RX Ready to Uplink Data 
UL ABORT Upload Aborted 
DL_FILE DATA Downloading a File 
UUDL _ UNINIT is the state into which the packet transfer module is first 
initialized, before a user link has been established with it. In this state, the module does 
nothing but wait to be assigned a user. Upon receipt of the 'connection' message from 
the data transfer module, the packet transfer module asks the mailbox control module 
whether or not the new user has an active selection list, and moves into the 
WAIT_MAILBOX state to await a reply. When the reply message is received. the 
module will enter the UUDL _ CMD _WAIT state. The packet transfer module returns 
to the UUDL_UNINIT state when it is sent a 'disconnect' message by the data transfer 
module, regardless of what state it is in when this message is received. 
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TABLE 7.2 STATE TRANSmONS FROM UUDL UNINIT 
Received Amon Next State _.
connection active_sCreq message WAIT_MAILBOX 
(Asks the mailbox control module if there is 
an active selection list for this user.) 
In the ULlDL_CMD_WAIT state, the packet transfer module is waiting for 
a packet from the user which will initiate either an upload process or a download 
process. Packets which can be legally received while in this state are listed in Table 7.3, 
along with the resultant actions and transitions. Any other, unexpected, packets will 
result in an uCerrorJesppacket with the error code er_illJormed_cmd, and the module 
TABLE 7.3 STATE TRANSITIONS FROM UL/DL CMD WAIT 
Received Packet Action Next State 
or Messap 
upload_cmll mail_num_req message WAIT_MAILBOX 
(Request a new file number or a 
current file offset from the mailbox 
control module.) 
detcmd mail_ del_ req message WAIT_MAILBOX 
(Request that the mailbox control 
module delete a fIle.) 
select_cmll mselectJeq message WAIT_MAILBOX 
(Request the mailbox control module 
form a selection list.) 
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TABLE 7.3 STATE TRANSITIONS FROM UL/DL _ CMD _WAIT 
Received Packet Action Next State 
or Messagc 
dir short cmd dir_req message WAIT_MAILBOX 
dir)onlLcmd (Request directory information from 
the mailbox control module.) 
download_cmd mail_feq message DLJILE_DATA 
(Request file data from mailbox 
control module.) 
dl rwk. cmd ULIDL CMD WAIT 
disconnect ULiDL Ul\'INIT 
other packets ul error resp packet ULiDL CMD WAIT 
3. WAIT_MAILBOX 
As can be seen in Table 7.3, most packets receIved while in the 
ULlDL_CMD_WAlT state result in a transition to the WAIT_MAILBOX state, with no 
immediate response packet to the u;.er. Thi~ is becau;.e the packet transfer module 
requires information from the mallbox control module before It can make a proper reply 
to the user. The mailbox control module analyzes each information request message and 
replies with an appropriate response message. The response of the mailbox control 
module wil1 determine which state the packet transfer module will enter when it leaves 
the WAIT_MAILBOX state, as well as what packet it sends to the user. The 
WAIT_MAILBOX state may also be entered from the ULlDL_lJNINIT state as shown 
above, or the UL_DATA_RX state, as will be explat.ned below. Table 7.4 summarizes 
the mailbox access channel messages just prior to a transition to the WAIT_MAILBOX 
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state, the possible reply mes:.agcs from the maIlbox control module, and the re~ulting 
further actions and state transitions of the packet tran~feT module. No u~er command 
packets are expected while In the WAIT_MAILBOX state, as the user should still be 
waiting for a reply from the last packet sent to the satellite. 
TABLE 7.4 STATE TRANSlTIO~S fROM WAIT MAILBOX 
M~ge Reply Message Action Nn1State 
active_sl_req active_sl_resp 
i ~~~ct",p ULfDL_CMD WAIT 
mail_num_Teq mail_numJesp, 
I ;~t~t'P UL_DATA_RX 
mail_flumJesp, ul_errorJesp ULlDL_CMD 
-packet WAIT 
mailJccv mail_reC\'_resp, I Ch,ang.e current 
I upload offset 
llL_DATA_RX 
mail_recvJcsp, 
I ;;,~;: J"P UL_ABORT 
mail .. close_rcq mall_c1me_resp, ul_ackJesp l'I)])I._C\!]) 
packet WAIT 
mail_c1ose_rcsp, 
I ;;,~::-"'P UL_ABORT 
mail_dc!_req mail_delJesp de/Jesp packet UUDL_CMD 
-
WAIT 
msclcctreq mse1ectJcsP, no I;:;:~t ULlDL_CMD errors \\AIT 
mseJcct_resp, I ~:,,;:,oc_ ULlDL_C!\1O -WATT 
TABLE 7.4 STATE TRANSITIO:'\lS FROM WAIT MAILBOX 
Message Reply Message Action Next State 
dirJeq directory, no data packet, UUDL_CMD_ 
data enilpackct WAIT 




The packet transfer module enters the UL_DATA_RX state after the user has 
sent an uplfladJmd and the mailbox control module has replied to the resulting inquiry 
with the appropnate file number or offset. That is, this state is first entered from thc 
WAIT_MAILBOX state. When the module is in the UL_DATA_RX state, it is ready 
to receive data packets from the user. As each packet it received. the packet transfer 
module passes the file data on to the mailbox control module for ~torage, entering the 
WAIT_MAILBOX state each time to await acknowledgement. When the data_end 
packet is received, the packet transfer module requests that the mailbox control module 
close the file and conduct integrity checks on it. The result of the~e checks will 
determine whether the packet transfer module returns directly to the 
ULlDL_CMD _WAIT state, or goes into the UL _ABORT state, as indicated m Table 7.4. 
The state transitions out of UL _ DATA _ RX arc summarized in Table 7.5. The only legal 
user packets which can be received while in this state are data and daw_enil. If the 
packet transfer module receives an unexpected packet while in this state, it will send a 
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'mail_c1ose_req' to the mailbox control module, an uterrorJop packet to the user, and 
thcn return to the ULlDL_CMD_ WAIT state. If the user becomes dlsconncctcrl "While 
the module IS in the lTL_DATA_RX state, it will send a 'mail_close_.req· message to the 
mailbox control module and then return to the ULlDL_UNINIT state. 
TABLE 7.5 STATE TRANSITIO~S FROM UL DATA RX 
Received Pdcket or Message Sent Next State 
Mcs...~gc 
MIa mail rec\ WAn·._MAILBOX 
du/u end mwl close req WALT MAILBOX 
other packets mall_close_req, UL/DI._C'MD_WAIT 
ul ('rror resp Packet 
disconnect mail close rcq ULiDL UNINIT 
The UL_ABORT state IS entered whenever a problem IS found wllh an 
ongoing upload prIOr to receipt of the dataJf!(j packet. WIllIe the pack.:! transfer 
module i~ in the tTL_ABORT state, all dllla packets are di~carded. It will remam in this 
state until a dataJnd packet IS received, an uncxpc<.:ted packet i~ received. or the user 
I~ disconnected. The state tramitlOns out of tTL_ABORT are summarized by Table 7.6 
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TABLE 7.6 ST ATE TRANS ITIONS FROM UL ABORT 
Received Packet or Packet Sent Next Stale 
Message 
dow UL ABORT 
data end UUDl CMD WAIT 
other packets ul error resp UUDL CMD WAIT 
disconnect UUDL UNlNlT 
The state DLJILE_ DATA is entered from the UlIOl_CMD_WA IT state 
whenever a properly formatted downloadJmd is received from the user. If a badly 
formatted download_cmdis received , the user will be sent a dl3rror-,espand the packet 
transfer module will rcmain in the UUOL_CMD_ WAIT state. 
Just prior to entering the DL_FI LE_DATA state, the packet transfer module 
sends a 'mail_req' message to the mailbox control module. While in the 
DL_FlLE_ OAT A state, the packet transfer module simply waits for 'mail_resp' messages 
from the mailbox module containing file data to be transmitted to the user. As each 
piece of the file arrives, it is sent on to the user in a data packet. When the mailbox 
control module indicates that the last byte of the file has been provided, a dwa3nd 
packet is sent to the user. The packet transfer module remains in the Ol_FILE_OATA 
state until either a dl_ack_CfluJ or a dl_fUlkJmd is received from the ground. Then it 
returns to the UUOL_CMD_WAIT state. The satellite takes no particular action upon 
receipt of a dl_"ak_cmd. It will be the responsibility of the ground station to request a 
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new download of the same file at a future time if the user 50 desires. If the file number 
requested for download does not exist, a de error -,up packet will be transmitted and the 
module will return immediately to the UUDL_CMD_WAIT state. The state transitions 
from DL_FILE_DATA ue shown in Table 7.7. 
TABLE 7.7 STATE TRANSmONS FROM DL FILE_DATA 
Received Messqe or Packet Sent Next State 
Packet 
mail_resp, error dl error resp UUDL_CMD_WAIT 
mail resp, no error data DL FILE DATA 
mailJesp, end of file datQ_end DL_FILE_DATA 
dl_ock_cmd dl_completed-,esp UUDL _ CMD _WAIT 
dtack message 
dl_nak cmd dl aborted resp UUDL CMD WAIT 
other Packets dl error_rtsp UUDL CMD WAIT 
disconnect UUDL UNINIT 
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vm. MAILBOX CONTROL MODULE 
A. FUNCflON 
The primary role of the MAILBOX_CONTROL module is to keep track of the 
mail files which have been uploaded to PANSAT from users on the ground. It also 
keeps track of user-accessible telemetry me! which have been prepared by the 
TELEMETRY_GATHER module for downloading to interested users, and "bulletins· 
which have been posted by the ground control station for the information of all PANSAT 
clients. The users' active selection lists are also maintained by the mailbox control 
module. 
The mailbox control module has only one state, WAIT. This state name 
exemplifies the method employed by the module to carry oul its duties. It ·waits" until 
it receives a request for information or a packet of file data from the packet transfer 
module, or is notified of a file posted by the telemetry module or by the ground control 
module. Most housekeeping functions within the "mailbox· are triggered by receipt of 
these messages. The mailbox control module responds to the received message, carries 
out any necessary activity, and then continues waiting until the next message arrives. 
A few administrative functions, such as purging all mail, must be directed by special 
command messages from the ground control or auto control modules. 
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B. SOURCE RECORDS 
The method employed by the mailbox control module to keep track of all uploaded 
flies and all users' active selection lists is a linked list of Source_Records. The 
Source_Record type is a data structure which contains infonnation which links every 
stored file with the source from which it was originally uploaded, as well as an active 
selection list for any source (user) that has requested one. The fields of the 
Source_Record are listed in Table 8.1, along with the function of each field. 
TABLE 8.1 FIELDS OF mE SOURCE RECORD 
Field Type Function 
Contains a unique integer assigned to each 
ground user who has uploaded any files 
currently stored onboard the satellite or has an 
active selection list. Used as the first 2 bytes in 
the file numbers assigned to each file uploaded 
by this user. 
The call sign belonging to the client assigned 
the above 'source num'. The call sign will be 
used as the DOS file name for all files uploaded 
by this client. Each file will be assigned an 
extension from MOOt" to -999". 
The Select List structure includes the fields 
'num_sci' ,-a uiot indicating the number of files 
in the client's selection list, and 'sel'. a 
variable length array of the mail numbers of 
those files. 'num se1' must be < = max mail, 
the maximum number of files allowed in one 
selection list. A 'num_sel' equal to '0' indicates 
-no active selection listft. 
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C. RESPONSE TO MESSAGES FROM TIlE PACKET TRA1'IOSt'ER MODliLE 
By far the greatest numher of messages received hy the mailbox control module 
originate from the packet transfer module, via the Mailbox_Access ChanneL Chapter 
VII lists many transitions of the packet transfer module to the WAIT_MAILBOX state. 
These transitions indicate that the packet transfer module has requested information from 
the mailbox control module and is awaiting a reply. The packet transfer module also 
sends messages to the mailbox control module while remaining in the UL_DATA_RX 
state. The activities of the mailbox control module triggered by each message type from 
the packet transfer module, and the required reply messages, arc addre~sed in the 
following subsections. 
1. The 'aetive_sIJeq' and 'active_sl_resp' Messages 
When the packet transfer module sends an 'active_slJeq' message, it is 
inquiring whether there is an active selection list for a particular user. The mailbox 
control module must check the source records to see if the user has an active selection 
list or not. An 'active_sl_resp' message is returned to the packet module, indlcating true 
if the user doe~ have an active list, and false other.vise. 
2. The 'mail_numJeq' and 'mail_num_resp' I\-Iessages 
A 'mail_ num _req' message indicates that a user wants to upload a file. If 
thi~ is a new file, a file number is required for it. If it is an upload continuation, the 
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eurrenl file offset h needed. The maIlbm.. module mu~t emure that there is enough room 
in memory to store a file of the length mdicated in the message. If the indicated file 
number is 'OxOOOOOOOO', the mailbox will get the u~cr's sourcc number and next 
extension from the source rccords (or assign a new source number ifnece~sary) and form 
a nev. file number. If the file number in the 'mail_num_req' message IS not 
'OxOOOOOOOO', the mailbox module \lnll find the current length of It'S partial copy of the 
file. In the 'mllil_nurn_resp' me~sage, the mailhox module v. 111 supply the packet module 
v.ilh the reqmred file number or orr"et for the upload, or indi":dle lh~J an error ha~ 
occurred (such as insufficIent space or incorrect file number). 
3. The 'mail_rec\' and 'mailJ£'oJesp' ;\1essages 
The 'maiIJec\' me;!Klge passe, file data whIch lJa.':, lxen nxclVcd from a user 
to the mailbox module. The data must be a?pended to the appropT1(l(e file. The mailhox 
module attempts to find and open the file to whIch the data belong; and append It. The 
'mail_recv_resp' will indIcate whether the data ha~ been stored ~ucees)fully or v.hether 
an error ha~ occurred 
4, The 'mail~clust'_req' and 'mail_dose. re~p' :\ll'~a,ge~ 
The 'mall_close_req' message can mdieate one of two SllUatlon<; Ellh..::r a 
Jaw_en,} packet has arm'ed, indicating that an upload ha'i been complekd. OT an upload 
has been interrupted due 10 uscr lilsconnc:cl or an unL'x!X'ctcd packet If an upload hd; 
been completed, the packet module will indicate this by setting the 're<Lresp' parameter 
of the mes&age to true, requesting a response. In this case, the mailbox module will 
check the integnty of the uploaded file and report the results in the 'mail_close_resp' 
mes&agc. If 'req_Jesp' IS set to falfie, the upload has been mterruptcd and the mailbox 
module v-.-ill simply close the file and wail for the upload to be continued at a later time. 
5. The 'mselcct_req' and 'mselect_resp' Messages 
An 'mseJect_req' message forwards to the mailbox module thc 
Select_Structure of a client requesting to form a new act1\"<~ selectIOn b<;t. The mailbox 
module mu~t pane the Select_Structure and either prepare the default SekX:llon list or 
evaluate the sclcctlOn e.quation wllh re'ipeel to each file in the mail box. The tile number 
of each matehlllg (or default) file will he placed III the client's selection list. There i~ 
a maximum number of file numbers wiuch can be placed in any selectlOll list. When thiS 
number is reached, further selection Will be discontlllued. The 'mselect_resp' mes'iage 
mdieate<; how many files have been placed III the selection llst. or If an error ha~ 
oceurrcrl. Any rnor eXl~ting hst '.'.111 be dIscarded 
6. The 'mailJeq' and ·maiIJe~p' Message~ 
The packet transfer module ."end~ a 'mail_req· me'isage III order to obta.m file 
data for download to a client. /\ fik numb.;r and ofhet will be incllll]cd III the mes~g..::. 
If the "next" file III tlk' selection hst IS reqllc~ted, the indIcated file numbcr WIll be 
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'OxOOOOOClOO', and the mailbox module must consult the client's source record to 
determine the actual file number of the next file in the Jist. The offset for the "next" file 
will always be zero, When the next data set from that file is requested, the fIle number 
and appropriate non-zero offset will be known, and included in the 'mail_req' mes!>age, 
The mailbox module will begin at the appropriate file offset and begin copying bytes into 
the data buffer. It ..... ill copy either the number of hytes which ..... ill fit into one packet, 
or the remaining bytes in the file, whichever is less. Either the data buffer or an error 
indieation will he sent back to the packet module in the 'mail_resp' me,~ge. When the 
end of a file has been ~ent to the packet module, the mailbox module responds to the next 
'mail_req' with an cmpty data buffer and no error code This indicate~ to the packct 
buffer that it is time to send the data_end packet 
7, The 'dl_aek' :\1essage 
The packet transfer module will send a 'dl_ack' me~~age to the mailbox 
control module after receiving a dl_lIckJmd packet from the u~er. Only if a 'dl_ack' 
message is received ,",,'ill the mailbox module change the 'ne~t_mail' field in the user's 
source record, The 'next_mail' pointer is only advanced after the file it indicates ha'i 
been successfully downloadeD (0 the client. The number of the file acknowledgtd will 
be Included in the 'ell_ack' me~sagc along with the client's call sign. '/ he file number 
mu~t match that indieated by the 'next_mail' rle1d of the c1io:nt's source record for the 
field to be updated 
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8. TIle 'dirJeq' and 'directory' Messages 
The 'dir_req' message reque~t~ directory informaLion for either the file 
number indicated, or the "next" ten files in the client's active selection list. Directory 
infonnation for a file is simply a copy of the PANSAT file header. If a file number i~ 
indicated, the mailbox module places a copy of the appropriate header in the data buff<:r 
which is send back with the 'directory' message, If the "next" 10 entries are request<:d, 
the mailbox module consults the source record to determine whether there is an active 
list, and if so, which is the "next" file for which a directory entry has not yet been sen!. 
The headers are copied for the next 10 files on the list, beginning with the one marked 
by'next_dir'. If there are less than 10 remaining on the li~l, they are all sent. There 
is no download acknowledge associated with directories, and the 'next_diT' counter i, 
automatically advanced when th<: 'directory' mcs~age is scnt back to the packet tran,fer 
module. 
9. Th{' 'mail_ddJeq' and 'mail_dclJesp' Me-ssages 
The packet transfer module send, a 'maitdcl_req' when a user wishes to 
delete a file from the satcllite's mailbox. The mallbox module must first ensure that the 
user in question is authori7ed to d~lete the indicated file. 1\ user rnay only delete a file 
which they have uploaded, or onc which is addressed 10 them as the ~ole recipient. The 
mailbox module knows who uploaded the file, since the file name i5 the same as the 
SOUf(;e call sign. It can consult the destination fields of the.: file header to determinc 
whether the requesting user is the sole recipient. If the deletion is authorized, it will be 
carried out, and a IW_error indication returned to the packet module in the 
'mail_delJesp'message. Otherwise, the eryermission_denied code will be returned. 
D. RESPONSE TO MESSAGES FROM OmER MODULES 
The mailbox control module may also be tasked to respond to messages from 
modules other than the packet transfer module. These messages may come via one of 
the Mailbox_Admin _Channels or via the Te1emetry_ Storage_Channel. The latter channel 
is connected to the TELEMETRY_GATHER module, while one copy of the fonner is 
connected to the AUTO_CONTROL module and another is connected to the 
GROUND_CONTROL module. None of these three modules has been completely 
specified, and the requirements for them are still evolving. Some possible functions for 
them have been suggested, and those which impact upon the mailbox control module will 
be discussed in the following subsections. 
1. The 'list_mail' and 'mail_list' Messages 
The NPS ground control station personnel retain the right to inspect all 
messages in the mailbox, regardless of the upload sources or the addressees. The ground 
control station, when it is so desired, can request a list of all files currently maintained 
in the memory, or a partial list of only those flIes Mfromft or -to" a particular call sign. 
This command is received by the GROUND_CONTROL module, which responds by 
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requesting the appropriate file list from the mailbox control module using a 'list_mail' 
message. Themailboxmodulerespondswitha.maiIJist. message which indicates the 
number of files matching the criteria of the 'list_mail' message and provides a list of all 
of the appropriate file numbers. From this list, the ground control module or the ground 
control station personnel can then choose files to download. 
2. The 'post_buUetin' and 'delete_bulletin' Messages 
TIle ground control module has the same access to the file handling facilities 
of the Space Craft Operating System as does the mailbox control module. For this 
reason, it does not need to go through the mailbox module in order to ·postM a bulletin, 
which really consists only of storing a file with the name "BULLETIN.xxx" in the mail 
storage area. (File lists such as those discussed in the previous subsection are requested 
from the mailbox module merely to take advantage of its enhanced association 
capabilities using the source records it maintains.) The mailbox module should, 
however, maintain a complete set of source records, including one for the ground control 
station. When a bulletin is posted, the ground control module informs the mailbox 
module using a 'post_bulletin' message, so that an appropriate file number can be 
assigned and the source record can be updated. Similarly. when a bulletin is deleted, the 
mailbox module is informed by a 'delete_bulletin' message. 
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3. The 'full_mailbox' aud 'purge_mail' Messages 
\Vhenever a u~er requests to upload a file, the maJibox module must first 
determine wheth<!r there is room for it in the memo'). lfit finds that there], not enOllgh 
room. it does some "house-cleaning", deleting all files which have passed their explrallon 
dales. ThIs is the only time the mailbox mooule deletes file, on its own. so that many 
fj]e~ may actually remalll onboanl the satel!ite for longer than the nOillmal time allov.ed. 
After the mailbox module has deleted all files 'Which have expired, JI once agam checks 
to ,ec if there is enough room to UpiOdd the new file a, requested h} the user If there 
1S stIll not enough room, the mall box module mu'>t deny the reqtle~t to upload. At the 
same time, it informs the ALTO_CONTROL module of thc problem ",jth a 
'full_mailhox' me'~ge. 
Perhap'ln n:spon,e 10 a 'full_mallbo:>.· message. OT pahaps III obedwnce to 
a ground station command, or for ~ome other pre.'>slIlg reason, the ground control or auto 
control module can direct the mailbox module to "pur!,-\.''' the mall box The 
'purge_mail' me~sage will mdlcate whether all mail fj]e~ \hould be deleted. or all fik.,> 
poMed prior to some de,ignated upload time, or all files "from" or "to" a particular caH 
.,ign Thi'i purge l'i done via the m.Jilbox module, ,0 that II Will have the ehanu: to 
update all affected ~Ollrce records 
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4. The 'storc_user_telem' and 'delctc_user_telcm' Messages 
Like the ground control and auto control modules, the 
rELEMETRY _GATHER module also has complete acces~ to the seas file management 
capabilities. When user-accessible lelcmetry data is to be posted, II merely save, a file 
called "USRTELEM.xxx" in the mail storage area. These telemetry files can aho be 
deleted by the telemetry module when they become olltdated. In the interest of 
maintainmg a complete set of source records, the mailbox control module is informed of 
the,e actIOns via the 'storc_user_telem' and 'delete_user. tclem' me'>agc;. 
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IX. REMAII"OING MODULES 
A. TELEMETRY GATIIERIl\G MODl-LE 
In the current PANSAT flight software specification. 14 separate software modules 
have been defined at the module header definition level. Of these, detaile<:i module body 
definitions have been developed for 4. The DATA_TRANSFER, 
PACKET_TRANSFER. and MAILBOX_CONTROL modules are described in Chapkrs 
V through VIII of this thesis. A preliminary module botly definition for th", 
PASSWORD_CONTROL module has been written, but will not be released to the 
general public. Two modules, PRIMITIVE_AX25 and PRIl\!ITIVE_SW_I.OADER, arc 
actually commercial software products, BAX and PHTX. Th" capabilities of the,c 
programs will be acce .. :;cd by various PANS.<\T modules. but no body definitions will be 
written for them. be{;ame there is no need to ~pecify existing software. only the 
inh.:rfaces to it !'he hody definition, of the remaining 8 module, will b" highly 
dependant upon the actual hardware configuration of the ~tellile. which is stll1 
undergoing daily de .. ign charlge... O.'rltral to the operation of the'>e remaining module, 
will be the operalton of the TELEMETRY _GATHER module 
The f\lnction of the teiemelr) gathering module i, to collect data on the operation 
of the satellite from which conlrul dtX'ision~ can be made, both by th...: automatic control 
module (AUTO_CONTROL) and the ground control ~tation pcr~onJlel at NPS. In order 
to obtain much of this data. the telemetry gathering module has direct control over the 
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AID_DRIVER module which oper,iles the analog-to-digital converters and associated 
multiplexors in order to obtain relevant sensor data, such as battery voltages or solar 
array temperatures. Othcr telemetry information will come from the BAX and seos 
software, which maintain various statistic~ about the communications and operating 
The hardware telemetry points which have been defined thus far arc listed in Table 
9.1. The best situation is for eaeh point to stay within the expected or "nominal" range 
When a reading goes outside the nominal range, there is still no serious system 
degradation unless it also goes outside the "operating range". At thi, point, there may 
be no immediate danger to the system, but a trend may have started which will soon lead 
to operational difficulties. When a reading goes outside the "red alert" range, immooiate 
correctional actions must be initiated, if they ha\e not been already. System failure 
could be imminent. Many of the exaet value, for these range~ have not yet been 
determined. The proper preventive andioT correctional step, to be taken in each situation 
are also stil! under study. The values contained in Table 9.1 are the best estimatc~ 
available at this tlme, but are subject to change. Those readings for which no estimated 
values have yet heen determined are markc<i with "tbd". The "totals" bted are for the 
~ensors controlled by one Digital Control System (DeS) board, on which will be running 
one copy of the flight software. The current design calls for the entire DeS to be 
duplicated, and for each board to be attached to its own complete and separate set of 
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TABLE 9.1 HARDWARE TELEMETRY POINTS 
Point Nominal Operating Red Alert 
Mill. Max. Mill. Max. II Min. ~ 
Solar Array O"C 50" C -20" C 120" C -30" C 140" C 
Temperatures (17 total) 
Battery Voltages 12 V BV 11.5 V 13.5 V IOV 15 V 
(2 total) 
Battery Temperatures _l.1°C 10" C _6.7° C 26.7° C _150 C 50" C 
(4 total) 
Battery Discharge Ibd Ibd Ibd Ibd Ibd Ibd 
Currents (2 total) 
Electrical Power Ibd Ibd Ib<! Ibd Ibd Ibd 
System (BPS) Bus 
Voltage (1 total) 
EPS Board O"C 40° C -lO"C 50" C Ibd Ibd 
Temperature (2 total) 
Transmitter Current Ibd Ibd Ib<! Ib<! Ibd Ibd 
(I total) 
Transmitter RF Power Ibd Ibd tbd Ib<! Ibd Ibd 
(2 total) 
Transmitter D'C 40" C -IO"C 50" C Ibd Ibd 
Temperature (2 total) 
Received Signal Ibd Ibd Ibd (bd Ibd Ibd 
Strength (2 total) 
Receiver Temperature D' C 40" C -IO"C 50° e Ibd Ibd 
(2 total) 
Sense Relays for State Ib<! Ibd Ibd Ib<! Ibd Ibd 
of Communications 
Hardware (total tbd) 
DeS Board O"C 40" C _10" C 50" C Ibd Ibd 
Temperature (2 total) 
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The telemetry gathering module maintains a list of sensor points with timing 
intervals and expected operating ranges for each. This list can be updated by commands 
from the ground control station, which can cause points to be added or deleted, or can 
change the timing intervals for obtaining readings from various points. Some timing 
intervals may be changed dynamically by the automatic control module or the telemetry 
gathering module itself, based upon trends in the readings or upon reading which are out 
of the expected ranges. 
Table 9.2 lists some "operating environment telemetry points" which can be 
gathered by seas, and passed to the telemetry gathering mooule for inclusion in the 
telemetry files. Table 9.3 lists some "communications environment telemetry points" 
which can be gathered by BAX, and may be of interest to the ground station controllers. 
BAX has the capability to maintain a file of this data itself and to download it directly 
to the ground control station. Whether the information will be passed to the telemetry 
gathering module to be included with the rest of the telemetry, or whether this separate 
"BAX telemetry" file will be maintained and passed to the ground control station as the 
result of a separate ground station command, has not yet been determined. Table 9.4 
contains a list of other general system data which may be collected by the telemetry 
gathering module directly from the satellite hardware or from the other software 
modules. In some cases, such as the data points listed under "LOGIN" and 
"MAILBOX", existing module specifications will have to be modified in order to require 
the software to gather the data required by the telemetry module. Such modifications 
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will be postponed until it has been decided which of these data points will be of mo~t 




TABLE 9.2 seos TELEMETRY PON"TS 
Data Type 
List of numhers 
List of numbers 
Description 
Operating System multi-
tasking events (tasks 
running & scheduled). 
Operating System tasks 
in queue. 








TABLE 9.3 BAX TELE.'\1ETRY POINTS 
Data Description 
Type 
Count of receivcxl frames containing < 32 bits. 
Count of received frames with a bit kngth nO! evenly 
divi~ible by 8 
Count of received frames thaI exceed maximum sileo 
Count of received frames that are aborted. 
COUIll of recei\"<.:r overruns 
COUIll of receiver ere errors. 
uint Count of transmitted frames aborted or nushed. 
F"=,'_Cd_'_' _-j-_,i_"---j-Count of transmitted frame underruns. 
IX abort call Counl of call, to gio abortlnush. 
qlOcllrrx Clinenl number of framcs in receiver queue. 
qlOmaxrx Maximum number of frames in receiver queue. 
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TABLE 9.3 BAX TELEMETRY POINTS 
BAX Data Data Description 
Point Type 
qlOcunx uint Current number of frames in transmitter queue 
qiomaxtx uint Maximum number of frames in transmitter queue. 
pool fail uint Number of "pcxll gets" that failed. 
retry_exceeded uint Count of times the maximum number of frame retires 
has been exceeded. 
quitottx ulong Total number of transmitted frames. 
qUltotrx ulong Total number of frame~ received with no crror~. 
tdatain ulong TOlal number of data byte, receivt:G. 
tdataout ulong ToLa! number of data bytes trammilted. 
tdigi ulong Total number of digipcatcd frdmes 
daytime ulong Total number of 50m~ intervals that have expired 
Since system startup. 
start_.time ulong Startup time in seconds. (UTe) 
Following are counts of frames types defined in the AX.25 protocollRef. 21. 
<1> in ulong 
<RR> in ulong 
<Rl'\R> in ulong 
<RF.J> in ulong 
<DM> in ulong 
<SABM> in ulong 
<DISC> in ulong 
<UA> in ulong 
<FRMR> in ulong 
Number of "information" frames received 
Number of "receive ready" frames rcccivcU. 
Number of "receive not ready" frames received. 
Number of "reject" frames received. 
Number of "disconnect mode" frames received 
Number of "set asynchronous balanced mode" (conn<X1 
request) frames rcceiycd. 
Numher of "disconn~cl request" frames received 
Number of "unnumberct1 acknowledge" frames 
received 














< FRMR >out 
<lNY> out 
<Ul> out 

















Numher of "invalid" frame~ received 
Number of Hunnumbered information" frames receilied. 
Number of "information" frames transmitted. 
Number of "receive ready" frames transmitted. 
Number of "receive not re<luy" frames transmitted 
Number of "reject" frames transmitted 
Number of "diswnnect mode" frames transmitted. 
Number of "set asynchronou~ balanced mode" frames 
transmitted 
Number of "di~connect request" frame~ transmItted. 
Number of "unnumbered acknowledgo.:" frames 
transmitted 
Number of "frame reject" frames transmitted 
Number 01 "invalid" frames transmitted 
;-';umber of "unnumbered infOfmatio:1" framo.:s 
trammltte.J. 





II Data Type II De$criptioll 
uint 
LOGI~Data 
Number of user logins. 
Number of user \OgOllts (requ(!sted 
disconnect~) 
Number of authoriLed login~. 
O[ 




















Data Type Description 
uint Number of unauthorized login attempts. 
UTC Unauthorized login attempt time stamp. 




uint Count of received mail. 
uint Count of sent mail. 
uint Count of stored ma.il 
ulong Amount or storage I.lsed. 
Communication S:ystem Data 
boolean Receiver A or B selected. 
hooiean Transmitter A or B selected 
boolean Spread Spectnlm turned On or Off 
Attenuation Level 1 through g sch:ted. 







Des A or A scleclctJ. 
Software version in usc 
Current satellite dale and time. 
EDAC (error detection and correction) SEI' 
(single event upset) count 
Start time for EDAC SElJ time. 
Time of latest EDAC SEU. 
Address of next RAM cell to be "wa~hed" 
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As the telemetry gathering module completes each round of readings, it updates a 
file of the ·current telemetryM which is accessible to the automatic control module. The 
automatic control module makes use of this data in its autonomous control of the satellite 
hardware systems, The telemetry gathering module also stores telemetry data in a 
telemetry history file, which will continue to grow and store past data until it is purged 
by a command from the ground control station, or it reaches a pre-determined maximum 
size. If the maximum file size is exceeded before the file can be downloaded and then 
purged by the ground control station, the most recent entries for each data point will be 
maintained, and older entries deleted, in order to control the size of the file. The ground 
control station will use this larger telemetry file to analyze trends in satellite 
performance, and to make control decisions beyond the scope of those made by the 
automatic control module. The telemetry gathering module will also maintain shorter 
telemetry files containing data which may be of interest to the amateur radio users who 
access the satellite mail box system, These files are stored in the mail area with the file 
name ·USRTELEM,XJ[:x·, 
B. AUTOMATIC CONTROL MODULE 
The AUTO_CONTROL module carries out periodic functions, such as battery 
conditioning, on a time scheduled basis, It also carries out aperiodic functions. As 
indicated in the previous section, the AUTO_CONTROL module makes use of the data 
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collected by the telemetry gathering module to make decisions about the control of the 
satellite hardware. It also maintains a "time_tagged" command buffer which lists 
activities which should take place at a particular time in the future. This command 
buffer is updated by the GROUND_CONTROL module as a result of ground control 
station commands. The Digital Control System design includes hardware timers which 
can be programmed by the automatic control module to intcm1pt the microproces.sor at 
designated time intervals to initiate periodic events or to produce a set of one-time-only 
interrupts to initiate events controlled by the command buffer. Software timers may also 
be used for some of the automatic control module functions. 
Most of the control functions carried out by the automatic control module will 
likely be based on a "table look-up· system. When a timer interrupt occurs, an interrupt 
vector table win contain the address of the appropriate subroutine needed to carry out the 
scheduled activity. Another table of subroutine addresses will be indexed based on 
combinations of telemetry readings which call for some action to be taken. These 
subroutines and tables will be developed as more is learned about the specific 
requirements of the hardware as it is designed. 
Table 95 lists some possible functions of the automatic control module which have 
been identified thus far. The BPS_DRIVER, COMM_DRIVER and DCS_DRIVER 
modules contain the software drivers required for direct digital control of the electric 
power system, communications, and digital control system hardware. The services of 
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the~ modules will be acce~sed as necessary by the automatic control module in order to 
carry out functions listen in Table 9.5. 
TABLE 9.5 AUTOMATIC CONTROL MODVLE FUI\CTIONS 
Function 
Electric Power Supply 
Control 
Condition Batteries 
Systems Test Management 
Communication<; Control 
Transmitter Output Powcr 
Control 
Description 
Tum hardware components off and on as 
to conserve power, allow battery 
,\c. 
check') in addition to 
Save te,t data for 
station 
Tran~mitter/Rccciver component select 
Set level of transmitter power. 
Automatic Sub')ystem Select Select altcmatc subsystem 
for response of a primary 
time-out walllng 
Real Time Clock Control 
Send Messages 








mes;,ages to the ground control 
SAX. 
DeS board and "boot" the alternate when the 
proper signal is not received on lim.: 
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iMessage to data transfer module locking out all or new users. 
C. GROUND CONTROL MODULE 
The GROUND_CONTROL module contains the command interpreter and the 
functionality required to carry out commands transmitted by the ground control station 
at NPS. Ground control packets will be passed directly to the ground control module by 
BAX, since they will be addressed specifically to the ssid (subsy,tem identification 
number) for this module. All ground station commands will be subject to verifIcation 
by including a time varying password. The PASSWORD_CONTROL module will keep 
track of the current password aboard the satellite, and will provide lhi, information as 
necessary to the ground control module. Similar software will track the current pass,,",ord 
for the ground control 'itation. There will be facilities for d.:tcrmining the current 
pa'isword aboard the satellite, in case the two systems lose synchronization for any 
The specification of the password control module contains proprictary 
information, and will not be published for gcneral releasc. 
Once a command has been received from the ground control station, the password 
has been verified, and the command ha'i heen interpreted. the ground control module 
either carries out the command direelly. or cornrnllnicatc~ with other software modules 
as necessary to utilize their capabilitie,. A ground command may involve updating the 
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time-tagged command list of the automatic control module, or varying the time intervals 
for periodic events carried out by the automatic control or telemetry gathering modules. 
It may initiate a one-time-only corrective action, or change a basic system parameter. 
Some ground station commands simply involve the acquisition of information for use by 
the ground control station software or personnel. 
Some possible functions of the ground control module which have been identified 
thus far are listed in Table 9.6. The PRIMITIVE_SW_LOADER module, which is 
actually the commercial program "PHTX", is designed to work directly with BAX to 
upload software. This module will be utilized by the ground control module when a 
command is received to upload new software. In this way, the flight software can be 
updated as necessary to correct errors or increase functionality. 
TABLE 9.6 FUNCTIONS OF THE GROUND CONTROL MODULE 
Function Description 
Command Process a received ground station command. 
InterpretationlV alidation. 
Update Time-Tagged Schedule events to be carried out at a future time 
Command Buffer. by the automatic control module, or delete events 
from the command buffer. 
Set Control Rates. Update time intervals or list of periodic functions 
of the automatic control module. 
Set Telemetry Polling Rates. Update time intervals used by the telemetry 
gathering module for particular telemetry points. 
Add or delete telemetry points. 
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Read Current Telemetry. 
Read Stored Telemetry. 
Purge Stored Telemetry. 
Read Data. 
Set Real Time Clock. 
Read Real Time Clock. 
Description 
Upload, and store new or updated software 
modules. 
Begin using newly uploaded or alternate software 
module. 
Delete specified software module. 
Copy verified software to alternate processor. 
Reboot PANSAT from ROM (read only memory). 
Load a new operating system and transfer controL 
Download the current operating system pointers 
and parameters. 
Download a list of all mail messages and bulletins 
currently stored. 
Download system bulletins and mail in bulk. 
Post a system bulletin in the mailbox area for all 
Remove a system bulletin. 
Purge all or selected mail from the mailbox 
storage. 
Download the current telemetry file maintained by 
the telemetry gathering module. 
Download the telemetry history file maintained by 
the telemetry gathering module. 
Delete all or portions of the telemetry history file. 
Download an arbitrary block of data, specified by 
address pointer, from the file storage area or 
system RAM. 
Set satellite's real time clock to a specified time. 
Download current time on satellite's real time 
clock. 
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TABLE 9.6 FUNCTIONS OF THE GROUND CONTROL MODULE 
Function 
Subsystem Power Control. 
Condition Battery. 







Set Maximum Transmitter 
Power. 
Set Attenuation. 
Switch to Super User Mode 
Exit Super User Mode. 
Read Event Log. 







Tum power onloff to a particular subsystem. 
Discharge/Recharge specified battery. 
Trickle charge specified battery. 
Quick charge of specified battery. 
Select specified redundant battery. 
Select specified redundant receiver. 
Select specified redundant transmitter. 
Select specified redundant digital control system 
board. 
Select communications mode: spread spectrum or 
BPSK. 
Set maximum allowable amplitude of transmitter 
powec. 
Set attenuation level of the active transmitter. 
Functions requiring super user mode are tbd. 
Download Event Log maintained by tbe event 
logging module. 
Delete all or portions of the event log,. 
Download the time-tagged command buffer. 
Delete the entire time-tagged command buffer. 
Message to data transfer module locking out aU or 
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D. EVENT LOGGING MODULE. 
The purpose of the EVENT_LOGGING module is to maintain a history of all the 
significant events which happen and commands which are carried out aboard the satellite. 
It is hoped that this event log will be helpful in trouble shooting problems aboard the 
satellite, or merely in studying its operation. The event logging module differs from the 
telemetry gathering module in one major respect. The telemetry gathering module 
periodically polls the hardware and other software modules, gathering a predetermined 
list of specified data. The event logging module waits to receive event messages from 
other modules, informing it of aperiodic events which are deemed significant in some 
way. 
A list of ~significant" events will need to be determined, so that the exact nature 
of the event messages can be defined in the software specification. Some possible events 
include the occasion ofa full mailbox, a telemetry reading beyond the ~operating range" 
(this will also be listed in the telemetry files, of course, but may stand out more here, 
or be associated with some other event which will make trouble shooting and correction 
easier), user connections lost because the transmitter has been shut down for power 
reasons, etc. An event log entry will also be made each time an automatic command 
function or a ground control command is carried out. The exact format of the event log 
entries will be developed as the list of significant events and useful information is further 
defined. 
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X. CONCLUSIONS A!I,'D RECOMMENDA TIO:'\lS 
A. THE USE OF ESTELLE 
The formal de~cription technique, E~telle, has proven to be a valuable tool in 
creating a software specification. Its methods of defining state machine behavior and its 
channel and message definitions have provided a unique way of visualizing a system, and 
seeIng hawaII of the pieces fit together. The VdriOUS leve]s of ahstraction greatly 
facilitate the advam;emen! of a project. even when all details arc not yet knOI'.Il. Whcn 
details ~ known, Estelle provide~ ample means of specification at the lowe~t possIble 
levels, and the flexibihty to define algorithms both simple and com pie"!; 
In order to make E~telle even more u~eful in thi, project, a few modification~ have 
been made to it. For inst;.\m.:e. since "e" ha~ already been <::hosen as the Implementation 
langllage. a few data types have been defined to more closely match familiar structures 
in "e". Array indicc, start alOin thi~ specification, a, they do in "C". ~lulliplc 
dimension arrays are indexed by multiple sets of hracket~. "var[i][i] . ralh(;r than by 
multiple indi(;(;s within one set of brackets. "var[i, jj"'. The name, of the primitivlO daL1 
types are b(lrrowcd from 'T" "uchar", "uinl "and "ulon!!". Many of thc primilit'e 
functions and procwun.:s are function~ familiar to '"C" programmer~. In addition. 
various funl modifications have been u,(;d to make ekmenl~ of the Estelle and Pascal 
syntax stand oul, so that their meanings arc more obviom in the conkxt. Bold IS mcd 
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to indicate reserved words, user-defined data types begin with Capital_Letters, constants 
are written in italiCS, etc. 
Many of the more complex capabilitic., of Estelle are not utilized, since they arc 
somewhat confusing and are not needed to make clear the intended behavior of the 
~oftware being defined. The greatest drawback of Estelle i~ the ~pccification of Estelle 
itself, [Ref. 8] [Ref. 8] is very difficult to read and sometimes impossible to 
understand. For those interested in using Estelle in future software specification project" 
it is recommended that only the Annexe'i be read. The,e contain all the information 
needed, as well a, adequate example~ to provide understanding of how this language can 
actually be used. 
B, RECO.\l~lENDATlOl'\S FOR FURlllER WORK 
This thesis provides a preliminary specification for the flight software of the Pelile 
Amateur Navy Satellite. A, much informatIOn as is currently available concerning the 
high-level operational requirements of the satellite has been included. A ,oftware 
architecture ha'i heen provided which define, the individual software mGdules and their 
interfaces. Detailed definitiom for the bodies of the communications and file tramfer 
protocol modules have been developed 
There is obviously much v.ork remaining to be done. The module hody ddlnition~ 
for the telemelry gathering, analog to digital conversion, automatic control, ground 
control, electronic power system driver, communication driver, digital control system 
driver, and event logging modules must be developed. The channel types and message 
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interfaces between these remaining modules and between them and the existing modules 
must be defined in greater detail. Once the complete, detailed specification is available 
for the entire flight software system, the actual code must be written and tested. The 
ground software and the bootstrap software must be specified and coded, and the 
interfaces between these programs and the flight software must be tested. Hardware 
designs must be completed and tested before any software specifications can actually be 
finalized. A start has been made, and the beginnings of a road map have been drawn. 
Much more effort will be required before this project is completed. 
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APPENDIX A - ESTELLE SOFfWARE SPECIF1CATION 
specifICation Flight_Software; 
type { Primitive Types 
{ Note: the notation 'Oxhh' is used to refer to 
{ hexadecimal numbers, with the h's 
{ representing the hex digits O .. F. The number 
{ of bytes in each hex number is the number of 
{ digits divided by 2. } 
uchar = OxOO .. OxFF; { 8 bits of binary data or 1 byte unsigned integer or } 
{ 1 ASCII character. } 
uint = OxOOOO .. OxFFFF; { 2 byte unsigned integer } 
ulong = OxOOOOOOOO .. OxFFFFFFFF; {4 byte unsigned integer } 
int { Positive and Negative integers as defined on } 








{ 'Global' Constant Declarations } 
= any ulong; { Maximum length of a file onboard the satellite } 
= any uint; { Maximum pieces of mail in Select list } 
= any uchar; { Number of characters in the password. } 
= 2047; { Max number of bytes in the data field of a packet. } 
= 256; { Maximum length of data field in a BAX frame. } 
= 30; { Max channels allowed by BAX. } 
pansat call 
npsJall 
= any Cal\sign_Type; {Pansat's call sign } 
= any Ca1lsignJype; {NPS' call sign. } 
no error = OxOO; {Error Codes 
er"jllJormed_cmd = QxO!; {Incorrect or unexpected command 
er bad continue = Ox02; 
er=serVer Jsys = Ox03; 
er_no_such...fileJuunber = Ox04; 
er selection empty = Ox05; 
er=mandatory...field_missing = Ox06; 
er_no...pfh = Ox07j 
erJJoorlyJonned_sel = Ox08j 
er_already_locked = Ox09j 
er no such destination = OxOA; 
er"jile_complete = OxOC; {OxOB was a repeat of Ox05 
er TUJ room = OxOD; 
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er bad header 
er -header check 
er=body_check 






= Ox90; {PANSAT specific; not in FTLO. 
{ Global Type Declarations 
{ .. = 'To be determined' 
EPS_Cmd_Type .. ; 
EPS_Resp_Type . " 
Comm _ Cmd _Type .. , 
Comm_Resp_Type . " 
DeS_Cmd_Type . " 
DCS_Resp_Type , " 
Sat_Cmd_Type . " 
Sat_Resp_Type . 'j 
Event_Report_Type .. ; 
Callsign _Type = array[6] of uchar; 












{ by double quotes. Refers to raw binary } 
{ data matching the pattern of the hex digits} 
{ and of the same length. } 
= O •• maxydat; {Number of bytes of info in a packet. } 
= O .. max Jdat; {Number of bytes of info in a frame. } 
= (all, new); { Each member of an enumerated type is assumed} 
{ to be associated with a distinct uchar. } 
== (qat_dara, qat_state, qat_ui); 
== (qas_connectyend, qos_connected, 
qas_connectjng, qas _disconnected, 
qas_disconni!cting, qasJra!nereject); 
= (qac_Iocal, qacJemote, qacJemntejrmr, 
qac timeoU!); 
= arr8y[password length} of uchar; 
= array[max.filejenglh1 of uchat; 
= array[maxydot] of uchat; {Info field of a packet 
= array[max Jdllf1 of uchat; {Info field of a frame 
= O •• max_mail; 
























= array[l2J of uchar; {DOS file name. Character in 9th 
{ jX)sition must be '.' } 
= array[] of Name_Type; { Variable len array of file name~. } 














Includes only BAX fields which arc used 
'channel' in BAX manual 
'type' in SAX manual 
'state' in BAX manual 
'cause' in SAX manual 
AX25_ADDR or AX25_CALL 
in BAX manual 
Client's Call sign 
Client's ssm - may not be needed 
tl frame ACK/NAK timeout timer value 
frame ~liding window sile 
maximum number of retries for an out frame 
maximum size of info fle~d in olltgoing racket 
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{ Channel Delinitions 
channel Abstract Bax Channel( Bax End, Data Transfer End); 
by Bax End: - - - - -
qax=input( in_cb: ControtBlock; idata: rdata; datal: FdaU.en); 
bv Data Transfer End: 
. qax claim( out cb: Control Block; grab: uehar); 
qax=data( Iink:-Unk_Type;-out_cb: Control_Block; odata: Fdata; datal: Fdat_len); 
qax_busy( link: Link_Type); 
qax _con _ aept; 
qax con rej: 
qax=unb~sy( link: Link_Type); 
qax connect( out cb: Control Block); 
qax=ui( link: Link_Type; out,=-cb: Control_Block; odata: rdata; datal: I"dat_Lcn); 
qax_disconnect( link: Link_Type; wait: boolean); 
channel Abstract Packet Channcl( Data Transfer End, Packet Transfer End); 
by Data_Transfer_End: - - - -
connection( eallsign: Callsign_ Type); 
disconnect; 
commandyackct( command: Packet_Type; datal: Pdat_Len); 
by Packet Transfer End: 
respon~yackei( response: Packet_Type); 
channel Mailbox Access Channel( Packet Transfer End, Mailbox_End): 
by Packet Tr~~fer End: --
active -~1 req( client call: 
mail ~Ul;:; req( clielrt call: 
mail-recv( mail number, 
mail=closeJeq(--;nail_number, 
mselcctJc.q( client_call: Callsign_Type; 
mail req( client call: Callsign Type; 
dl_ack( client_call: Callsignjype; 
dir_rc.q( cHent_call: Call sign_Type; 
mail_deJ_req( clicnt_call: Callsign_Typc; mail_number, 
b,Y Mailbox_End: 
active sl resp( sl: boolean): 
mail ~Ul;:; resp( mail number, 
mail-recv -resp( error- code: 
mai(c1ose resp( erro;=- code' 
mail-sendC mail number, length: 






channel Mailbox _ Admin_ Channell Control_End, Mailbox_End); 
by Control_End: 
list_mail( bulletins, messages, from, to: boolean; callsign: Callsign_Type): 
post_bulletin( bulletin: Name_Type); 
delele_bulletin( bulletin_name: Name_Type); 
purgc_mail( all, from, to: boolean; callsign: CalJsign_Type; post_time: ulong): 
by Mailbox_End: 
mail list( num files: uint; mail: rile List); 
full_~ailbox; - -
channel Telernctl)'_Storage_Charmel( TelemetrL[nd, Mailbox_End); 
by Telemetry_End: 
store_user _telem( telem : Name_Type); 
delete_ user_te1em( telem _file: Name_Type): 
C "","v,,,_ V''''''V'_'_''"''"'U' Control_End, Password_End): 
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channel AID Control Channel( Command End, AID Converter End); 
by Comm~d_End: - - -
warmup(device num: uchar); 
start conversion( telem point: uchar); 
report data( tclemyoint: uchar); 
by A/D Converter End: 
device_ready( d-evice_num: uchar); 
data_ready( telcmyoint: uchar); 
telem_data( Uiata: Telem_Data_Type); 
channel SW Load Control Channel( Control End, Loader End); 
by Control End: - - -
uploadCnew_softwarc: Name_Type; sw_address: ulong); 
by Loader End: 
upload=begin( new_software: Name_Type): 
upload _ complctc( new_software: Name _Type); 
channel EPS Control Channc1( Control End, EPS Driver End): 
b)' ControtEml: - - --
eps_cmd( crnd: EPS_Cmd_Type): 
by EPS Driver End: 
eps_-;:'esp( re-;:p: EPS_RespJype): 
channel Comm Control Channell Control End, Comm_Driver_End); 
by Control_End: - -
comrn_cmd( cmd: Comm_Cmd_Type); 
by Comm_Drivef_End: 
comm_resp( resp: Comrn_Resp_Typc); 
channel DCS Control Channc1( Control End, DeS Driver End): 
b)' Contro"C End· - - --
dc~_crnd( crnd: DeS_Cmd_Type); 
by DSC Driver End; 
dcsJesp( resp: DCS_Rcsp]ypc); 
channel Satellite Control ChanneJ( Ground Control End, Auto Control End); 
by Ground_6mtrol_E~d: - - -
sat_cmd( cmd: Sat_Cmd_Type); 
by Auto_ Control_End: 
sat_rt.'sp( resp: Sat_Resp_Type); 
channr! Event_l.AlLChannel( Event_End, LoLEnd); 
by Event End 
event=report( rcport: Event_ Report_Type): 
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fundion GET_TIME: ulong; tbc 
primitive; 
function C_BIT_SHIFT( d: Direction; num: b: uchar): uehar; 
primitin- { Bit-wise of the byte specified by 'b' in the 
{ direction specified by 'd'. 'num' specifies the 
{ number of bit positions to shift Returns a 1 
{ byte an,wer 
function I BIT SHlrr( d: Direction; num: uint; b: umt; 
primith'e;- - { Bit-wise shift uint specified by 'b' in the 
{ direction specified by 'd'. 'num' specifics the 
t number of bit positiom tu shift Returns a 2 
{ byte answer. 
function C_RTT_AND( a. b: llchar): llchar: 
primith'c: { Return, Bit-wise AND or the bvk~ 'a' and 'b'. 
function 1_l:lIT_AND( a. b: uint): 
primith'c; Returns the bit-wise AND of the uints 'a' and 'b'. 
function GET_LSB( numha: uint) uchar: ( Reccives a 16 bit number and returns the 
primitive; least significant 8 bits. 
fUllctlon GET MSB( number Ulllt) { Rceives a 16 bit ntlmber and rct'Jrn~ the 
primitivc; most significant 8 bib 
fUllction INT( shan: uchar) mnt; {Receives an 8 bit 
primithe; { 16 bit unsigned 
procedurc QAX_CLEAN._CB( cb: ~V""W'_""'"" 
number and cxtends it It} 
by prepending 80's. } 
primith'c; ficld~ of thc control block structure 
to 0 rhis is a procedure provided by BAX. 
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{ Module Header Definitions 
module PRlMITIVE_AX25_TYPE sy~1emprocC!oS; {SAX. 
bax" array[4] of Abstract_Bax_Channel( Sax_End) indil'idual queue; 
end; 




array[ma:dinks] or Abstract Packet Channel( Data Transfer End) 
indh"idual queue; - - --
Abstract Sax Channel( Data Tran~fer End) individual queue; 
arra),[2f of Data_Transfer _ Control_ Channel( Data _Transfer_End) 
common queue; 
Event_LoLChanncl( Event_End) common queue; 





Abslract Packet Channcl( Packet Transfer End) individual queue; 
Mailbox - Access- Channel( Packet Transfer- End) individual queue; 
Event_L;g_"Ch~nel( Event_End) ~ommon qucuc; 
end; 
module MAILBOX _ CONTROL_TYPE sys1emproces.s; 
ip 
array[maxlinks] of Mailbox _ Access_ Channci( Mailbox_End) 
individual queue: 
arrayl2] of Mailbox Admin Channc1( Mailbox End) common queue; 
l~: Telemetry_Stroage_ ChannelC Mailbox_End) illdj~'idual queue; 
c1: Evcllt_Log_Channe\( Event_End) common queue; 
end; 
module PASSWORD_CONTROLJYPE( 
cc: array[2] of PasswoTd_ContTOI_Channel( Password_End) common queue; 
el" Evcnt_Log_Channel( Event_End) common queue; 
end; 
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module AUTO_CONTROL_TYPE systemprocess; {Automatic Housekeeping Functions} 
ip 
bax: Abstract Sax Channel( Data Transfer End) individual queue; 
aed: Data Trnnsfe~ Control Channel( Control_End) individual queue; 
Telemetry Control Chillmel( Control End) individual queue; 
acp: Password Control Channel( Control End) individual queue; 
Mailbox Admin Channel( Control End) individual queue; 
EPS Control Channel( Control Efld) individual queue; 
acorn: Com-m Control Channel( Control End) individual queue; 
aedc: DCS Control Channel( Control End) individual queue; 
sc: Satellite_ControtChannel( Auto-=,Control_End) indh"idual queue; 
el: Event_Log_ Channel( Event_End) common queue; 
end; 
module GROUND_CONTROL_TYPE systemprocess; {Command Functions 
ip 
bax: Abstract Bax Channel( Data Transfer End) indi~'idual queue; 
ccd: DataJransfer_Control_Channel( Control_End) individual queue; 
eet: Telemetry-Control_Channel( Control_End) individual queue; 
eep: Password_Control_Channel( Control_End) individual queue; 
eel: SW Load Control Channel( Control End) indi~'idual queue; 
Mailbox Admin Channel( Control Btd) individual queue; 
EPS Control Channel( Control En-d) individual queue; 
ceom: Com~ Control Channel( Control End) indh'idual queue; 
cedc: DCS Control Channel( Control End) individual queue; 
sc: Satellite_Control_Channel( Ground_Control_End) individual queue; 
el: Event_LoLChannel( Event_End) common queue; 
end; 
module PRIMITIVE_SW_LOADER_TYPE systemprOCCSSj {PHTX 
SW Load Control Channel( Loader End) individual queue; 
bax: Abstract_ Bax _ Ch~nel( Data _ Transf~r_ End) individual queue; 
end; 
module TELEMETRY_GATHER_TYPE systemprocess; {Automatic Telemetry Gathering} 
ip 
array[2] of Telemetry _ Control_ Channel( Telemetry _Gather_End) 
common queue; 
ad: AID Control Channe1( Command End) individual queue; 
el: Event Log Channel( Event End) common queue; 
ts: Telemetry Jtoragc _ Channcl( Telemetry_End) individual queue; 
end; 
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module AID_DRIVER_TYPE s)'stemprocess; {Driver for Analog-Digital Conv HW 
1p 
ad: AID _ Control_ Channel( AID _Converter_End) indh'idual qUl'Ul'; 
end; 
module EVENT_LOGGER _TYPE systemproccss; 
1p 
el: array[maxlinks + 6] of Event_Log_Channel( LoLEnd) conmlOn queue; 
end; 
module EPS _ DRI VER _TYPE systemprocess; 
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end: 
module Cm\.1M_DRIVER_TYPE systemprocess; 
1p 
cc: arra)'[2] of Comm_Control_Channel( Comm_Drivu_EndJ common queue; 
end: 
module DCS_DRIVER_TYPE s)'stemproccss; 
1p 
cc: arra)t2] of DCS_Control_Channcl( DCS_Drivcf_End) common queue; 
cud: 
{ :\lodule Bod) Vefinition~ 
external: 
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bodY DATA TRANSFER BODY for DATA TRANSPER TYPE; 
. - - { AX.25 handler - U~~ resources of BAX 
const 
mailJsid = OxOl; { ssm of this module 
maxclienrs = any uchar; { the max number of 'active users at 
f_fimeoUl = any uchar: { number of seconds for frame 
mar:Jrames = Ox07; { frame sliding-window size. 
max_tries = any uchar; { max /I of retries for outgoing frame 
packet_length = ma"l:ydm + 2; {max size of FTLO level packet 
type 
var 
Clicnt_Num = O . . ma.r:clients; 
Client = record 
c.allsign: Call sign_ Type; 
end; 
Pac_Data = arraYUJacker_lcngrhl of uchar; 
Client_Array = array[maxlinkJ] of Client; 
Data_Record = record 














{ Array of incoming data on each link 
{ general purpose loop counter/ index 
stale NORMAL. BUSY: { States of DATA TRA.NSFER BODY 
st.ateset EITHER 0.= [NORMAL.BUSY]: - -
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function CONCAT( a, b: Pac Data): Pac Data; 
primitive; - { Concatenates the array 'b' to the end of army 
{ 'a', and returns the combined array of uchars. 
function PACKET LEN( d: Pdata): uint; 
begin -
PACKET_LEN:= I BIT SHIIT( left, 3, INT( C BIT AND( d(1], O",EO))); 
PACKET_LEN:= PACKET_LEN + INT( d[O]) + 2;-
end; 
procedure FILL PACKET( data: Pac Data; var packet: Packet Type); 
primitive; - {Takes the uchars from amlY 'data' and places 
{ them, in order, into the record structure of 
{ 'packet'. 
initialize { DATA TRANSFER BODY 
to NORMAL 
begin 
for i : = 0 to max/inks do c1ientslil.callsign : = 'none'; 
QAX_CLEAN_CB( cb) ; 
cb.mLcall : = pansw_call; 
cb.mLssid : = mailJsid; 
ch.tl := ( timeout; 
cb.maxfra~e:= maxJrames; 
cb.retry : = max_tries; 
cb.paclen := maxJdat; 
num_clients : = 0; 
new_user Jockout : = false; 
all user lockout: = false; 
trallsmit- ok . = true' 
output bax.qax_c1ai~( cb); 
end; 
Imm 
from EITHER to same 
when bax.qax input 
provided in_cp.kind = qat_stale and in_cb.l_state = qa.~_di.\'Coflnected 
begin 
if in_cb.callsign < > npsJali then num_clients : = num_clients - 1; 




from EITHER to 'i3.me 
when ccrt]. transmitter 
provided off 
begin 
transrnit_ ok : = false; 
end; 
from EITHER to same 
when cc[b].trammitlter 
pro\·ided not off 
begin 
transmit ok : = tme; 
end; -
from EITHER to same 
when ccfbl.change--'params 
begin 
cb : = out_l:b; 
end; 
from EiTHER to same 
when bax.qax _input 
provided In cp.kind = qat IIi 
begin - -
end: 
from NORMAL to same 
when cc[b].1ockout 
pro\-·ided 1 kind = flew 
begin -
new_user Jockout : = Irue; 
end; 
from NORMAL 10 same 
when cc[h].unlock 
provided I kind = 1/("\\. 
begin -
new_u~erJockout = falsc; 
t'ndj 
{ No action required - discard frame 
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length: = PACKET LEN( response) + 2; 
i := 0; -
while i < length do begin 
while i < out_ cb. paden and i < length do begin 
datali) : = response[i); 
i:= i + 1; 
end; 
output bax..qax_data( I, out_cb, data, i); 




from NORMAL to same 
when bax.qax_input 
provided in_cb.kind = qal_state and in_cb.tstate = qu;,'_connectyend 
begin 
if in_cb.his_call = npsJall then begin 
clients[in_cb.link].caIlsign:= nps3all: 
clients[in cb.link].last comm time:= GET TIME(); 
output bax.qax con a~pt; - -




if num clients < maxdients and not new user lockout then begin 
num clients: = num clients + 1; - -
dients[in cb.link].callsign : = in cb.his call; 
dients[in-cb.linkllast comm time:= GET TIME(); 
output bax.qax con a~pt; - -
output perin cb':link).connection( in cb.his call); 
end; - --
else output bax.qax_conJcj; 
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from NORMAl. to BUSY 
when cc[bJ.lockout 
pro\-'idcd I kind = all 
begin -
all_lI~r_lockout : = true: 
new u~r lockout: = true: 
for i = I-to matlinks do 
if cHents[i].calisign < > 'none' and ciientsp],calisign < > np.I'_wl! then 
output qax_bu~y(i); 
end; 
from BUSY to NORMAL 
when cc[b].unlock 




from Bl'SY to sam", 
when bax.4.axjnput 
'none' and clienls[ij.(;albign < > npsJall then 
provided in cb.kind = qat ~/ale and 





from EITHER to same 
when bax.qax.input 
provided in_cb.kind = qat_data 
begin 
i:= in_cb.1ink; 
clients[i].last comm time: = GET TlME( ); 
if clients[i}.data_inj)rogress then begin 
data : = in dat[i].data; 
length:= in dat[i].running length; 
in dat[ij.data: = CONCAT( data[O . .length1, idata); 
length: = length + datal; 
if length < in_dat[i].finalJength then 
in_dat[i].runningJength : = length; 
else begin 
c1ients[i].data_in-prograss : = false; 
FILL]ACKET( in_dat[i].data, packet); 
output pc[i] .command -packet( packet, in _ dat[i]. finalJength-2); 
end; 
else begin 
length:= PACKET_LEN( idata); 
if datal < length then begin 
clients[iJ.data_in-progress:= true; 
in dat[iJ.data:= idata; 
in - dat[i].running lengLh : = datal; 
in - dat[i].final length: = length; 
else begin -
FILL_PACKET( idata, packet); 












al ('rror re~p 
ul-uck ;:;'.Ip 
uf rwk- rcsp 
dO\',ln!tku( emil 
delJfSP 
{ Constants for PACKET TRANSFER BODY 
{ Packet Types - -
{ There i~ no difference between the short and long 
{ dir formats· both send complete headers. 
fields apply 
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{ States of PACKET TRANSFER BODY 
state UL/Dr. UNINlT, WAIT MAILBOX, ULiDL crvm WAIT,-UL DATA RX, 
UL_ABORT, DLJILEj)ATA; - - --
stateset ANY = [UL/DL UNlNIT, WAIT MAILBOX, ULiDL CMD WAlT, 
UL_AB-ORT, DL_FILEj)ATAJ: --
{ fUllction Declarations for 
{ PACKET_TRANSFER_BODY 
function CURRENT_COMMAND( packet: Packet_Type): uint: 
begin 
CURRENT_COMMAND: = C_BIT_AND( packel.hl, Ox1f); 
end; 
{ Procedure dedarations for 
{ PACKET TRA:SSFER RODY 
procedure FORMAT_LOGIN _ RFSP( login _ f1ag:-uchar; liar packet: Packet_Type); 
var login_time: ulong; 
begin 
paeket.!cngth hb : = Ox05; 
packet.hl : = login resp: { 
packet.info[O.,3] :~ GETJIME( 
pack<!t.info[4] : = login flag; 
end; -
procedure FORMAT_UPLOAD _ GO _ RFA'\P( file_no, offset: ulong; var packet 
Packet_Type); 
begin 
packet.!ength lsb : = Ox08; { 8 bytc informatlOn field 
packet.hl : = UPLOAD GO RESP; . 
packeLinfo[O . .4] '= file no~ 
packeLinfo[S .. 7j := off~t; 
end; 
procedure fORMAT_NI_RESJ>( tag: uchar; ,'ar packet: Packet_Type); 
begin 
packet. length Isb : = Oxoo; { No information 
packet.hl : = tag; 
end; 
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procedure FORMAT_UL_ERROR_RESP( error: uchar; var packet: Packet_Type); 
begin 
packet.lengthJsb := OxOl; 
packeLhl:= ul_errorJesp; 
packeLinfo[O] : = error; 
end; 
procedure FORMAT_UL_NAK_RESP( error: uchar; var packet: Packet_Type); 
begin 
packet.Jength_lsb := OxOl; 
packeLhl:= ul_rwkJesp; 
packet. info[O] : = error; 
end; 
procedure FORMAT_SELECT_RESP( num' uint; var packet: Packet_Type); 
begin 
packeLlength Jsb : = Ox02; 
packet.hl:= selectJesp; 
packeLinfo[O .. I] := num; 
end; 
procedure FORMAT_DL_ERROR_RESP( error: uchar; var packet: Packct_Type); 
begin 
packet.lengthJsb:= OxOl; 
packet.hl : = dl error resp; 
packet.info[O] :~ error; 
end; 
procedure FORMAT_DEL_RESP( error: uchar; var packet: Packet_Type); 
begin 
packet.lengthJsb : = OxOI; 




procedure FORMAT_DATA( len: Pdat_Len; dat: pdata; var packet: Packet_Type) ; 
nr high_byte: uchar; 
msb: uint; 
begin 
packet.lengthJsb := GET_LSB( len); 
high byte: = GET MSB( len); 
msb:= I_BIT_SHIFT( left, 5, INT( high_byte)); 
packeLhl : = GET LSB(msb); 
packet. info[O . .len-I] : = dat[O . .len-I]; 
cod; 
initialize { PACKET TRANSFER BODY 
to UUDL UNINIT 
begin -
end; 
trans {Transition Part of PACKET_TRANSFER_BODY} 
from ANY to UUDL _ UNINIT 
when pc.disconnect 
begin { Link ha.~ been terminated by client or satellite. 
cod; { No action required . 
from ULlDL_UNTNIT to WAIT_MAILBOX 
when pc.connection 
begin 
client_callsign : = cal1sign; 
output mc.active_51_req( callsign); 
end; 
from WAIT_MAILBOX to UUDL_CMD_WAlT 
when mc.active_sl_resp 
begin 
ir 51 then selection_active: = uCli ... e)isl; 
else selection active: = no active list; 
FORMAT LOGIN RESP( -selection active, p); 
output pcJesponseJ,acket( p); -
end; 
from UUDL CMD WAIT to same {Default condition for unexpected packet or 
when others - - {format. 
begin 
FORMAT_UL_ERROR_RE."IP( er_iIlJonned_cmd, p); 
output pc.responseyacket( p); 
end; 
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from ULiDL_CMD_ WAlT to WAlT_MAILBOX 
when pc.commandyack~t 
provided CURRENT COMMAND( command) = upload cmd 
begin - -
output mc.mail_nurn_req( c1ient_callsign, cornmandr2 .. 5], command[6 .. 9]); 
elld; 
from WAIT_MAILBOX to ULlDL_CMD_WAIT 
when mc.mail num resp 
provided error code < > no error 
begin - -
FORMAT UL ERROR RE"iP( error code, p); 
output pc~csp;;nscyackct( p); -
end; 
from WAIT_MAILBOX to UL_DATA_RX 
when mc.mail_nuffi_re>p 
prol·ided error code = no /'fror 
begin - -
current_ ul_ mail: = 
current ul offset: "'-
FORb-IAT=UPJ.OAD_GO]ESP( mail_number, offset, p): 
output pc.responseyacket( p); 
end; 
frOill UL_DATA_RX to ULiDL_UNINIT 
when pc.disconnect { data link terminated by client or satellite. 
bl'gin 
output I11c.mail_c1ose_req( current_ul_mail, current_ul_offset, false); 
end; 
from UL DATA RX to UL/DL CMD WAIT 
\then oth~I'S - {D~faLiH condition for unexpected packet or 
begin { forma1. 
output mc.mail close rUj( CC"C'''""_'",,,,ce, fal~e) 
FOR~lAT_ ULj~RROR_RESP( "_'"-''''''''''_''''''' 
uutput pc.rcsponseyacket( p); 
end; 
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from UL_DATA_RX to WAIT_MAILBOX 
when fc.command...Jlacket 
provided CURRENT COMMAND( command) = data end 
begin - -
output me. mail close req( current ul mail, current ul offset, true); 
end; -- -- --
from WAIT_MAILBOX to ULIDL _ CMD _WAIT 
when mc.mail_closeJesp 
begin 
if error code = IUJ error then FORMAT NI RESP( ul ack resp, p); 
else FORMAT_UL=NAK_RESP( error_cOde,-p); --
output pc.responseyacket( p); 
end; 
from UL_DATA_RX to WAIT_MAILBOX 
wben pc.command ...Jlacket 
provided CURRENT COMMAND( command) = data 
data_length: = dala.1; 
output mc.mailJecv( current_ul_mail, current_ul_offset, lataJength, command.info); 
end; 
from WAIT_MAILBOX to UL_DATA_RX 
wben mc.mailJecv _resp 
provided error code = no error 
begin - -
current ul offset: = current ul offset + data length; 
end; - - - - -
from WAIT_MAILBOX to UL_ABORT 
when me. mail recv resp 
provided erro~ code < > no error 
begin - -
FORMAT UL NAK RESP( error code, p); 
output pc~esp;nse""p-acket( p); -
end; 
from UL ABORT to ULIDL CMD WAIT 
when others - f Default condition for unexpected packet or 
begin { format. 
FORMAT_UL_ERROR_RESP( er_illJonned_cnul, p); 
output pc.responseJlacket( p); 
end; 
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from UL_ ABORT to lL/lJL_ eM]) _WAlT 
when pc.commandyacket 
provided CURRENT_ COMMAND( command) = 
begin { No action 
end; 
from UL_ABORT to same 
when pc.commandyacket 
provided CURRENT _ COMMAND(t:Ommand) = daw 
begin { No action required 
end; 
from ULlDL_CM])_WAlT to WAIT_MAILBOX 
when pc.commandyackcl 
provided CURRENT COMMAND( command) ~ df'l emd 
begin - -
output mc.mail_dcl_rcq( client_calhign. command.info[O .. 3]); 
end; 
from WAIT_MAILBOX to ULlDL_CMD_WAlT 
when mc mali del resp 
begin 
fORMAT DEL RESP( p); 
output pc~rcspo;;-scyackct( 
end; 
from UL/DL_C/l.tD_ WAIT to WATT_MAILBOX 
\then pc.commandyackct 
pro\'ided CTTRRENT COMMAND(command) = Sl:'ll!ct e!lld 
begin - -
select: = c<"""""n """L" .. n,,,,,-
select): 
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from WAIT_MATLBOX to ULiDL_CMD_WAIT 
when mc.mselectJesp 
begin 
if error code = no error then begin 
seleCtion active -: "" QCfiV(' lis!; 
FORMA1'_SELECT_RF~'IP( num_scl, p); 
end; 
else begin 
selection active: "" no !Utive lisr; 
FOID.fAT DL ERROR RESP( error code, p); 
end; -- - -
output pc.resIX'nse--'packet( p); 
end; 
from ULlDL_CMD_ WAlT to WAlT_MAILBOX 
when pc.command-.racker 
pruvided (CURRENT COMMAND(command) "" 
or CURRENT COMMAND( command) = 
and ( -
begin 
(command.info[O .. 3] < > Ox()()(}(X)()()() and command.wfo[O .. 3] < > 
OxFFPfPfFF) 
or selection_active = acrivl'_list) 
if command.info[O .. 3] = OxQOOOOOOO or command.info[O .. 3] = OxffFFffff then 
output mc.dir req( client callsign, OxOOOOOOOO); 
el~e - -
output mC.dir _req( client_callsign, command.info[O .. 3]): 
end; 
from ULlDL_CMD_WAIT to same 
when pc.commanctyacket 
provided (CURRE!' ... l_COMMAND(command) = 
or CURRENT COM!\fAND( command) = 
and nnt -
< > OxOOOOOOOO and oommMW.HHOL'L'J 
or selection_active = acrireJisr) 
begin 
fORMAT_DL_ERROR_RESP( er_se!n;rio!l_empry, p): 
output pc.response_packet( p): 
end; 
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from UUDL CMD WAIT to same 
when pc.command -
provided CURRENT_COMMAND( command) = dl_nak_cmd 
begin { no action required 
end; 
from WAIT_MAILBOX to UUDL _ CMD _WAIT 
wheo mc.directory 
begin { Each File Header must = < 200 bytes 
if no a1 then selection active: = 110 active list; 
if len- < > 0 then beiin --
FORMAT_DATA( len, dir, p) {Assumes 10 file headers/DataPacket 
output pc.response-PRCket( p); 
FORMAT NI RESP( data end, p); 
ootput pcsesIKlOse.....PRCket( p); 
eod; 
else begin 
FORMAT_DL_ERROR_RESP( dir[O], p) 
output pc.responseyacket( p); 
end; 
end; 
from ULIDL CMD WAIT to same 
when pc.command -
provided CURRENT COMMAND( command) = download cmd and ( 
(command.info[O .. 3] = OxOOOOOOOO or command.info[O .. 3] = OxFFFFFFFF) 
and selection_active = lW_active_fist) 
begin 
FORMAT_DL_ERROR_RESP( erJeieclion3mpry, p); 
output pc.responseyacket( p); 
end; 
from ULlDL_CMD_WAIT to DLJILE_DATA 
wben pc.command 
provided CURRENT_COMMAND( command) = download_cmd and ( 
(command.info[O .. 3] < > OXOOOOOOOO and command.info[O .. 3] < > 
OxFFFFFFFF) 
or selection_active = aCliveJist) 
bepn 
current dl offset := command-info[4 .. 7]; 
current-dl-mail: = command-info[O .. 3]; 
if current <II mail: = OxFFFFFFFF then current dl mail: = OxOOOOOOOO; 
output mc.mailJeq( c1ient_callsign, cUrTent_dl_mail~ current_dl_offset); 
end; 
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from DL]ILE_DATA to UUDL_CMD_WAIT 
when mc.mailJesp 
provided length = 0 and mail[O] < > 0 { Error flag from mailbox 
beam 
if no al tben selection active: = no active list; 
FORMAT_DL_ERROR_RESP( maii[O], pi; 
output pc.response...,P3.cket( p); 
end; 
from DL FILE DATA to same 
when mc:-mail_~sp 
provided length < > 0 or (mai1[O] = 0 and length = 0) 
begin 
if no al then selection active: = no active list; 
if l~gth = 0 then begin --
FORMAT NI RESP( doJa end, p); 
output pcJe~nseyacket( p); 
end; 
else begin 
FORMAT_DATA( length, mail, p); 
output pc.responseyacket( p); 
current dl offset: = current dl offset + length; 
if current ,II mail = Ox()()()()OOOO then current dl mail: = mail number; 
output mc.maitreq( c1ient_callsign, current_dCm3.il, current_dCoffset); 
end; 
end; 
fmm DLJILE_DATA to UUDL_CMD_WAIT 
when pc,commandyacket 
provided CURRENT COMMAND( command) = dl ack emil 
begin - - -
FORMAT_Nl]ACKET( dtcompietetCresp, p); 
output pc.responseyacket( p); 
output mc.dl ack( client callsign, current dl mail); 
end; - - --
from DL FILE DATA to UUDL CMD WAIT 
when pc.comm®d yacket - -
provided CURRENT COMMAND( command) = DL NAK DMD 
begin - - -
FORMAT_NI]ACKEf( dl_abonedJcsp, p); 
output pc.responseyacket( p); 
end; 
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from DLJILE_DATA to ULiDL_CMD_WAIT 
when others { Default condition for unexpected packet or 
begin { format 
PORMAT DL ERROR RESP( err illJomwd cmd, p); 
output pc:-;'espOnseyackett p): - -
end; 
end; { of PACKET TRANSFER BODY 
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{ End Of File marker used by operating system. 
{The null pointer. A pointer which is null points 
{ to nothing, and marks the end of a linked lis!. 
.; { An empty string as defined by operating system. 
= aoy uint; {Parameter for FORMAT EVENT REPORT 
= Ox01; {A parameter needed by 'qax=claim'. -
= Ox01; 
= Oxbb55; 
= Ox()()()()(XJ29; {Min of 41 bytes in the initialized mail file. 
= Ox03E7; { Higest mail name extension = 999 dec. 
= any ulong; { Default mail life, in seconds from upload. 
= any uehar; { Number of different file types allowed. 
= any uehar; { Number of different file compression 
{ methods al lowed . 
{ Item numbers fur fields in the PANSAT file 
{ beader, for use in 'select' ~1atements, 
= 01(00; {flag 
= Ox02; {mail_number 
= Ox06; {length 
= OxOA; {file_type 
= Ox08; {compression_type 
= OxOC; {body offset 
= OxOE; {down!oad _ C{lunt 
= OxOF; {source 
= Ox15; {priority 
= 0:d6; {upload_time 
= OxIA; {expire_time 
= Oxl E; { mail_name 
= Ox26; {mail_extension 
= Ox29 ; {num destinations 
= Ox2A; {destination callsigns or paths 
= Ox54; {title 
= Ox74; {keywords 
= OxFF; {Relational operators in 'select struct' 
= 01(00; {equal to an unsigned 1,2 or 4 byte integer 
= Ox03; {equal to a string 
= OxIO; {greater than an unsignt:d I, 2 or 4 byte integer 
::0 Ox20 ; {less than an unsigned I, 2 or 4 byte integer 
= Ox30; {not equal to an unsigned 1, 2 or 4 byte integer 








than or equal to an 
than or equal to an 
= Ox80; {logical 'and' 
= OxEO; {logical 'or' 
wtcger 
wteger 






= O .. max_exr; - -
= arrdy[3] of uchar; 







































ASourcc_Record; {Pointer to a source record 
ASOUfCC _ RecDrd; 
= arra)"[261 of ASomce Record: 
= arra)'[numl):pesJ of uChar; 
= arra}'[nwncomps] of uchar; 
= arra}'[8) of uchar; 






































uint; { loop counter} 
uchar; 
Pdata; 




function STRING_COMPARE( strl, str2: ABytc_Array): boolean; 
primitive; { Compares 'strl' to 'str2' and returns true- if they 
{ are the same, otherwise returns false. 
functiun STRING FIND( str!, 
primitive; -
AByte_Array): bool(,~'ln; 
Looks to see if 'strl' is containc.:l anywhcrc 
'str2', Returns true if it is, and false if its not 
function GET_LENGTH( file_name: Name_Type): ulang; 
primitive; {Returns the length of th~ stored file 'file_name' 
function GET _ LSI{ number: ulong): uint; 
primith'c; { Takes a 4 byte number and returns the least 
t significant 2 byte~. 
function GET_MSI( number: ulong): uint; 
primitive; { Takes a 4 byte number and returns the most 
{ significant 2 bytes. 
function MEM_SPACE(): ulong; 
primith'c; { Returns the number of bytes of available 
{ space in mail box memory 
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function SIZE OF( type indicator): uint; 
primitive; - - { Takes as an argument any type and returns the 
{ number of bytes needed to store a variable of 
{ that type. 
function ALLOCATE( size: uint): pointer_type; 
primitive; { Allocates a block of dynamic memory. The 
{ number of bytes in the block is indicated by 
{ 'size'. The function returns a pointer to the 
{ newly allocated block. 
function EXISTS( file namc: Name Type): boolean; 
primitive; - r Takes a complete DOS file name as an argument 
{ and returns } 
{ true if an active file by that name currently exists} 
{ in the mass storage memory, otherwise returns } 
{ false. } 
function GET FIRST FILE( order: File Order; fn: S Name): Name Type; 
primitive; - - { Returns the nam~ of the first acti~e (not deleted) } 
{ mail file in the mass storage memory. "First" is } 
{ defined as the oldest file ( the one with the } 
{ earliest creation date) if 'order' is dGle. If 'order} 
{ is name then 'fn' is a DOS file name minus the } 
{ extension, and the file name returned is the one } 
{ with the "firstM alpha-numeric extension } 
{ associated with the 'fn' given. If no file matches} 
{ the critria given, then empty_string is returned. } 
function GET NEXT FILE( order: File Order; prev file: Name Type): Name Type; 
primitive; - - { Starting at 'pre;_file', searChes the mail area of } 
{ mass storage memory for the next active file. If} 
{ 'order' is dute, the next file is the one with the } 
{ next later creation date. If 'order' is name then} 
{ the next file is the one with the same leading 8 } 
{ characters and the next higher alpha-numeric } 
{ extension. This function returns the complete file} 
{ name, if found and returns empty_string if no file} 
{ matching the criteria exists. } 
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function OPEN_FlLE( file_name: Name_Type): "File_Type; 
primitiv('; { Opens the me designated by 'file_name' for 
{ reading or writing. Returns a pointer to the } 
{ beginning of the file. If the file does not already} 
{ exist, it will be created, and will be empty except} 
{ for an eo! mark. } 
function READ_FILE( qty, si7-e: uint; var fileytr: "File_Type): Byte_Array; 
primitive; {Reads blocks of bytes from memory, starting at th.:} 
{ location indicated by 'fileytr'. The number of } 
{ blocks is determined by 'qly' and the number of } 
{ bytes in each block is determined by 'sizc'. The} 
{ bytes are placed in thc (prc_allocated) variable or} 
{ buffer space designated on the left side of an } 
{ statement of which this flmction call } 
{ will } 
{ ) 
procedure WRlTEJILE( v: Byte_Array; num_bytes: nint; ,"'ar file...ptr: "File_Type): 
primjti~'e; { Writes the number of bytes indicated by 
{ 'num_bytes' 10 memory starting at the locatlon 
{ indicated by 'flkytr'. The bytes are copied } 
{ beginning from the first byte of 'v'. 'v' can be a} 
{ variable, buffer name or file pointer. After the } 
{ writc, 'file_ptr' will point to the byte following } 
{ the last byte written. If there is already data in } 
{ the file at the position indicated 'file-1)tT·, that} 
{ data will be overv.:ritten. to the end of} 
{ a file, the eof marker will be to indicate } 
{ the new end of the file. } 
procedure FILE_SEEK( num_bytcs: im; var fileytr: "'File_Type); 
primith·e; { Moves the file pointer 'flleytr' the number of } 
{ bytcs designated by 'num_bytes'. without reading} 
procedure FILE_SEEK_SET( num_byte~: int; var fileytr: 
primitiw: { Same as 'fiLE_SEEK', is fir~} 
{ moved to the beginning filc, } 
{ advanced the number of bytes indicatctl by J 
{ 'num_bytes'. } 
procedure DELETE_FILE( file_name: Name_Type); 
primitive; {Deletes the file designated by 'file_name' 
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procedure CLOSE_FILE( file_name: Name_Type); 
primitive; {Closes the file designated by 'file_name' 
procedure FREE(var node...,ptr: poiuter_tYlIe); 
primitive; { Deallocates a dynamic memory node, and makes 
{ the poin~ null. 
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procedure DECREMENT_MSG( tcall: CaJlsign _Type; var m _head: "Source_Rccord; 
letter: Letter_Array); 
tempi, temp2, head, del_node: "Source_Record; 
index: uchar; 
begin 
del node: == nulf; 
index : = teal] [0] - Ox41; 
head:= ietterlindex]; 
if head < > null then begin 
if head - > call = leall then begin 
head -> num act:= head -> nurn act - 1: 
if head -> nu-m act < = 0 and head->seIected.num scI < = 0 then begin 
del_node: = -head; -




tcmp2 : = 
tempi: = - > next call; 
while tempi < > null do begin 
if temp 1 - > call = teall then begin 
tempi -> num_act:= templ-> 
if tempi - > num act < = 0 and 
then begin -
del_node: = 









if del_node < > nul! then begin 
head: = m_head; 
if head = del node then begin 




temp2 : = head; 
tempI := head -> next num; 
while tempI < > null do begin 
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if tempI = del node then beain 
temp2 -> nexcnum:= tempI -> next_nurn; 











function GET EXT( num ext: uint): Ext_Type; 
var digit: uint; -
begin 
digit:= nurn_ext/lOO; 
GET EXT[O] : = digit + OxOO30; 
num"=-ext:= nurn_ext - (digit'" 100); 
digit:= num_ext/lO; 
GET EXT[I] : = digit + OxOO30; 
nurn"=-ext:= num_ext - (digit'" 10); 
GET_EXT[21:= nurn_ext + OxOO30; 
end; 
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procedure INCREMENT_MSG( teall: Callsign_Type; var nexUn: uint; 
ffi_head: "Source_Record; letter: Letter_Array; mail_num: ulong; ext: Ext_Type); 
tempi, temp2. new_node: "'Source Record; 
index: uehar; -
begin 
index : = tcall[O] - Ox41; 
tempi: = letter[index]; 
whUe tempI < > null and templ->call < > tcall do begin 
temp2 : = tempi; 
tempi := templ->next_call; 
end; 
if tempI = null then begin 
new node:= ALLOCATE( 1, SIZE OF(Source Record»; 
new-node->source num:= next sn; -
GET_NEXT_NUM( m_head, next_sn); 
new_node->call:= teall; 
new node->selected.num sel:= Ox()()(x); 
new-node->next ext:= OxOOO2; 
new-node->num-act:= OxOI; 
new - node- > next - num : = null; 
new - node- > next-call: = null; 
temp2-> next_call := new_node; 
mail num:= new node->source num" OxOOOlOClCK} + OxOOOt; 
ext :-:.: "001 "; - -
tempi: = m head; 
if tempI- > sOurce_num > new_node->source_num then begin 
new_node->next_num:= m_head; 
m head: = new node' 
endj- -' 
else begin 
while templ->source num < new node->source num and 
tempt->next_num <-> nuIl do begin -
temp2 := tempi; 
tempi := templ->next num; 
end; -
if templ->next_num = 1W1l then 
templ->next num:= new node; 
else begin - -







templ->num_act:= templ->nurn_act + I; 
mail nurn:= templ->sourcc nurn * OxOOOlOOOO + tcmpl->next ext; 
ext :-= GET EXT( templ-> next ext); -
ir templ->n~xt_ext < max_ext then 
tempi->next ext:= tempJ->next ext +1; 
else templ->ne,J_ext:= Ox0001; -
end; 
end; 
procedure COMPACT_MAIL( liar mlist: ASuurce_Array; llist: Letter_Array); 
begin { This runction deletes mail files whieh arc pa~t their) 




now: = GET TIME( ); 
this file:= GET fiRST FILE( dafe, empry string): 
while this_file < - > eIl/PD"_srring do hegin -
rfile : = OPEN FILE( this file); 
FILE SEEK( :::'"6, rfile): -
expir~:= READ FILE( 1, 4. rflle): 
if expire < = no; tht'll bt'gin 
FILE SEEK( 2, rfilc): 
call :~ READ PILE( 1. 6. rfile); 
DELETE HLb( this file); 
DECKEJ\.1ENT_MSG( call, mlist. !list) 
end; 
else CT .oSE fILE( this file): 




procedure GET_NEXT_NUM( milst: "Source_Record, var next_sn); 




done := false; 
while not done do begin 
if next_sn < OxFFFF then 
next sn := next sn + I; 
~~pn~~-~i~t7 OxOOoI; 
while temp < > null and temp- > source _ num < next_ sn do 
temp:== temp->next_num; 
if temp- > source num < > next sn then 
done: == true; -
end; 
end; 
function MAKE_FILE_NAME( source: Callsign_Type; ext: Ext_Type): Name_Type; 
begin 
MAKE FILE NAME[O .. l]:==" "; 
MAKE-FILE-NAME[2 .. 7]:== source; 
MAKE-FILE-NAME[8]:== '.'; 
MAKE-FILE - NAME[9 .. 11] : == ext; 
end; - -
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function GET_NAME( mUst: "Source_Record; mnum: ulong): Name_Type; 
begin 
S, e: uint; 
node: "Source Record; 
ext: Ext_ Tyt)e; 
Callsign _Type; 
S ::= GET MSI( mnum); { source 
e:= GET-LSI( mnum); {extension 
ext := GET EXT( e); 
node: = mlist; 
while node < > null aod node- > source num < > S do 
node:= node->next nurn; -
if node : = lUIil then -
GET NAME : = empty string; 
else begiD -
source := node->call; 
GET_NAME:"" MAKE]JLE_NAME( source, ext); 
end; 
end; 
procedure lNITIAUZE_MAIL_FlLE( source: Cailsign_Type; mnurn: ulong); 
ext: Ext_Type; length: ulong); 
var new_file: Name_Type; 
f: "File_Type; 
begin 
new file : "" MAKE FILE NAME( source, ext); 
f :=-OPEN FILE( ~ew file); 
WRlTE]ILE( mailJlag, 2, f); 
WRITE .... Fll..E( mnum, 4, f); 
WRITE FILE(length, 4, f); 
CLOSE-FILE( new file); 





r_file:= OPEN]ILE( file_name); 
FILE_SEEK(jl. r_file); 
Oength:= READ_FlLE( 1, SIZE_OF( ulong), r_file); 
DELmE FILE( file name); 
lNITIAU-ZEMAIL -FILE(mename[2 .. 7].mailnum.mename[9.11]. f_Iength); 
end; -- - --
function CRC_CHECKS_OUT( file_name: Name_Type; start: uint; stop: ulong; 
ere: uint): boolean; 
begin 
num _bytes, i: ulong; 





if ere = OxOO then CRC CHECKS OUT: = true; 
else begin --
sum:= OxOO; 
r file : = OPEN FILE( file name); 
FILE_SEEK( start, r_file); -
for i : = 1 to (stop - start) do begin 
next ehar : = READ FILE( 1, 1, r file); 
sum:= sum + next-char; -
end; -
CLOSE FILE( file name); 
CRC_CHEeKS_Om:= (sum = ere); 
end; 
end; 
function CHANGE_CASE( str: Byte_Array; len: uchar): Byte_Array; 
var i: uchar; { Changes any ASCII upper case letters found within} 
begin { 'str' to lower case. Returns the modified string. } 
fori:= Otolen-l do 




function HEADER_CIlECK( file_name: Name_Type; mail_num' 















Call sign _Type; 
Ext_Type; 
r file: = OPEN FILE( file name); i:= READJILE( 1, 2, rJ'ile); {Read flag 
if i < > mail.Jlag then good : = faise; 
10 : = READ FILE( 1. 4, r file); {Read mail number 
if 10 < > mail num then £ood : = fal~; -
10;= READJILE( I, 4, r~file); {Read length 
if 10 < > GET_LENGTH( file_name) then good:= faise; 
c := READ_FILE( I, 1, r_file); {Read file_type 
ok: = false; 
boolean; 
for i : = 0 to nWnlypes - 1 do {Check file_type agaimt all valid file_types 
if c = filetvpe[IJ then ok : = true; 
if not ok then -good: = false; { HEADER_CHECK, continued. 
e:= READ_FILE( 1, 1, rjik): {Read compression_type 
ok:= false; 
for i:= 0 to numcamps - I do { Check compression_type against all valid 
ifc = eomptype[i] thCll ok truc; {compression_types 
if not ok then good : = false: 
body-offset:= READ_F1LE( L 2, 
c:= READ_HLE( 1, I, T_file); 
call: = READ FILE( I, 6, r file); { Read source 
call:'-- CHANGE CASE( ca~, 6): 
if call < > CHANGE CASE(this fi\C[2 .. 7J, 6) then 
good : = false: - { Check source vs ) 
c:= REAO_HLE( 1,1, r_filc); {Read priority. to do with it is undefined.} 
10 : = READ FILE( 1, 4, r file); {Read upload liml: 
if 10 > = GETJIME() th;n good := faise; 
10 ; = READ FILE( I, 4, r fik); {Read expiratioll lime 
if 10 < GET: T1ME( ) then-good: = fal~e; 
i := READ FILElI, 2, r file}; {Read leading spaces in file name. 
if i < > this file[O .. I] then := false; 
call : = READ FILE( 1, { Rcad file name 
if CHANUEJ::-ASEl call, > CHANGE_CASE( thi~_filc[2 .71- 6) then 
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) 
good : = false; { Check vs known file_name 
ext: = READ FILE( 1, 3, f file); {Read file extension 
if CHANGE CASE{ ext, 6) -< > CHANGE CASE( file name[9 .111, 6) then 
good : = false; { Check vs kiiown file ext 
c: = READ FILE( 1, 1, f file); {Read num destinations 
ifc > Ox09-then good :=-false; -
if goOO then begin 
if c > Ox07 then c : = Ox07; 
for i : = 1 to c do { Read past all destinations 
call := READ_f1LE( 1, 6, f_file); 
body_offset:= body-offset- min.file_,ength - c*6; 
c:= READ FILE( J, 1, r file); {Read title length 
for i : = 1 to c do - { Read title -
d : = READ FlLE( 1, 1, r file}; 
body offset: = body offset - 1- c; 
c : = -READJILE( 1~ \, f_file); {Read keyword_length 
for i : = I to c do { Read keywords 
d:= READ FILE( 1,1, f file); 
body_offset: = bodLoffset - 1-- c; 
body_offset: = body-offset - 4; { Account for 2 checksum uints 
ifbodLolhet < > o then good := false; 
end; 
HEADER_CHECK; = good: 
end; {of HEADER_CHECK( ) 
function MSG_TO( file_name: Name_Type: call: Callsign_Type): boolean; 
begin 
AFile_Type; 
num dest, i: uchar; 
dcst:- Call sign_Type: 
MSG TO : = falw; 
r : = OPEN FILE( file name); 
FILE_SEEK( nd, f): -
Dum_de'it:= READJILE( 1,1, f); 
if num dest > 0 and num dest < 0)(08 then do 
for-j := 1 to num des[-du begin 
dest:= READ-=-FILE( 1, SIZE_OF(Cal1sign_Type), f); 
if dest : = c.all then MSG _ TO : = truf'; 
end; 
CLOSE FlLE( file name); 
end; - -
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procedure DEFAULT_SELECT( call: Call sign_Type; var m_head: "Source_Record: 
cS_aITay' Lettcr_Array; next_sn: uint; nsel: Num_Mail): 
file name: Name Type; 
f: - AFile:Type; 
tempI, temp2: "Source Record; 
new_node: "'Source -Record; 
num dest, i: uchar;-
dl_count, j: uchar; { download count 
index: uint; 
num found' Num_Mail; 
Uist: Mail_Array; 
m_llum, ul_time: ulong: {mail_number, upload_time 
begin 
num_found:= 0; 
index: = 0: 
file_name: = 
while file name 
f : "" OPEN FILE( 
FILE SEEK( mn, f): 
m_flu-;:ll := READJILE( 1, 4, f); 
FILE SEEK( de - ml. r): 
dl co~nt:= REAl) flLE{ 1,1, I); 
FliE_SEEK( w - sc, I); 
ul time:= READ FILE( 1, 4, f); 
FILE SEEK( nd - ~r, f); 
num)est:= READJILF.( \, 1, I): 
CLOSEJlT.E( file_name); 
if uUime > 0 then { Only con~ider completely upluadcJ files. 
if Hum dcst = OxOO or num dest > Ox07 then begin {to 'Al.L' 
- := num_fou~d + 1: 
,y,qm'''",md" + 3] := m num; 
:=index+4; -
end: 
else if dl COUn! < num dc'>t then 
if MSGJO( file_naTI1C, then begin 
numJound:= + 1: 
s list[index .. index 3]:= l11_flUm; 
index: = index + 4; 
end; 




while tempI < > null and templ->call < > call du begin 
temp2 := tempI; 
tempI:= templ->next call; 
end; -
if temp I "" null then begin 
new_node:= ALLOCATE( 1, SIZE_OF(Source_Record)); 
new_node:= source_num ;= next_sn; 
GET NEXT NUM( m head, next sn); 
new -;ode->-cal1 := cal!; -
new - node- > selected.num sel : = num found; 
new-node->selected.sel:-; s list; -
~:: = ~:!~~ ~ ~~~:= ~~i; ~ =o~=; 
new_node-> next_ext := OxOOOI; 
new_nodc- > num_act ::= OxOO; 
new node- > next num ; = null; 
new-node- > next-call: = nul!; 
lempI : = m _head; 
if templ- > source_ num > new _ node- > ,'iOurce_num then begin 
new_node->next_nuffi:= ffi_head; 
m _head ; = ne\'.'_ node; 
end; 
else begin 
while lempl- > source num < new node- > source num and 
tempI->next num < - > null du b~gin -
temp2 : = -temp 1: 
tempI:= templ-> next num; 
end; -
if tempi -> next num = null then 
tcmpl->next-num;= new nodc; 
else begin - -
new _ node- > next_ num 





templ->selected.num sel := num found; 




nsel : = num_found; 
end; 
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procedure PANSAT SELECTION( s struc!: Pdata: call: Callsign Type; 
var m_head: ASollrc~Record; c~_array: Letter_Array: next_sn: uinC nsel' NUlTl_Mail; 
error: uchar); 
file name: Name_Type; 
f: - "File_Type; 
s list: Select List; 
tempI, temp2: .... Source Record; 
new node: "'Soruce-Record; 
dest=call Callsign=Typc; 
lis!_i: uint; 
m num: ulong; 
abOrt, ok' boolean; 
num_s, I: uehar; 
strueU: uint; 
header_item' uchar; 
firs!, second' boolean; 
uehar; 
begin 
aoort : = false: 
file name: = GET FIRST FlLE( dart', empty string); 
while file_name < - > empo'_string and not abort do begin 
f:= OPEl\" FILE( file name); 
FILE_SEEK( mn, f); _. 
IT) num := READ rILE( 1,4,1): 
FiLE SEEK( Ul - ml, f): 
ul time: = READ FlLE( 1. 4, f); 
if ul time > 0 thc~ begin 
o-k : = false; 
FILE SEEK( nil - n, t); 
numJ.est:= READJ'ILE( 1, 1,1); 
if num_des! = OxOO or nurn_dest > Ox07 then ok:= true: 
for j = 1 to num_dest do begin 
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dest call : = READ FILE( 1, 6, I); 
ifCHANGE_CASE( dest_call, 6) = CHANGE_CASE( call, 6) then 
ok := true; 
end; 
if ok then begin 
~:~tC~~ ~~~: 
second : = false; 
i := 0 
while i < num s - 1 and not abort do begin 
relop:= s struc![struel I]; 
struC! i : =- struct i + I; 
hjtem := s_struct[structjJ; 
struct i := struet i + 1; 
hem len : = s struct[struct i]: 
struct_i : = struct_i + 1; -
if re10p = equal Sir or relop = nOI equ jlr th('n begin 
compare_he; : = s_struct[struct~) .. (strucU + 
compare_item:= CHANGE_CASE( compare_item, 
struet i : = struct i + item len; 
if h jlem < ds then begin -
FILE SEEK SET( h item, f); 
h stri"!1g : = READ FILE( item len, 1, 
h=string:= CHANGE_CASE(h_string, 
second:= STRING_ COMPARE( h_string, compare_item): 
if re10p = nor equ str then second : = not second; 
end; - -
else begin 
FILE SEEK SET( nd, f); 
num dest :=-READ FILE( 1,1, I); 
if h item = ds then -begin 
if nurn dest > 0 and num dest < Ox08 then 
if item len = 6 th('n begin 
fOf] : = 1 to num dest do begin 
h_string:= READJILE( 1, fi, 
h_string:= CHANGE_CASE( 6); 
if not second then 
end; 
end; 
second:= STRING COMPARE( h_string, 
compare_item); 
el~ second: = false; 
else if nurn dest > OxQ7 then begin 
h_string-:= READJILE( 42, I, I); 
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h ~tring : = CHANGE CASE( h ~tring, 
second:= STRlNGJIND( compare_item, 
end; 
else second: = false; 
if rclop = not_equ_str then second := not second; 
end; 
,be 
if h item = ti then begin 
FILE SEEK( ds + num dest"6, f); 
t len:= READ FILE( 1, I, f); 
h- string:= READ FILE( t len, 1, f); 
h=string := CHANGE_CAS-E( h_string, Uen); 
second:= STRING_FIND( compare_item, h_string): 
if felop = not_equJlr then second: = not second; 
end: 
eL~e 
if h item = ""', then hf'gin 
FILE SEEK( ds + num dest"'fi. t); 
I len:= READ FILE( 1, I, f); 
FILE SEEK( t l.;n, I, 0; 
Uen:= FILE=READ( 1,1,0; 
h_slring:= READJILE( Uen, 1, 1): 
h_~lring:= CHANGE_CASE( h_slring, Uen): 
second := STRING_FIND( compare_item, 
if relop = nor equ Sfr then second : = not 
f'nd; - -




if h item < na then bf'gin 
FH.E_SEEK_SET( h_ilem, f); 
if item len = 1 then begin 
s i~t : = s struct[~truct ij; 
strucl i:~ SITtlC! i + 1; 
hs ill!; = READ -FILE( L t); 
hl=lnt : = OxCK)O(Xlooo + 
I in! : = OxOOOOOOOU + 
end: 
ebe if item len = 2 then begin 
mint : ~ s stmct[struct i .. ~truct i + 1]: 
st~ct i : = -struct i + 2; -
hnlj;;-t : = READjILE( 1, 2. f): 
hUnt:= OxCXXXXlOOQ + hill_int; 
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Unt : = OxOOOOOOOO + m _int: 
end; 
eL'\e if item len = 4 then begin 
Unt :=-s_struet[structj .. structj + 3J; 
struet i:"" struct i + 4; 
hi int-: = READ -HLE( I, 4, f); 
end; - -
else abort: = true; 
if not abort then 
end; 
if relop = eqIWI int then 
second:= (hi int = lint); 
else if rclop = gre~1l in! then 
second: = ( hI i~ > lint); 
else if rclop = les-; in! the-;:' 
second: = ( hI int < lint); 
else if relop = noz..cqu_int-thcn 
second := (hI int < > lint); 
{'Ise if relop = gr -equ inr thC~1 
second:= (hi int-> = I in!); 
else if relop = le_equ_inr then 
second: = (hi int < = 1 int); 
else abort: = true; -
else abort: = true; 
if not abort then begin 
i:= i + 1; 
logop : = s struet[struet n; 
if logop = I and then begin 
struet i :-= struct i + 1; 
first :-;;" (first and second); 
end; 
else if Iugop = 1 or then begin 
struct i := stmet i + 1; 
first :-;;" (first or second); 
end; 
eL~e first: = (first and second); 
end; 
end; 
if first then begin 
s list.num sel:= s list.num sel + 1: 
s-lisLselpiSt i .. list i oj 3]:;;;- m_num; 





CLOSE FILE( file name); 
file name::= GET-NEXT FILE( dall!, file name); 
end;- - - -
if abort then 
error::= er yoorly Jnrmed _.feZ; 
else begin 
error::= flO_error; 
j ;:= call[O] - Ox41; 
tempI: = cs_array[j]; 
while temp 1 < > null and temp 1- > can < > call do begin 
temp2:= tempi; 
tempI ;:= tempI->next_call; 
end; 
if tempi := null then begin 
new node::= ALLOCATE( 1, SIZE OF(Source Record)); 
new-node::= source num:= next sn; -
GET NEXT NUM( m head, next -sn); 
new ~ode->-call ;= call; -
new - node- > selected.num sel : = s list.num sel; 
new-node->selected.sel:-:" s list.sel; -
new =ncxle- > next_mail : = OxOooo; 
new ncxle->next dir:= OxOOOO; 
new-ncxle->next-exl:= Ox0001; 
new-node->num-act:= OxOO; 
new =nodc- >next~num : = null; 
new ncxle->next call := null; 
tempI: = m_head; 
if tempI-> source flum > new ncxle->source num then begin 




while tempJ-> source num < new ncxle->source num and 
templ->next_num < - > null do tWgin -
temp2 : = tempI; 
tempI := templ-> next_num; 
end; 
if tempI -> next num = null then 
templ->next -num;= new node; 
el~ begin - -
new node-- > next num : = tempI; 






templ->selected.num_sel := s_list.num_sel; 
tcmpl->seIectcd.scI:,= s list. scI; 
temp1->next_mail := OxOooo; 
temp1->next dir:= Ox<XlOO; 
end; -
nse! : = sJist.num_sc!; 
end; 
end; 





r file : = OPEN FlLE( file name); 
PILE SEEK( bo~ r file): -
body'=-offset;= READ]ILE( 1, 2, f_file); 
FILE SEEK SET( O. r file); 
buffer[index~index + bodLoff~ct - 1J := READ_FlLE( bod)'_offsel, 1. r_file); 
CLOSE FILE( file name); 






filetypc[OJ : "" Oxoo; 
filctype[l] : = OxOI: 
filetype[2] : = Ox02; 
filetype[3] : = Ox03; 
filctype[4] : = 01'.04; 
filelype[5] : = Ox05; 
filetype[6] : = Ox06: 
filetype[7J : = Ox07; 
fiielype[8] : = Ox08; 
fiietype[9] : = Ox09; 





for i : = 15 to 
filetype[il : = 
comptype[O] 
comptype[1] := 
comptypc[2] : = 
comptypc[3] : = 
for i := 4 to 
comptype[i] : = 
next source num : = 
for i:= 0 to 25 do 
:0- null; 
end; 
- 1 do 
PACSAT File Types from H. Price 
ascii 
RU/MBL message body. Single me~sage. 
RLIIMBL importJexpon file. Multiple message. 
UoSAT Whole Orbit Data. 
Microsat Whole Orbit Data 
VoSAT CPE Data. 
MS/PC-DOS .exe file. 
MS/PC-DOS .com file. 
Keplerian elements NASA 2-lint: format. 
Keplerian elements "AMSAT" format. 
Simple ASCII text file, but compressed. 
PANSAT File Types. 
P ANSAT short telemetry file 
PANS AT telemdry file. 
file. 
D ser defined type. U seT must know OxFF 
'ESCAPE' nOl impkmented in PANSAT file 
headers. 
Extra space for types defined latl:r. 
PACSAT fIle compression types - H, Price. 
No compres~ion 
Body compressed using PKARC 
Body compressed using PKZ[P. 
Olher, user-known compression type. 
{ Extra spacc for comprcs~ion types defined later. 
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tm", 
from WAIT to same 
when mcllink].mail_lluffiJeq 
begin 
if mail number[link] = Ox()(){X)()()(X) then begin 
if lcngth[link] > MEM SPACE() then 
COMPACT MAIL(-maii head, first let); 
if Jength[link] <: = MEM _SPACE( ) then begin 
INCREMENT_MSG( c1ient_call[link], next_souree_Hum, mail_head, firstJct. 
mail num, ext): 
INITIALIZE MAIL HLE(client call, mail num, ext, Jength[hnk]); 
output mc[link].maitnuffi_resp( ~ail_num,-OxCXX)Q()()O(l. no_error); 
end; 
else begin 
output mc[link].mail_llum _resp( OxOOO(X)OOO, OxOO()(XXXXl, er _no J(Jam): 
timc : = GET TIME( ); 
report;= FORMAT_EVE:-"T_REPORT( mailboxJull, time): 
output e1.evenl_report( report); 




file_name"= GET f'.<AME( mail head, mail number[linkJ); 
if file_name = empfLs£ring thclI- -
outpul mc[link].maii num resp( mail number[link], Ox()(X}{)(}{X}(), 
er no suchJile nunlber); - -
else begin- -
rfile : = OPEN FILE( file name); 
FILE SEEK( ( read file); 
filc_l~ngth := READ~FILE( I, SIZEOF(ulong), rflle); 
if iength[link] < > fileJength then 
output m\:[linklmail __ num_rcsp( mail_number, Ox(}{){}{XKX)(), 
er bad continue); 
else begin -
file_offset:= GET_LENGTH( file_name) + 1; 
ir filc_oflset > = length[link] then 
output mc[link].mail num resp( mail number[link], Ox(l(}(K)()(X)(), 
erJileJomplefe); - - -
else begin 
if file offset < 42 then file offset: = 0; 
output mc[linkj.mail num resp( mail numberpinkJ. fill'_offsc! 







from WAIT to same 
when mc[link1.mail close req 
begin --
file error: = no error; 
header_ere : = 0;:0000; 
file name: = GET NAME( mail head, mail number[link]): 
if file_name = empty-string then- file_error:= er_noJoom; 
else begin 
rfile : = OPEN FILE( file namt:); 
FlI.F._SEEK( m-n, rfile); -
mail nurn : = READ FILE( 1, 4, mle); 
file length: = READ FILE( I, 4, rfile); 
if GET LENGTH( file name) > = file length then begin 
if mail num = OxO(X)(XXXXl then b;gin 
FILE SEEK SET( mn, rfile); 
WRITE FlLE( mail nUmberLlink), 4, rfile); 
fori :=-Oto3do-
header_erc:= header_ere + mail_nUlnber[link1[i]: 
end; 
time: = GET TIME( 
FILE SEEK SET( uf, 
WRrrE fILE( time, 4, 
for i :=-0 to 3 do 
{ Write upload_time 
header_ere:= header_ere + time[i]: 
time: = time + "'J''''''_''"J_'''''', 
WRITE FILE( time, 
fori :=-Oto 3 do 
header ere : = 
WRlTujlU:.( 
for i : = 0 to 7 do 
+ time[it 
8, rfile); 
header ere: = header ere + 
WRITE FILE(file name[9 .. ll], 3, 
for i :=-9 to 11 d(-;-
hc:.1dcr crc : = header crc + me name[i]: 
num dest :-= READ .fILE( 1, 1, rtile): 
if nu-;-n dest > 0 and num dest < 8 then 
FILE SEEK( num dest*6, rfile): 
else if nu-; dest > 7 then 
FILE SEEK( 




j := READ]ILE( 1,1, rfile); {Read keyword_lenght. 
FILE SEEK(j, rfile); 
i:= READ FILE( 1,2, rfile); {Read header check sum 
if i > 0 the-n begin 
header crc : = header crc + i; 
FILE SEEK( -2, rfIle); 
WRrrE]ILE( header_ere, 2, rfIle); 
end; 
end; 
CLOSE FILE( file name); 
if rCILresp[link] then begin 
if not HEADER CHECK( file name, mail number[link], filetype, comptype) 
then file error:;' er bad header; -
else begin --
rfile : = OPEN FILE( file name); 
FILE SEEK( bo, rfile); -
body.'=-offset : = READ ]ILE( 1, 2, rfile); 
FILE_SEEK_SET( body_off!>Ct - 4, rfilc); 
header cre:= READ FILE( 1, 2, rfile); 
bodY-Crc:= READ_FILE( 1, 2, rfile); 
CLOSE]lLE( file_name); 
if not CRC _CHECKS _ OUr( file_name, 0, body_offset, header _ crc) then 
fIle error: = er header check; 
else ifnot CRC_CHECKS"=-OUT( file_name, body-offset, file_length, 
body_crc) 
then file error: = er bod ... check; 
end; - ---
output mc[link].mail close resp( file error); 
if file error < > no -error-then -
RE)NIT_FILE( file_name, mail_number[link]); 
end; 
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from WAIT to same 
when mc[link].mail re.::v 
begin -
file name; = GET NAME( mail head, mall number[link]); 
if Jength[link] > MEM_SPACE() then -
COMPACT MAIL( mail head, first let); 
if Jength[link] <. = MEM_SPACE() a;;:d file_name < > empty_string then begin 
rfIle : = OPEN FILE( file name); 
FILE SEEK( offset[link], ~fik); 
'WRITE FILE( mail[Jink], length[linkl, rfile); 
CLOSE - FILE( fIle name); 






output mc[lmk].mail recv resp( er no room): 
time; = GET TJME(): - --
report := FORMAT EVENT REPORT( mailhoxJuIl. lIme); 
output el.event_report( report); 
output cc.fulUnailbox; 
end: 
from WAlT to same 
when mc[linkj.mselect req 
begin -
file error; = n{) error; 
ir select struct[l;~kl[()] = pan,.wlthen 
PANSAT_SELECTION( ~elecUtrucl[linkl. c1ient_call[linK], mail head. first_let, 
next SOUTce num, nsel, file error); 
else DEFAULT SELECT( c1icnt callnink], mail head, firsUet. nexUource_num. 
nscl); - - -
output mc[1inkJ.mseJecl_resp( mel, file_error); 
end; 
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from WAIT to same 
when mc[link].mail_del_req 
begin 
file_error: = er yemlission _denied; 
file name = GET NAME( mail head, mail number[link]); 
if f~e name = e;pry string tb~n -
file_error:= er_,w_suchJile_nwnber; 
else if client call[link] = nps call tben 
file error: = lW error; -
else begin -
if file_name[2 .. 7] < > client_call[link] then begin {A client may only delete '* 
rfile : = OPEN HLE( file name); { file which he has uploaded or which is} 
FILE SEEK( Wi, rfile); C addresseil to him. } 
num dest:= READ FILE( 1, 1, ffile); 
if nu-;n desl = OxOl then begin 
cs;= READ_FILE( I, SIZE_OF(CallsignJYpe), rflle); 




eL~ file_error: = no_error; 
if file eTTor = no error then begin 
DELETEJILE( thisJlle); 
DECREMENT MSG( file name[2 .. 7], mail head, first let); 
end; - - --
output mc[link].mail_del_resp( file_error); 
end; 
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from WAIT to same 
when mc[1ink}.dirJeq 
begin 
if mail number[link] < > OxOOOOOOOO then begin 
file-name; = GET NAME( mail head, mail numbet(link]); 
if file name = empty srring then -
output mC[link].directory( 0, er_nD_suchyle_number, false); 
else begin 
body_offset:= 0; 
COPY_HEADER( file_name, dir_dat, body_offset); 




j ;= client_ca11[link][O] - Ox41; 
tempI := first_letOJ; 
while tempI < > Mil and temp->caU < > client_ca1I[link1 do begin 
temp2;= tempI; tempI:= templ->next_call; 
end; 
if tempI := null or templ->selected.num_sel = OxOOOO then 
output mc[link].directory( 0, er_selecrion_empty, true); 
else begin 
j : = 0; file)ength: = 0; 
while templ->next_dir < = templ->selected.num_sel andj < 10 do begin 
mail num:= templ->selected.sel[templ->next dir]; 
file_name:= GET_NAME( mail_head, mail_num); 
if file name < > empty string then begin 
COPY_HEADER( file-=.name, dir_dat, file_length); 
j :=j + I; 
end; 
templ->next dir:= templ->next dir + I; 
end; - -
iftempI->next_dir> templ->selected.num_sel then begin 
done: = true; 
if temp-> next_mail > templ->selected.num_scl then 
tempI->selected.num_sel:= OxOOOO; 
end; 
else done: = false; 
if file_length = 0 then 
output mc[link].directory( 0, er_selection_empty, true); 





from WAIT to same 
when m<:[link].mailJeq 
.... in 
if mail numbertlink] < > OxOOOOJOOO then begin {Particular file requested. 
file-name: = GET NAME( mail head, mail number[link]); 
if rlie_name = emPty_string then- -
end; 
output mc[link].mailJesp( er_no_suchJUe_number, mail_number[link}, 0, 
faIse); 
else begin { "Next" file in selection list requested. 
j:= cHent_call[link][O] - Ox4Ij 
tempI : = firsUet[j]j 
whi1e tempI < > null and temp->call < > client call[link] do 
tempI := templ->next_call; -
if (tempI = null or tempI->selected.num_sel = OxOOOO or 
tempI->next_mail > templ->selected.num_sel) then begin 
if tempi = null or templ->selected.num sel = OxOOthen 
done: = true; -
else done: = false; 
output mc[link].mail resp( er selection empty, 0, 0, done); 
end; - - -
else begin { Active selection list found 
mail_num:= tempI->selected.sel[templ->next_rnail} 
file_name:= GET_NAME( mail_head, mail_num); 
if file_name: = empty_string then begin 
templ->next_mail:= templ->next_rnail + I; 
if templ-> next_mail > templ->selected.num_sel then 
if templ->next_dir > templ->selected.num_scl then begin 
tempI->selected.num_sel:= OxOOOO; 
output mc[link].maiIJesp( eT_selectionJmpty, 0, 0, true); 
end; 
else output mc[link].maiIJesp( eT_selection_empty, 0, 0, false); 
.be 
end; 
output mC[link].mail_resp( eT_no_suchJileJuJmbeT, mail_num, 0, 
false); 
else begin { Good file number found in select list. 
rule: = OPEN FILE( file name); 
FILE SEEK( mi, rule); -
filej!ngth:= READ]ILE( 1, 4, rule); 
if file length < = offset[1ink] then begin 
output mc[1inkl.mail_resp( 0, mail_num, 0, false); 




FILE SEEK SET( offset{linkJ, rfile); 
if file-=-length-- offset[link] > maxydat then begin 
dir_dat[O .. maxyda/ -J]:= READ]lLE( maxydat, I, rfile); 
output mc[1inklmaiIJesp( dir_dat. mail_num, marydar, false); 
end; 
else begin 
file_offset: = fileJength - offset[link]; 
dir dat[O .. file offset - 11 : = READ FILE( I, rfile); 
output mc[linkl.mail resp( dir dat, mail num, faL~e); 








from WAIT to same 
when me[linkJ.dl aek 
begin -
j := c1ient_callllink](O] - Ox41; 
tempI: = fIrSt ktUJ; 
while tempI <- > null and tcmp->call < > client_eall[link] do 
tempI := ternpl->next_caU; 
if (tempI < > null and templ->selcctOO.num_sc! < > OxOOOO and 
templ->next_mail < = tcmpl->sclccted.num_sel) then 
if templ-> selccted.sel[templ-> next_mailJ = mail_number[link] then begin 
templ->ncxt mail;= templ->next mail + 1; 
if templ->nc-;'t_mail > templ->sclCcted.num_sel then 
if templ->next_dir > templ->selected.num_scl then 
templ->sc1ected.num_sel := OxOOOO; 
end; 
file name: = GET NAME( mail head, mail numbcr[link]); 
if file name < > ~'mpl}' sfring then begin -
rfile : = OPEN FILE( file name); 
FILE SEEK SET( dc, rfil~); 
k;= READ-FILE( 1, 1, rfile); 
done; = false: 
FILE SEEK SET( lid, rflle); 
num dest :=-READ FILE( 1, 1, Tfile); 
CLO-SE FILE( file ~ame); 
if num dest = OxoO or num_dest > Ox07 then done: = truc; 
else if MSG TO( file name, client call[hnkD then done: = true; 
if done and k < 255 -then begin -
rfile : = OPEN FILE( file name}; 
k:=k+ 1; - -
FILE SEEK( dc, rfile); 
WRlii FILE( k, 1, rfile); 
FILE SEEK( ds - sc, rfile); 
if num des! < Ox08 then FILE SEEK( num dcst*6, rftle); 
else Fl1-E SEEK( 42, rtile); - -
j := READJTLI:.( 1, 1, rfile); {Read title_length. 
FILE_SEEK( j, rfilc); 
j;= READ FILE( I, 1, rfile); {Read keyword_length 
FILE_SEEK( j, rfile); 
header ere: = READ FILE( 1,2, rfile); {Read header check ~um 
if header erc > 0 then begin 
heade~ ere: = header erc + OxOOO 1; 
FIlE3EEK( rflle): 








from WAIT to same 
when cc.list mail 
begin -
num_ftles:= 0; 
if bulletins then begin { List all bulletins 
ftle name : = GET FIRST FILE( name, "BULLFfIN"); 
whUe ftle_name < - > empty_string do begin 
mail[num files] := file name; 
Dum ftles-:= num fileS + I; 
file_name:= GET-=,NEXT]ILE( name, file_name); 
endj 
endj 
if messages then 
if to then begin { List all messages 'to' a certain callsign. 
ftle name: = GET FIRST FILE( date, empty string); 
whHe file name < - > empty string do begin -
if MSG_TO( callsign) thin begin 
mail[num_files] := file_name; 
num files : = num files + 1; 
end; - -
file name: = GET NEXT FILE( date, file name); 
end; - - - -
end; 
else if from then begin { List all messages 'from' a certain ca11sign. 
sname[O .. lJ:=""; sname[2 .. 7] := callsign; 
file name: = GET FIRST FILE( name, sname); 
while file_name < - > empty_string do begin 
mail[num files] : = file name; 
num files-:= num files + 1; 
file_name:= GET-='NEXT_FILE( name, file_name); 
end; 
end; 
else begin { List all messages 
file_name := GET_FlRST_FILE( date, empty_string); 
while file_name < > emptry_string do begin 
if file _ name{O .. 7] < > "BULLETIN" then begin 
mail[num files] ;= file name; 
num files-: = num files + 1; 
end; - -
file name: = GET NEXT FlLE( date, file name); 
end; - - - -
end; 
output cc.mail list(num files - 1, mail); 
end: --
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from WAIT to same 
when cc.post_bulletin 
begin 
INCREMENT MSG( ~BULLETIN", next source num, mail head, first let, 
mail num, ext); - - - -
rfile -: = OPEN FILE( bulletin); { File has already been created and written by the} 
FILE_SEEK( mn, rfile); { command module. Here, we just keep track } 
WRITE FlLE( mail Dum, 4, rfile); { of how many bulletins are active, and } 
FlLE_SEEK( nil - mi, rfile); { write appropriate mail_number into the file } 
nUffi_dest:= READ]ILE( 1, 1, rfile); {header. In this case, the mail_number } 
if num_dest > OX07 then { will not accurately reflect the extension of the} 
FILE_SEEK( 42, rfile); { file name, since this will be assigned by the } 
j := READ_FILE( 1,1, rfile); { writing module. } 
FILE_SEEK( j, rfile); 
j := READ_FILE( 1,1, rfile); 
FILE SEEK( j, rfile); 
header erc : = READ FILE( 1, 2, rfile); 
if head~r ere > 0 then begin 
fori:=Ot03do 
header ere: = header ere + mail num[i]; 
FILE SEEK( -2, rfile); - -




from WAIT to same 
when cc.delete bulletin 
begin -
DECREMENT MSG( ~BULLETIN", mail head, first let); 
end; - --
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from WAIT to same 
when cc.purge_mail 
belln 
if not all then begin 
if to then begin { Purge all messages 'to' a certain callsign. 
file_name := GEf]IRST_FILE( date. empty_sIring); 
whUe file_name < > empty_string do begin 
if MSG_TO( callsign) then begin 
if posUime > 0 then hegin 
dile :::: OPEN FILE( file name); 
FILE SEEK( Ui, rfile); -
uUime:= READ_FILE( 1, 4, rfile); 
CLOSE FILE( file name); 
if uUime < post_time then begin 
DELETE FILE( file name); 
DECREMENT MSG( file name[2 .. 7], mail head, first let); 
end; - - --
end; 
else begin 
DELETE FILE( file name); 
DECREMENT_MSG( file_name[2 .. 7], mail_head, firstJet); 
end; 
end; 
file name:::: GET NEXT FILE( date, file name); 
end;- - - -
end; 
else if from then begin {Purge all messages 'from' a certain cal1sign. 
sname[O .. lJ:= U "; 
sname[2 .. 7] : = callsign; 
file name: = GET FIRST FILE( name, sname); 
whiie file_name < - > emptyjlring do begin 
if post time > 0 then begin 
rfile :::: OPEN FILE( file name); 
FILE SEEK( Ui, rfile); -
ul_time:::: READ]ILE( 1, 4, rfile); 
CLOSE FILE( file name); 
if uUime < post_time then begin 
DELETE FILE( file name); 




DELETE FILE( file name); 
DECREMENT_MSG( callsign, mail_head, fll"StJet); 
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end; 
file_name: = GET_NEXTJ'lLE( name, filc_name); 
end; 
end; 
else begin { Purge all messagcs. 
file_name:= GET_FIRST_FILE( dale, empf}'_.I!n·ng); 
while file name < > empty string do begin 
if file -name[O .. 7] < > '-;-BULLETIN" 
and f~e name[O .. 7J < > "USRTELEM" then begin 
if po-;t_time > 0 thf'n begin 
rfile : = OPEN FlLE( file name); 
FILE SEEK( Ui, rfile); -
III ti~e:= READ FILE( 1,4, rfile); 
CLOSE FILE( file- name); 
if uUime < post_time then begin 
DELETI:. FTLE( file name): 




DELETE FILE( file name): 
OECREtl--IENT MSG( file name[2 .7], mail_hC<ld. first_let); 
end: - -
end; 






from WAIT to same 
when ts.store usr telem 
begin --
INCREMENT MSG( "USRTELEM", next source num, mail head, first let, 
mail num, ext); - - - -
rfile -: = OPENJILE( lelem); {File has already been create{] and written by the 
FILE SEEK( mn, rfilc); { telemetry module. Here, we just keep track } 
wRrii_FILE( mail_num, 4, ffile); {of how many usr telem files are active, and} 
FILE_SEEK( lUi - ml, rfile); { write appropriate mail_number into the file } 
num_dest;= READ_FILE( I, I, rfile); {header. In this case, the mail_number} 
If num _ dest > OX07 then { will not accurately reflect the extension of the} 
FILE SEEK( 42, rfile); { file name, since this will be assigned by the } 
j := READJILE( 1, I, rfile); { writing module. } 
FILE SEEK( j, rfile); 
j:= R...EAD .flLE( I, 1, rfile); 
FILE_SEEK( j, rfile); 
header ere:= READ FILE( I, 2, rfiJc); 
if header ere > 0 the~l begin 
for i -: = 0 to 3 do 
header crc : = header ere + mail num[i]; 
FILE SEE-K( -2, rfile); - -




from WAIT to saml' 
when ts.dc1ete_uscr_telem { Telemetry module has already deleted the file and} 
begin { is only notifying the mail box module. } 
DECREMENT_MSG( "USRTELEM", mail_head, firsUet); 
end; 
end; { of MAILBOX CONTROL BODY 
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body PASSWORD_CONTROL_BODY for PASSWORD_CONTROL_TYPE; external: 
body AUTO_CONTROL_BODY for AUTO_CONTROL_TYPE; external: 
body GROUND_CONTROL_BODY for GROUND_CONTROL_TYPE: external: 
body PRIMITIVE_SW_LOADER for PRIMLTIVE_SW_LOADERJYPEj external; 
body TELEMETRY _GATHER_BODY for TELEMETRY_GATHER_TYPE; e,.iema); 
body AID_DRIVER_BODY for AiD_DRIVER_TYPE; 
body EVEl\T_LOGGER_BODY for EVENT_LOGGERJYPE; 
body EPS_DRlVER_BODY for EPS_DRIVER_TYPE; 
body COMM_DRIVER_BODY for CO:-"fM_DRIVERJYPE; 









Primitive SW Loader: 












{Module instantiatiun and channel connertion 
{ section for Hight Sort ware SIX-'Cification. 
PRIMITIVE AX25 TYPE; 
PRIMITIVE - SW LOADER TYPE; 
DATA TRANSFER TYPE;-
array[maxlinks] of PACKET_TRA.NSPER_TYPE; 
MAILBOX CONTROL TYPE; 
GROUND CONTROL l'YPE; 
AUTO CONTROL TYPE; 
EVENT_LOGGER '::-TYPE; 
PASSWORD CONTROL TYPE; 
TELEMETRY GATHER -TYPE; 
AID DRIVER-TYPE; -
EPS -DRlVER -TYPE; 
COMM DR1V""i-:R TYPE; 
DCS_DRIVERJYPE; 
initialize { Initialization Part of the Specification 
begin 
init Primitive AX25 with PRlMlTIYE AX25 BODY; 
init Primitive-SW Loader with PRIMiTIVE SW LOADER BODY; 
inil DataJra~sfer-with DATAJRANSFER=BODY; -
init Mailbox Control with MAILBOX CONTROL BODY; 
init Groundj:ontrol with GROllND_CONTROLjiODY; 
WI Auto_Control with AUTO_CONTROL_BODY; 
init Event_Logger with EVENTJOGGER_BODY· 
init Password Control with PASSWORD COl\"TROL BODY; 
init Telemctry-_Gather with TELEMETRY_GATHER=BODY; 
init AID_Driver with AiD_DRIVER_BODY; 
init EPS_Driver with EPS_DRIVER_BODY; 
init Comm_Driver with COMM_DRlVER_BODY; 
init DCS_Driver with DCS_DRlVER_BODY; 
all link: Link_Type do begin 
init Packet Transfer{link] with PACKET TRANSFER BODY; 
connect Data_Transfer.pc[link1 to Packet=Transfer[1ink].pc; 
connect Mailbox Contro1.mc[link1 to Packet Transfer[linkj.mc; 
connect Event LOggcr.el[link1 to Packet TrMsfer[link].el; 
end; - -
connect Primitive AX2S.bax[O] to Data Transfer.bax; 
connect Primitive-AX25.hax[ll to Grou~d Control.hax; 
connect Primitive-AX2S.bax[2J to Auto Control.ha1\; 
connect Primitive-AX2S.bax[3]to Primitive SW Loader.hax; 
connect Ground Control.ccd to Data Transfer.cc[O]; 
conned Groun(Conlro1.cct to Teler;:;etry_ GatheLcc[U]; 
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connect Ground_Control.ccl to Primitive_SW_Loader.cc[O]; 
connect Ground_Control.ccp to Password_Control.cc[O); 
connect Ground Control.ccm to Mailbox Control.cc[O]; 
connect Ground:Control.cce to EPS_Driver.cc[O); 
connect GroWld Control.ccom to Comm Driver.cc[O); 
connect Ground - Control.ccdc to DCS Drlver.cc[O]; 
connect Ground: Control.el to Evenc Logger.el[maxlinks); 
connect Ground Control.sc to Auto Control.sc; 
connect Auto Control.acd to Data Transfer.cc[l]; 
COl1lll!Ct Auto:Control.act to Telemetry_Gather.cc[1]; 
connect Auto_Control.acp to Password_Contro1.cc[l]; 
connect Auto_Control.acm to Mailbox_Control.cc[l]; 
connect Auto Control.ace to EPS Driver.cc[l]; 
connect Auto - Control.acom to Comm Driver.cc[1]; 
connect Auto-Control.acdc to DCS Driver.cc[l]; 
connect Auto:Control.el to Event_Logger. el[maxlinks + 1]; 
connect Telemetry_Gather.ad to AID_Driver.ad; 
connect Telemetry_Gather.el to EventJog.el[maxlinb + 2]; 
connect Telemetry_Gather.ts to Mailbox_Control.ts; 
connect Mailbox Control.el to Event Logger.el[maxlinks + 3]; 
connect Data_Trnnsfer.el to EvenU.Qgger.el[maxlinks + 41; 
connect Password Control.el to Event Logger.el[maxlinks + 5]; 
end; - -
end. { of Flight Software Specification 
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APPENDIX B - DATA FLOW DIAGRAMS 
DFD: CONTEXT DIAGRAM 
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APPENDIX C - ESTELLE SYNTAX 
Table C.I contains the subset of Pascal syntax which was utilized in Appendix A. 
Note that cells with double lines on top and bottom contain definitions somewhat 
modified from those found in [Ref. 8]. A more complete lexicon and construction rules 
can be found in Annex C of [Ref. 8]. 
Key: 
1) Each definition ends with a period, " , 
2) The or symbol, ":", denotes a choice among options. 
3) Components enclosed by square brackets, "[ ]", are optional. 
4) Parentheses, "( )", are used for grouping components in order to Clarify definitions. 
5) Components enclosed by curly brackets, "{ }", may be included zero or more times. 
6) Symbols shown within quotes," " must be typed exactly as they appear. ([hey will 
be found in bold-face type within the specification.) 
TABLE C.l PASCAL SYNTAX USED IN APPENDIX A 
I letter = "a" : "b" : ... : "z": "A" : HE" : ... : "Z". 
digit = ~O~ : "1" : H2" : "3" : "4" : "5" : "6" : "7" : "8" : "9" : "A" : "E" 
: "C': "D" : "E" : "F". 
special-symbol = ':,~," r:~-,:' i ,~:" ~:::",,~'~:''': :,,';~": :'T;~,:r..:. ':,c, \ ")" i 
word-symbol. 
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TABLE C.I PASCAL SYNTAX USED IN APPENDIX A 
word-symbol = "and" I ~array" I "begin" I "case" I "const" I "do" I "downto" 
I "else" I "end" I "false" I "for" I "function" I "if" I "in" I 
"not" I "nuW I "of" I "or" I "procedure" I "record" I 
"repeat" [ "then" [ "to" [ "true" I "type" I " until" [ "var" [ 
"while". 
identifier = letter { letter I digit}. 
unsigned-integer = digit {digit} I "Ox" digit {digit}. 
character-string = " , " string-character { string-character} " , ". 
comment = "{" any-sequence-of-charactcrs-and-separations-of-lines-not-
containing-right-brace "}". 





constant-definition-part = ["const" constant-definition ";" { constant-definition 
.,O}l. 
type-definition-part := [ "type" type-definition ";" {type-definition ";" } ]. 
variable-declaration-part = [ "var" variable-declaration ";" { variable-declaration 
","}]. 
procedure-and-function-dec1aration-part:= {( procedure-declaration I function-
declaration) ";" }. 
statement-part := compound-statement. 
constant-definition = identifier" =" constant. 
constant = [sign] ( unsigneil-intcger : constant-identifier) : character-string. 
constant-identifier = identifier. 
type-definition := identifier" =" type-denoter. 
type-denoter = ordinal-type I new-type. 
new-type = new-ordinal-type : new-structured-type : new-pointer-type. 
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TABLE C.I PASCAL SYNTAX USED IN APPENDIX A 
structured-type-identifier = type-identifier. 
pointer-type-identificr = type-identifier. 
type-identifier = identifier. 
ordinal-type = new-ordina1-type I ordinal-type-identifier. 
")" 
-list = n:cord-section { ";" record-se,ction}. 
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TABLE C.l PASCAL SYNTAX USED IN APPENDIX A 
record-section = identifier-list ";" type-denoter. 
-pointer-type = new-pointer-type : pointer-type-identifier. 
I new-pointer-type = "AO type-identifier. 
variable-declaration = identifier-list ";" type-denoter. 
variable-access = entire-variable: component-variable I identified-variable. 
entire-variable = variable-identifier. 
variable-identifier = identifier. 
component-variable = indexed-variable: field-designator. 
indexed-variable = array-variable "[" index-expression "]" { "[" index-expres~ion I 
"]"). 
array-variable = variable-access. 
index-expression = expression. 
field-designator = record-variable"." field-specifier: field-identifier. 
record-variable = variable-access. 
field-specifier = field identifier. 
field-identifier = identifier. 
I identified-variable = "A" pointer-variable. 
pointer-variable = variable-access. 
procMure-deciaration = procedure-heading" " directive 
: procedure-identification";" procedure-block 
i procedure-heading ";" procedure-block. 
procedure-heading = "procedure" identifier [formal-parameter-list J. 
procedure-identification = "procedure" procedure-identifier. 
procedure-identirler = identifier. 
procedure-block = block. 
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TABLE C.I PASCAL SYNTAX USED IN APPENDIX A 
function-declaration = function-heading ~j" directive 
[ function-identification M;" function-block 
t function-heading ~;" function-block. 
function-heading = "function" identifier {formal-parameter-list] ":" result-type. 
function-identification = "function" function-identifier. 
function-identifier = identifier. 
function-block = block. 
result-type = type-denoter. 
fonnal-parameter-list = "(M forma1-parameter~section { ";" formal-parameter-
section} "r. 
formal-paraMeter-section = value-paraMeter-specification 
variable-parameter-specification. 
value~parameter-specification = identifier~list ":M type-identifier. 
variable-parameter~specification = "var" identifier-list":" type~identifier. 
expression = simple-expression { relational-operator simple-expression J. 
simple-expression = [sign] renn { adding-operator term }. 
term = factor { multiplying-operator factor}. 
factor = variable-access [ unsigned-constant i function-designator [ 
set-constructor I "(" expression ")" i "not" factor. 
unsigned-constant = unsigned~number I character-string I constant-identifier I 
"null". 
set-constructor = T' [ member-designator { "," member-designator} J "]". 
member-designator = expression [ " .. " expression J. 
multiplying-operator = ~." i "and". 
adding-operator = "+" I "-" I "or". 
relational-operator = "=" 1"< >" I "<" I ">" I "<=" I ">=" I "in", 
boolean-expression = expression. 
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function-designator = function-identifier [ actual-parameter-list ]. 
actual-parameter-list == "(M actual-parameter { ". ~ actual-parameter} M)". 
actual-parameter = expression I variable-access I procedure-identifier 1 
function-identifier. 
statement = ( simple-statement I structured-statement). 
simple-statement = empty-statement I assignment-statement 1 
procedure-statement. 
empty-statement = . 
assignment-statement = (variable-access 1 function identifier) ":=" expression. 
procedure-statement = procedure-identifier ( [ actual-parameter-list ] ). 
structured-statement = compound-statement 1 conditional-statement 1 
repetitive-statement. 
statement-sequence = statement { M;_ statement}. 
compound-statement = "begin" statement-sequence "end". 
conditional-statement = if-statement ! case-statement. 
if-statement = "if" boolean-expression -then" statement [ else-part ]. 
else-part = "else- statement. 
case-statement = "case" case-index "of" case-list-element { ";" case-list-element} 
[";"] -end". 
case-list-element = case-constant-list ":" statement. 
case-constant-list = case-constant { "," case-constant }. 
case-constant = constant. 
case-index = expression. 
repetitive-statement = repeat-statement I while-statement 1 for-statement. 
repeat-statement::::: "repeat" statement-sequence "until" boolean-expression. 
while-statement = "while" boolean-expression "do" statement. 
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for-statement = "for" control-variable "; =" initial-value ( "10" I "downto" 
final·value "do" statement. 
control-variable = entire-variable. 
initial-value = expre.~sion. 
final-value = expression. 
The following table lists Estelle-specific reserved words which have been used in 
Appendix A. The expected location and function associated with each is also indicated. 






I Location II Function 
Beginning of entire 
specification block. 
In a constant declaration. 
By itself, on the right-
hand type 
definition. 
In the channel definition 
section, which 
immediately follows the 
global con~tant, type and 
and variahle declaration 
sections. 
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Identifies the name of the 
~pecification. 
Declares that a value of the indicated 
type must be chosen during 
implementation. 
Indicates that the actual internal 
details of the tvpe have not been 
determined. The final rnav 
be implementation-dependant. 
~:~i~~t~~~~he_ h~.ginni~~ o:h~ ~~1:~~1 
name, and then, within parentheses, 
the end-point namcs 
TABLE C.2 E..'nELLE-SPECIFlC RR'iERVED WORDS II 
Reserved I Location II Fun,tion 
I Word 
by Within a channel 'by' is followed by one of the 
definition. channel end point names and then by 
a list of the messages which can be 
sent from that end point. Following 
each message name, in parentheses, 
is a list of the parameters for that 
message type. 
module In the module header Indicates the beginning of a module 
definition section, which hcader definition. "module" is 
follows the global followed by the name of the module 
function anti procedure type. The module header definition 
declarations whieh follow defines the interfaces with the module. 
the channel definition 
&Cetion. 
system In the module header Indicates that the module is an 
process definition following the autonomous process, not a subprocess 
name of the module type enclosed within another. 
;p In the module header Indicates the beginning of the list of 
definition. interface points for the module. It is 
followed by the channel name~, each 
of which is given a channel type from 
I ~n~?n.g. those defined in the channel 
I det~nition s~tion. In parent~eses is 
indlcated whleh end pomt tlllS module 
plays the role of. That in turn, 
defines the type of messages which 
can be ~nt by this module 
individual In an interface point Indicates that all mes..age~ to or from 
queue declaration within a this module via the indicate<i channel 
module header defmition. will be maintained in an individual 
queue for that module alone. 
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Reserved Location Function 
Word 
common In an interface point Indicates that the module will share 
queue declaration within a the queue for this channel with all 
module header definition. other ~common gueue R modules 
playing the role of the same kind of 
end point for the same kind of 
channel. Or, if a module has an 
array of channels of the same type, 
all of the channels may use a 
common queue. 
body In the module body Indicates the beginning of a module 
defmition section, which body definition. This is where the 
follows the module actual behavior of the module is 
header definition section. defined. 
oxtemal In the module body Indicates that the body definition for 
definition section, this module is external to the current 
following the body name specification. It may not yet have 
and the module type. been developed, may be under 
development by another team, or it 
may be completely external to the 
system at hand, with only the 
interface defined by the module 
header definition being of any 
importance. 
>late Within a module body Marks the beginning of the list of 
definition, following the state names for this module. 
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Location Function 
Within a module body Defines a common name to be used 
definition, following the for several states, when they have 
list of state names. similar transitions. If the module 
state machine reacts the same way to 
a particular stimulus when in anyone 
of several different states, these states 
may be grouped together by a stateset 
so that the behavior need only be 
written out once for all the affected 
states. 
In a function or procedure 
declaration. 
Following the last local 
function or procedure 
declaration within a 
module body definition. 
Following the 
initialization section in 
the module body 
definition. 
Indicates that the algorithmic details 
of the function or procedure are not 
included in the present specification. 
The function or procedure may be 
deemed to be commonly understood 
or readily available from the operating 
system, or the details may simply not 
be relevant to the aspect of the system 
currently under consideration. 
Indicates the initial state of the 
module state machine when it is 
instantiated. Statements between the 
-begiuM and "end" keywords may be 
used to set up initial variable values, 
and to take any other automatic ~start­
up~ actions. 
Indicates the beginning of the state 
transition section of the module body. 
All possible state transitions will be 
listed within this section. 
rrom In the transition section of Indicates the state from which the 
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Location .Function 
In the transition section of Indicates the state in which the 
the module booy module will be, following the 
definition translllOn, 
Following the "from· Identifies the stimulus which may 
to" clause of the trigger the transition. "when" is 
transition statement usually followed by the name of an 
interface point, with a period, " " 
and the kind of mess..1ge from that 
channel which could trigger the 
transition, parameters associated 
with the message may be 
their value 
parameter names the "bt'gin . 
end" block of the tranSItion statement. 
Indicates any further conditions for 
the transition \0 occur. 'prm'ided' i~ 
statement. followed by an expression in 
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one of the parameler~ of the 
"when is comparoo with a 
necessary The transition 
only oceur~ when the module i~ in the 
necess-vy 
the transition occun, all of the 
statements between "begin" and 
"end" are executed before the module 
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Location Function 
Within the "begin - end" Indicates that a message is to be sent 
block of a transition out at the interface point indicated. 
statement. The interface point name is shown on 
the left side of a period, with the type 
of message on the right side. If there 
are any message parameters, variables 
uf the appropriate types mu~t be 
prepared with the proper values, and 
must be included in parentheses 
following the message name. 
Following all module lndicates the beginning of the module 
body definition.~. instantiation and channel connection 
section of the specification. 
Tn the rnodvar &cclion. 
In the module 
instantiation &cclion. 
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Indicates of the module 
instantiation will define 
exactly huw many copic~ of each 
module type will be created, using 
which module bodies. 
Indicates that the interface points of 
two modules will be connected 
together. Further defines which 
spet:ific channels go between WhiCh 
specific module instantiations. 
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